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Red tape, taxes choke Santa 
THIS CHRISTMAS toy ran may be 
Santa's last in B.C. 
Red tape and high taxes could force 
Santa Claus to stop doing business here, 
warns the Council of Santa Claus (CSC). 
In a strongly worded statement issued 
last week from the North Pole, the CSC 
said the cost of doing business is so high 
in B.C., Santa may have to skip this pro- 
vince in favour of Alberta. 
"You wouldn't believe the number of' 
permits we require for B.C.," said Santa. 
"Ever since the Santa Practices Code 
(SPC) came in, I've had to have two 
elves fuUtime just on paperwork. It's un- 
believable." 
"What I 'm trying to do is simply pro- 
vide a service to all the boys and girls, 
but it's becoming impossible." 
The CSC is made up of Santa Claus 
and the unions representing the reindeer 
and elves. 
In a rare move not common in B.C., 
the combination of labour and manage- 
ment united in a single cause should 
point out the seriousness of the situation. 
"There's no question reindeer have 
their own issues. But in regards to red 
tape and taxes in B.C., we must take a 
united front," said Rudolf the Red 
The CSC notes that the binders full of 
regulations which make up the Santa 
Practices Code, when piled up, are about 
as tall as the average lf. 
"Sure, we may have made mistakes in 
the past ~ taken more than our fair 
share of cookies and milk ~ but we've 
changed and we are now more 
responsible," said Santa. 
He quickly reeled off a list of main 
complaints of the CSC: 
[] To visit each house, a Chimney 
Entry Permit is needed. 
1 Santa's flight plan must be approved 
Nosed Reindeer of the Hying Reindeer by three separate government ministries 
Union, Local 1. at least 30 days prior to Christmas Eve. 
[] Santa is allowed just one "ho, ho, 
ho" call at each house. 
[] A duplicate copy of each toy request 
must be made and filed when received at 
the North Pole for submision to the 
Santa Practices Review Board, a stand 
alone agency created under the SPC. 
[] The age of each person making a re- 
quest must be recorded and fed into. a 
govermnent computer system to 
determine if they qualify for children's 
status as defined in the SPC. 
"This simply doesn't exist in Al- 
berta," fumed Santa. "We're welcomed 
with open arms, as long as we're careful 
[] Sing it sisters! 
Studenis at the Centennial Christian School performed Samson, 
a musical of mighty proportions, Dec. 17 at the Terrace Christian 
Reformed Church. These little girls were busy singing when 
Samson used God's strength to bring down the temple and con- 
quer his enemies. The schools Christmas bazaar was a great 
success this year, More than $5000 was raised from selling 
crafts, kitchen wares, poinsettias, baked goods, sausages, cro- 
quettes and playing games. 
Work sharing 
at West Fraser 
could lengthen 
' By JEFF NAGEL 
A FEDERAL work-sharing program that means the 
difference between a paycheque and a layoff notice 
for about 90 West Fraser workers could be extended 
to mid-June. 
The six-month program ~ scheduled to run out March 
20 and which would trigger layoffs at Skeena Sawmills 
may be extended by 13 weeks, says general manager Lou 
Poulin. 
That would keep the 136 mill employees working and 
buy the sawmill more time to wait for ~tronger prices in 
lumber markets. 
"I  have talked to the union and we have every intention 
of applying for a 13-week extension to get us to 39 
weeks,"' Poulin said late last week. 
"In June we're hoping the Japanese are going to find a 
trillion dollars and start buying lumber again," he added. 
Poulin said economists are forecasting tough times for 
the first two quarters of the new year, but there's ome 
hope of improvement bythe third quarter. 
West Fraser had told its workers layoffs will likely result 
whenever the work-sharing program ends. It is now run- 
ning one shift, shared between its normal two-shift work- 
force, with Employmeht Insurance paying benefits to make 
up the difference, An end to the work-share would mean 
eliminating the equivalent of one of the mill's two shifts. 
"They all know that when the work share ran out we 
were going to have to make a tough decision on who stays 
and who goes and it's going to have to be done based on 
~,., ,  .. ' i ~. ! ~ : . ..... 
SKEENA SAWMILLS workers, such as the one pic- 
lured above, may benefit from an extended work- 
share program which feaures Employment Insurance 
payments to top up wages, 
seniority, taking competency into account," Poulin said. 
The result will likely be that only those workers with 20 
years or more of seniority will survive, he said. 
"The morale of the crew and people is pretty good con- 
sidering the situation," Poul in added. 
-k -k***  
Both West Fraser's sawmill and Skeena Cellulose shut 
down for Christmas Dec. 18. Both mills are slated to re- 
start operations Jan. 4, following a normal two-week 
holiday shutdown. 
Poulin said West Fraser had originally planned a three- 
week Christmas shutdown. ;~ .... 
But a one-week closure in October and another in No- 
vember allowed them to take enough down time that the 
holiday season closure will be just the normal two wee~, 
not to fly too close to the oil derricks." 
Provincial officials in Victoria were 
quick to refute Santa's claims. 
"We've met with the CSC on 
numerous occasions," said an official 
who requested anonymity. 
"We've even waived the requirement 
that Christmas wrapping be made of 
B.C.-only paper products. Even now, 
we're putting the final touches on a Jobs 
for Santa Accord." 
But the official noted there is only so 
far the govenunent is prepared to go. 
"We are the government. We know 
what's best, even for Christmas." 
Gov't dives 
into regional 
surgical debate 
HEALTH MINISTRY has put itself into the middle 
of a touchy health care debate by recommending that Ter- 
race be the base for the region's two orthopedic surgeons. 
By custom and tradition, Kitimat has been the location of 
one surgeon and Prince Rupert the other. But with both 
those positions are now vacant, the issue of where they 
should be located needs to be examined, says a health min- 
istry 0ffic!aL 
,."Our position on orthopedic services is that we very 
much want to see an integrated program and we certainly 
want to see consolidation," says Sfephanie Slater. 
"Terrace is probably the logical site, but because ofge, 
ography and support staff, Prince Rupert would be fine, 
too," she added. "They don't have to be in the same 
place, but from the ministry's point of view, Terrace is the 
natural place." 
The topic of where specialists hould be based has al- 
ways been controversial in the northwest. Specialists are 
highly prized for their economic worth as they create sup- 
port jobs and increase the budgets of hospitals at where 
they practice the most. 
And there have been understandings between com- 
munities to base specialists at various hospitals o each 
receives an economic benefit. Yet at' the same time, deci- 
sion making regarding specialist services is difficult as 
there is no overall regional health care authority. Local 
community health councils instead have to work things out 
amongst themselves. 
A recent letter from Terrace-based surgeon Dr. James 
Dunfield to the health ministry suggesting that orthopedics 
be based here drew calls of interference from the com- 
munity health council in Prince Rupert and a request for an 
apology. 
Most of the region's pecialists are in Terrace where they 
can rely on each other for assistance aud from where they 
can fan out across the northwest when needed. 
That ability for mutual support should also be applied to 
orthopedics, said Slater. "It would be easier for them to 
Cont'd Page A9 
More jobs forecast 
if wood quota upped 
~KEENA CELLULOSE officials say they 
could hire 500 more workers at its north- 
west sawmills if the company is allowed to 
export more lumber to the U.S. 
The company has launched an appeal of 
its quota restriction under the Canada-U.S. 
Softwood Lumber Agreement. * 
If the move is successful, said company 
spokesman Don McDonald, Skeena Cel- 
lulose would be permitted to sell much 
more lumber to U.S. markets without being 
subject to a tariff. 
" I f  our quota is increased we could end 
up employing 500 more people in the saw- 
mills and we would probably be able to add 
another shift at the pulp mill," McDonald 
said. "Obviously there would bc jobs in 
woodlands for contractors inaddition." 
He said a third shift could be added at the 
company's mill here and mean more people 
at its Carnaby and Smithers mills, essential- 
ly doubling the workforce. 
A previous appeal through the B.C. 
Softwood Lumber Advisory Colmnittee 
was unsuccessful, McDonald said, but this 
time the company is appealing directly to 
foreign affairs minister Lloyd Axworthy to 
give the company abigger share of the Ca- 
nadian export quota. 
The company contends its export quota 
was incorrectly calculated, in large part be- 
cause it was based on a year when Skecna 
Cellulose was exporting most of its lumber 
to Asia and very little to the U.S. That now 
should be corrected because the U.S. 
market remains thc natural market for its 
products, it says. 
The company also claims undue hardship 
in a particularly hard-hit region of the pro- 
vinco. 
"They seem to have a pretty good case," 
said city councillor Val George, who per- 
suadcd city council to write a support letter. 
"I  think we can claim that we have been 
hit to a greater extent han other parts of 
this province and other parts of the coun- 
try," he said. "Other producers in other 
parts of the country are still making money 
in the lumber business." 
McDonald wouldn't specify how much 
extra lumber the company could export or 
the revenue a successful appeal would 
bring, George estimated it might yield 16 
million more board feet -  boosting lumber 
production by five to seven per cent. 
The provincial government is pressing 
Ottawa for a re-examination of quota al- 
locations. 
Skccna MLA Helmut Giesbreeht said he 
also wants lumber export quotas to be 
broken down not just by company but by 
each mill. 
He said that would require companies like 
West Fraser operate all their mi l lS- -  in: 
eluding money-losing ones like Skeena 
Sawmills - -  orgive up part of their quota, 
~f ¸
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Hospital hopes 
to clear up 
labour dispute 
Killer remains 
"loose on the 
L~ii ndM? SGTe r aTall d?n:e ei~ ~r~t:c r 
was stabbed to death in her 
Braun Street townhouse, 
Terrace RCMP officers still 
have no one in custody. 
"We're not making a 
whole lot of progress," said 
Staff Sgt. Bob Solvason late 
last week. "All we have is a 
body." 
Solvason said the public 
should not worry that there A N N U A L  
is a person' on the loose who 
attacks people in their 
homes at night. P ~ O D E I  But he did say people Linda Lefranc 
should take some , , , , ,  
safeguards. Lefranc's funeral was held R SWIM 
"People have to exercise Friday, Dec. 19. Her body 
some sort of normal precau- was returned from Prince 
tion until we find out who George last week after a 
did this/ '  said Solvason. coroner completed an ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ @ @  
After meeting with people autopsy. 
in Lefranc's life and con- Lefranc's body was dis- 
ducting a neighbourhood covered early in the morn- 
blitz, Solvason said investi- ing of Dec. 9 by her seven- 
gators here are still short on year old daughter. ~ J o in  in  the fun by gathering pledges now along with these 
details. An office administration 
Officers from Prince student at Northwest Com- past and present supporters. 
George and Prince Rupert in munity College, Lefranc 
town to assist the investiga- was a 37-year-old single ~ 1 
tion unit here, went home mother who had recently Dale Lufkin i B r ian  Undenbach 
briefly this past weekend to moved from Victoria to Tar- Overwaitea Terrace Standard 
race. Fiona McNair ~ Dennis Lissermore "--'l~ rest. 
Soivason said officers are She is originally from Kinettes BCLo~ryCorp. 
being particularly quiet Kitimat. 
about case details - -  such as Jim ~.0 myrLect'te'" IB  Bruce Martindale mlli 
the nature of the murder ~ CedarlandTire Web North 
weapon - -  for two reasons: BEAT THE 
they don't want to publicize I v ' '~"  " O N  Steve Liflte B~ Garelh Reid details that only the tour- LUNG DISEASE i i CFNR Mix 590 
darer knows. That's to 
J l~  Arm yourself with 
eliminate false information ~!&l the latest lung Pick up your pledge forms at the following businesses. 
~ , ~  facts from which may come ill about : "~%,~?~*~ the B.C. Terrace Standard 
the case. "-r .V_..~V<~L..---" Lung Valhalla Pure Oulfitters Overwaitea 
And' officers als° want t° L , Association. Co-op Home Cenlre S keena Broadcasters increase the chances of con- 
viction once a person who is BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
charged gets to court, so, 34009. Statidn D
A jury can be unfairly in- Vancouver. n.c:v6J4M2 
fluenced, said Solvason. , .  ,.,~.=.,~.~.~==.~,,,~....~=,o.,..~ 
BY WEEK'S END housekeepers at Mills Memorial 
• os/.,ital should have their job duty lists straightened 
out, says Cynthia Stokes, the hospital's personnel man- 
ager. 
Housekeepers held two ha!f-day sit ins last week to 
protest a cut ill their work force from four to two 
people on week day shifts and from two to one on 
weekends. 
The workers are now reviewing new work schedules 
with their managers to ensure they're not being over- 
worked. 
To make the cuts, managers e-arranged job schedul- 
es and job duties to even out workloads. 
Housekeepers are saying there's too much work to do 
on weekends for just one person. 
"It will be very hard for current staffing levels to 
keep up to the standards it has in the past," said local 
Hospital Employees' Union shop steward Mary 
Nicholls. 
But Stokes said the hospital's cleanliness houldn't 
suffer. 
"You have to deal with a public place the best you 
can," she said. "It can't always be perfect." 
And if the workload one day is too great for a 
housekeeper, Stokes said the hospital will call some- 
body to come in for four hours to help out. 
Nicholls, however, wants three staff working week- 
days and two on duty weekends. 
"The main issues are workload and safety," she said• 
Nicholls explained that if a solitary weekend 
housekeeper f ll off a ladder while cleanh~g air ducts at 
night, there's agood chance she wouldn't be found un- 
til the next morning. Yet if two housekeepers worked 
on weekends, the other one could go looking for a co- 
worker if she didn't show up for a break. 
But Stokes said that scenario wouldn't happen be- 
cause weekend housekeepers shouldn't be climbing 
ladders to clean things• 
She explained that weekend janitors will be 
responsible mainly for cleaning patients' rooms and 
making sure floors are clean and that there aren't pools 
of water by the front door. 
Stokes said the hospital "reduced the number of 
staffing on weekends because activity in the hospital is 
a lot less so the major cleaning can be done from Mon- 
day to Friday when all the staff is there." 
Evening janitor Angcla Lavallee said as of Dec. 11 
her work time base been cut by 15 hours, but she is still 
expected to do the same job. 
She said there's also been talk of adding a new job to 
her worklist. "l  can try, but I don't know if I'll be able O r contact  Pat r i ck  M l ty"  "c 'n - - re  
at  638- 1 777 to get it all done," said Lavallee. 
Housekeeping duties include cleaning patients' 
rooms, making beds, painting walls, cleaning ducts, Event  takes place at Kiddies Camp 
cleaning hallways, answering phones, and cleaning a 
variety of other ooms. 1:00 pm New Years Day 
I 
" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  You sE 1rile JUDGE 
Get to the heart 
of thematter! _  NOUNCEMENT 
Next ime you're f eUng a tittle down, ,.~ . 
get out and get active. For a leering ,~l'lar!p~ a 
you can really take to hearti ~eammler jl~q[¢'~ 
Future• ~ l  
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When the class bully is... the teacher?! BYC~IREBERN~EIN 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
Chi ropractor  
4635 Lazel le ,  Ter race  @: 
MSP, ICBC; WCB ACCEPTED 
Dynamic  Gait Ana lys i s  and  
Prescr ip t ion  Orthot ics  Now 
Avai lable.  
For Appointment 638-8165 
The 
CALEDONIA SENIOR BOYS 
VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
would like to 
YH&HK 
the following people and businesses for 
their donations on and off the court and 
making it possible for us to go to 
Provincials. 
• Bri-Don Installations 
• lhomhill Motors 
• Skeena Sawmills 
• Terrace Mtn. Transport 
• Mervln Be•clio 
• West Point Rentals 
• Bandstra Transportation Systams 
• Nino's An: & Spark 
• C. Stewqrt Enlerprises Inc. 
•Finning 
• Terrace Chrysler Lid. 
• Totem Furniture & Appliances 
• Terrace Home Hardware 
• Uniglobe Travel 
• Rudon Enterprise 
• Eledrnnia Plus 
• Robert C. Nearing Holdings Lid. 
• Edgar Veldman 
• Anne MOlD 
• Norlhem Savings Credit Union 
• Williams Moving and Storage 
• Terrace Builders Cenlm Ltd. 
• Skeena Hotel 
• Back Eddy Pub 
• Paragon Insurance 
• Donna Ziegler 
• Neid Enteq~rises 
• Keenleyside Insurance 
• OK Tire 
• Terrace Sight & Sound 
• Skeena Animal Hospital 
• Terrme Carpet Cenlm 
• Scotia Bank 
,,Elan Travel 
• lkoa Office Solutions 
• Danny's Restaurant 
• McEwan GM 
• Coastal Bus Unes Lid. 
• All Seasons 
• Kathleon Brandsma 
A s~cial thanks to Scoff Stewart and Cam 
Macgay for their patience, advice, support and 
making thing.s 9o smooth!y. Without hem there 
would not have been a team. 
:::::~i~i::ii!i ;:   :~::~:~i!: ! :::::ili~i~ 
L.E.J. International Trucks Ltd. is 
pleased to announce the appointment of 
Ed Parent as Branch Manager of the  
Terrace operation. 
Ed, and the L.E.J. team are committed to 
bringing you the best possible in products 
and services. The L.E.J. team welcome 
you to drop by for a visit. 
3467 Hwy 16 East, Terrace 635-9198 
-% 
i" 
When Holiday Shopping 
Wears You Out... 
Give,  , Gift Basket  
Choose the products you would 
like to give. 
• Antipasto • Jams 
• Chutney • Pickled Garlic 
And many others! 
J ~ Gift Baskets 
I ~ ,¢~ ~. t '~  p, Start ing 
~ ~  From 
cm] o, 
~ ~ . .  ,. your order 
Plentiful Preserves 
Phone: 635-3259 Fax: 635-0186 
CASES 
Andrea leaned over the bed to give her 7 
year old daughter a good-night kiss. 
"Sweet dreams Claudia, my little 
pumpkln." 
Without warning, Claudia sat up and 
threw her arms around her mother. Sobbing, 
she pulled her mother tight. Andrea was 
baffled. 
"Claudia, what's wrong? You can tell me, 
baby. Mummy will make it all better." 
After 2 minutes, the weeping subsided. 
Claudia's little voice was barely audible. 
"Mummy, I'm really stupid at school." 
Andrea was aghast. How could her pre- 
cious little daughter be so down on herself? 
"Claudia, who's been telling you that? 
You're such a bright little girl. You know 
that." 
Claudia started sobbing again. 
"My teacher doesn't think so. She says 
I'm stupid. She calls me 'Queen of 
Mistakes'. And she yells It out really loud. 
I'm so soared all the time. Mummy, do I 
have to go back to school? Can't I stay 
home with you? I'll be good, I promise." 
Andrea hugged her child lovingly for sev- 
eral minutes. Then she kissed her and 
tucked her Into bed. 
"Don't worry my darling, Daddy and Mummy 
will take care of it. You know how much we love 
you. We'll do anything to help you." 
Andrea turned off the light and ran to the 
phone. She called a friend, who confirmed 
everything Claudia had said. 
"A lot of mothers say the same thing, 
Andrea. This teacher is such a bullyl My 
daughter comes home every day with a 
stomach ache. We have to do something 
about thlsl" 
Andrea's husband overheard the 
conversation, 
"Lay a complaint with the Regional School 
Board." 
BASED ON 
ACTUAL COURT 
The Regional School Board never 
answered. 
At the end of the month, Claudia came 
home with her report card. Her head was 
hanging in shame. 
Andrea glanced at the report and let out 
a yell of disgust. 
"Claudia was getting straight A'slll Now 
she's getting C's and D'slll I've had enough 
of this, Claudia is NOT going back there." 
The couple immediately transferred 
Claudia to a different school. 
"We're suing the Regional School Board 
and the teacher for damages for stress, dis. 
ruption of home life and loss of schooling." 
In court, Claudia's parents fought hard, 
"Your Honour, this kind of behaviour by a 
teacher is inappropriate and objectionable, 
Any reasonable parent would agree. The 
teacher, or at least the Regional School 
Board, should be held responsible for the 
quality of my daughter's schooling, Don't 
teachers have to live up to certain stan. 
dards of conduct?" 
The school board was incensed. "Your 
Honour, this is a waste of timel It's not the 
court's responsibility to establish staR. 
dards of conduct for our teachersl We sere '
nothing wrong with this teacher's actions. 
Leave it at that." 
Should the Regional School Board and 
the .teacher be forced to pay damages? 
Youl Be the Judge, Then look below for the 
decision. 
I SPONSORED BY _ I 
,, %lily LAWYERS 
Helping People Cope with the Legal System" I 
3 L rra 
1 Grant Lindsey Holly Grueger Marshall Matias I 
I Criminal Defence Law General Law Family Law I 
L Phone 638-1764 Fax 638-7249 J 
YOI~"2~ZcLI~eel~ " t teU~l~udgi{~ul;d?"tl~C~ouS~ ~OIqlNnot ,ntervena In edtmatlona, malpractice unleu the telmher'g 
eonduot Is exceptionally offensive. Thgt'a not the ease with Claudia's teaohef. Aetlo~ dlsmluod." 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE I$ based on actual court cases, Today's decision is bread on the facts of the case and the law of 
the province of Saskatchewan. If you have a aLmilar problem, ptease consult LIndsey & Grueger, Claire Sernstaln is e 
Montreal lawyer end nationally s ndicated columnist. Copyright 19g7 Halke Enterpdsea, BI4.a 
Here's your tour list 
Lights dazzle contest judges 
By ALEX IIAMILTON 
TWINKLING LOGGING 
trucks, glowhtg nativity 
scenes, shooting stars, 
sparking space shuttles and 
glittering greetings...Terrace 
has it all. 
It took five judges three 
hours to drive 100 kilo- 
metres around the area, 
looking at all the entries in 
this year's Christmas lights 
contest on Dec. 17. 
After much haggling and 
debate, the judges unani- 
mously gave the best house 
award to Joe and Tina 
Raposo at 2809 Hall St. 
"It's dainty and artistic," 
said judge Chris Hansen, 
from the Greater Terrace 
Beautification Society. "It 
was a nice twi~tkling 
pleasure." 
Runners up in the best 
home category include 2802 
Molitor St. (Thehna Odell) 
and 5306 McCom~ell (Ken 
Juniper). 
And honourable mentions 
to 5233 Mountain Vista 
(Scott and Janet Hamel). 
This house, including the 
backyard, is done up to per- 
fection. 
"It 's very tastefully 
done," said judge and city 
councillor Olga Power. 
"It 's lovely." 
Also up for an honourable 
mention is 2708 Molitor 
(Antonio S. Duarte). 
The award for best effort 
goes to Luella Campbell at 
6041 Chimdemash at Usk. 
All the ChrisUnas decora- 
tions are handmade out of 
wood. Cheek out the bells, 
geese holding the wreath, 
poinsettias, and the beautiful 
light display. 
Runner up for best effort 
goes to 4705 Soucie (Roy 
and Audrey Alaric.) This 
home has everything: 
Frostie, Santa, flashing 
lights and reindeer. 
Best street goes to MeRae 
Cres. in the horseshoe. 
Bring your shades for these 
houses, the amount of light 
goes to the Tillicum on Jaekpine Flats. To get  4707 Weber Ave, 4931 Park , , , , , 
Theatre. there turn right on Sockeye .Ave. (very nicely colour, A must see as always is 
Also deserving special and then onto Edgewood. coordinated) and 4523 Gra- '  Nelson McGiulay's master- 
mention are the Copperside Second place went to #16- ham Ave. for its space piece at 5502 Highway 16 
stores on Kalum and in 4625Graham in the Terrace'shuttle. West. 
Thornhill. Trailor Park. Special mention also goes' His home belongs in a 
In the best mobile' Other houses to take a to the whole neighbourhood' category of its own. Be sure 
home/apartment category, peek at include 4926 Lazelle of Thornheights. The major-' to visit Santa's head- 
first place went to 407 Ave., (where there is a ity of houses there are worth quarters. He'll be there from 
Edgewood, which is located shooting star), 4934 Lazelle, seeing. 6 to 9 p.m. up to Dec. 24. 
MAILING A Christmas card may have been more ex- 
pensive for some people this year. 
Canada Post has discontinued what it called a 'greet 
more' program which sold stamps at 3 to 5 cents less than 
normal with the provision that envelopes carrying six 
boxes in which to put the postal code were used. 
"Over the years with the price of cards, and of mailing 
there's been a drop in the number of Christmas cards 
mailed and the program wasn't that popular and it was 
declining," said Canada Post official Bob Taylor. 
The program ended a year and a half ago but Canada 
Post honoured it last Christmas o those people who had 
bought and filed greet more stamps could still use them. 
Taylor tagged email as one reason why Christmas card 
mailings have declined. 
;hristmas mailings decrease 
* -k -k "k "~" 
And the cost of a regular stamp is going up as of Jan. 1, 
1999.' 
The increase is a penny, putting the cost of a stamp at 46 
cents, not including GST. 
It will also cost more to mail a letter to the United States, 
55 cents instead of 52 cents, not including GST. 
B.C. Tel expects to carry 1.4 million phone calls Christ- 
mas Day, double the amount i normally carries. 
The average length of a Christmas Day call is 10 
minutes, which is also twice the normal weekday average. 
And to help handle the load, extra operators and other 
workers will be on duty Dec. 25. 
B.C. Tel does have some tips to make Christmas Day 
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News In Brief 
Boy loses mum in 
fatal accident 
A FOUR-YEAR-OLD boy is in hospital here after his 
mother died in a fatal accident near New Hazelton 
Wednesday, Dec. 16. 
Katrina Berardueci, 29, died late in the morning of 
Dec. 16 at Wrinch Memorial Hospital in New Hazeiton 
after mming into an logging trnek on Hwyl6. 
Berarducci was driving eastbound on Hwyl6 near 
Mud Flat Creek when an oncoming truck slid on an icy 
section of the highway 11 kilometres east of New 
Hazelton. 
RCMP say the logging truck spun sideways causing 
Berarducci's vehicle to run into the truck's back 
wheels. 
Her son Brandon was treated at Wrinch Memorial 
hospital briefly before being transferred to Terrace for 
further treatment. 
RCMP saY the truck slid off the highway after the 
collision and it's driver was treated and released from 
hospital. 
Get it in writing 
SKEENA BROADCASTERS has officially asked for 
permission to carry a Portugeuse language station on 
its cable system. 
It did bring in Radio Television Portugal (RTP) ear- 
lier this year but had to pull it because it did not have 
the official approval of the Cauadian Radio-television 
aitd Teleconununications Commission (CRTC) which 
regulates broadcasters in Canada. 
The application to the CRTC covers basic service 
cable systems in Terrace, Prince Rupert, Kithnat, 
Hazelton, Smithers and Houston. 
Cancellation of RTP provoked calls and letters to the 
CRTC asking for it to be re-instated. They'll form part 
of the package asking for approval. 
Moving to Prince George 
A TERRACE-BASED provincial govermnent official 
has moved to Prince George to work for northern de- 
velopment commissioner John Backhouse. 
Harold Demetzer was most recently the northwest's 
regional director for the small business, tourism and 
culture ministry. He's also worked for the federal In- 
dian and Northern Affairs department in the northwest 
and in Williams Lake. 
The northern development commission was formed 
'earlier this year as one way for the north to have a 
voice in provincial government affairs. 
Backhouse is a former Prince George mayor and 
there are five people in his office. It has a budget of 
$2.5 million and last week mailed out a newsletter tell- 
ing people what it was doing. 
is blinding. Runner up for 
best street was Hundal Dr. 
and honourable mentions go 
to Temple St;, BoRon Ave. 
and the 4900 block of 
Labelle Ave. 
Best commercial building. 
Tailor-made cards using various Internet services have 
grown very popular over the past several years. 
But overall, Taylor said Canada Post's business has in- 
.~ea.sed...'.'.We'rc adding 170,000 new addresses , a .year. 
Don't forget we're getting a lot of inunigration and those 
new Canadians are sending and receiving international 
mail," he said. 
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Tough job 
IF YOU think the toughest job in B.C. is that of 
Mike Keenan or Brian Burke in trying to field a 
decent hockey team, you'd be wrong. 
Instead, cast your eye across the Georgia Straits 
and consider the plight of finance minister Joy' 
MacPhail. She's the fourth person to hold that 
portfolio since the first NDP government was 
elected in' 1991 and by all accounts, seems to be 
the only one to fully understand that a govern- 
ment is not supposed to overspend, tax ex- 
cessively or overregulate. 
The one weak area of the NDP lies in the econ- 
omy. For the most part, the party views income 
and profits as something to be plucked like a ripe 
fruit from a tree instead of regarding the whole 
tree as a vital and living organism. 
To be sure, Ms. MacPhail is as ardent an 
NDPer as they come and she follows closely the 
NDP philosophy that a government should be a 
strong intervenor in the economy. 
But she shows clear signs of understanding that 
choking the ability of business and of taxpayers 
to participate by investment and spending means 
nothing but bad news. 
Witness the reaction of other cabinet minist~s, 
notably Moe Sihota, to various proposals by the 
Business Summit, the collection of business 
leaders who gathered recently to gather ideas to 
revive the province. Mr. Sihota took it as an 
ideogical declaration of war and went on the at- 
tack with dire warnings. Ms. MacPhail was more 
receptive, leading observers to note she would 
consider what the business leaders had to say. 
Mr. Sihota's reaction shows that despite all its 
years in power, the NDP prefers the heat of 
political battle to the more rational job of gov- 
erning . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  
S ° the b6st:itiope for B.C.,at least in the next 
little while, rests with Ms. MacPhail as she be- 
gins work on the next budget. And that leaves us 
with the wish she'll be able to curb her more in- 
temperate colleagues. 
Wise words 
SOMEONE IS off to the Persian Gulf to visit 
family. Another person is visiting the Far East. 
Someone lse is in Hawaii and yet another per- 
son is visiting a new nephew on the Prairies. 
Others are preparing for a quiet time at home ei- 
ther by themselves or to welcome visitors. 
It's the time of year when the skies and roads 
are full of people crisscrossing the globe in this 
the most special holiday of the year. 
The words of Tommy Douglas, a former Bap- 
tist minister, former premier of Saskatchewan 
and former leader of the federal New Democratic 
Party come to mind: 
" I f  Christmas means anything, it should 
mean that, like the shepherds of  old, we catch a 
vision of  the world as it ought to be and not as it 
is. This is the season when we should renew our 
determination to do what we can, each in our 
own way, to build a world founded on human 
brotherhood and concern for  the needs of  
others. ' ' 
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Her voice revi,/es memories 
VICTORIA- St. Andrew's 
Cathedral is packed with parents 
and grandparents. The occasion 
is St. Andrew's School's annual 
Christmas pageant. 
Little tikes crawl on the 
floor, resting on their behinds. 
once in a while, fascinated by the 
lights of candles and the activity 
at the altar. 
One by one, the seven pri- 
mary grades present heir musi- 
cal selections. Then it is the sev- 
enth graders' turn. Like any par- 
ent, well, grandfather in my case, 
I look for my charge. There they 
are, Pamela mong them, singing 
Silent Night, Holy Night. 
And if by magic, I am trans- 
ported back to another evening, 
another Christmas pageant, long, 
long ago. 
,That time, Pamelals father 
i'? ";11 
Roderick, theiE,maybe 10, was 
sin~ing asolo. i'~:!i~',:.:~l 
A woman turned to my wife 
and said, "he has the voice of an 
angel." 
Rod has been dead nearly 
three years, but his girl's voice 
can yank him back from the 
grave into my heart an a split 
second. 
Somehow, the milestones of 
my life have always been 
I i I  l l i l  lvl I I :  I : l l i t l ; l ' , i  I II;I I 
HUBERT BEYER 
Christmases, not birthdays. From 
the earliest Christmas I remem- 
ber in pre-war Germany, my par- 
ents not half the age I am now, to 
this Christmas eason. 
Even Hitler's terrible new 
order, in which eventually there 
!would {have been no place for 
• ireligiotl of any kind, couldn~t:7,7,i 
!extinguish the magic of 
Christmas. Not that he didn't ry. 
At state-sponsored 
Christmas events for the wives 
and children of the men serving 
at the front, no Christmas music- 
was played. These events were 
called Volksweihnacht, People's 
Christmas. 
The band would play a lot of 
songs about winter magic, but 
nothing with the words Christ or 
Christmas in them. The official 
Nazi Christmas song was O 
Tannenbaum which, unlike the 
English version makes no refer- 
ence to Christmas. To this day, I 
can't stand that song. 
But at every  
Volksweihnacht, the people 
ignored the band and began sing- 
ing Silent Night and all the other 
beautiful German Christmas 
songs. 
Life marched on and 
Hitler's new order became the 
dust of history. 
Christmas, once again, 
became what it had been. There 
were the terrible post-war years, 
hunger and poverty~ but those 
passed too. 
The good memories are of 
our family together again at 
Christmas. Both my father and 
b'rbth~r had survived I There are 
the memories of unwrapping 
presents on Christmas Eve, of 
walking to church, often through 
new-fallen snow, for midnight 
mass. 
There was the sad experi- 
ence of that first Christmas after 
my parents' death, an experience 
no-one scapes. 
New memories, however, 
*l 
7T 
joined the old ones, memories of z 
our first child. 
We put the baby Under the 
tree because we didn't have the 
money to give each other pi'e- 
sents. By the time the other three 
had come along, we had a few ' 
cents to mb together, and the pile 
of presents under the tree seemed 
to get bigger and bigger by the 
year. 
Another poignant milestone 
was the first Christmas without 
our son, Roderick. But life must 
be for the living, and we now had 
a granddaughter o aise, a formi- 
dable challenge when one has 
¢1 
white hair and gets a monthly " 
Canada Pension cheque, a small .. 
one, to be sure. 
The Christmas pageant is 
over. My granddaughter joins me .. 
in front of the church and asks 7, 
how they sang. ' : ':~' :7 
I say, "you  sang '~ 
beautifully." ' 
And I remember having said " 
that before, after many a 
+l  
Christmas pageant in which our,  
children participated. ,+ 
Memories, the magic of 
Christmas. :: 
Beyer can be reached at: Tel: ,, 
(250) 920-9300; Fax: (250) 356-.  
9597;  E -mai l :  
hubert@coolcom.com ,. 
In with old, out with the new 
GREAT GIFTS are unique 
and suited to the recipient. But 
for me, a gift should also not 
duplicate anything I already pos- 
sess because I may never bring 
myself to use it. 
For most people, duplicates 
are a joy. Given a leather wallet, 
they immediately empty their tat- 
tered one, toss it in the wastebas- 
ket, and eagerly transfer money, 
credit cards, and identification to 
the silky pockets of the new 
billfold. 
Not me. So long as my old 
one has any wear left in it, I'm 
attached to it. 
Even new nightgowns stack 
up, birthday gift upon Christmas 
present, waiting for my oldie to 
wear thin as gossamer over the 
shoulder blades. Experience tells 
me before the replacement fits 
comfortably I must remove any 
scratchy lace, pick out stitches in 
the cuff elastic that strangulates 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
my forearms, and unpin the satin 
bow decorating the neckline. 
Only then - when the new 
one is exactly like my old one 
except for wear- will it not inter- 
fere with my slumber. 
All my life I've clung to cus- 
tomary possessions - slippers, 
jackets, handbags, address books 
... It would pain me to discard a 
serviceable item simply because 
I now have the luxury of an 
unused model. 
Where my possessive nature 
comes from I'm not sure. I 
expect it has to do with being a 
child of the Depression, 
Although I have been accused of 
being just too lazy to cut off 
labels and sales tags. 
I recognize my reluctance to 
upgrade. And knowing givers are 
waiting to see me enjoying their 
gift bothers me a lot, though not 
enough to change my ways. 
My hesitation would evapo- 
rate if my old model would disin- 
tegrate. If a jacket became too 
ragged for a new zipper; if cuffs 
frayed until the whole sleeve 
needed replacing, I could force 
myself to dump it. 
Family members are exas- 
perated with me. My husband 
threatens to disappear the old 
item when he hands me a gift of a 
new one. My daughter shakes 
her head sadly at photos of her 
~m 
children propped against the 
radio on my desk while gilt-" 
edged picture frames stay," 
stacked in the piano bench. 
I envy folks who can buy a o 
pair of slippers and the minute, 
they cut off the plastic tag, stuff i 
the runover pair in the garbage. 
Would that I could. 
Recently, in England, the ." 
leather handbag former prime '~ 
minister Margaret Thatcher dan- . 
gled from her arm for eleven 
years became an archive in a 
British museum, 
If Maggie's worn purse mer- " 
its preservation, why not mine? 
My handbag is older than " 
Thatcher's. Its corners are worn' 
white, the cardboard ividers are 
bent, and the silk pockets are 
wearing through. But I can find + 
my library card by feel, and it has 
ample room for a book. 
On a closet shelf waits an"' 
unused three-year old handbag, 't 
, |  
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Indecision, secrecy push 
down cOuncil's grades 
Terrace Standard reporter Jeff Nagel takes his 
annual subjective and irreverent look back at city 
council's performance over the last year As 1999 is 
an election year for city council, the voters will 
pass final judgment when they go to the polls next 
November 
JACK TALSTRA: B+ 
Run silent, run deep. 
Jack Talstra traded his mayor's gavel for a subma- 
rine captain's periscope and allowed city council to 
slip deeper into secrecy in 1998. 
Issues that have no business being secret often 
turned up at in-camera meetings. 
And Talstra's "think tank" sessions are an all-out 
free-for-all for discussion of the city's key issues 
and goals for the future safely out of the public eye. 
Yeah, sure council got stung by its mishandling of 
issues like the farmer's market and skateboard park. 
And yes, every time some councillors open their 
mouths there's a risk something troublesome might 
come out. These, however, are some of the burdens 
of democracy. 
It may be easier and 
less of a hassle to oper- 
ate a local government 
under the Talstra-style 
cone of silence. But 
it's not responsible to 
the people council is 
elected to serve. 
The mayor softened 
his tone somewhat on 
secrecy late in the year, 
hinting at a review of 
the city's in-camera 
practices. 
Jack "l'alstra Although he attended 
the B.C. Liberal 
party's convention this year (he actually professes 
to be more of a federal Liberal), Talstra doesn't let 
provincial political considerations stop him from 
doing what he thinks is right. 
He came out in support of the Nisga'a treaty and 
opposed provincial Liberal leader Gordon 
Campbell's demand for a referendum, calling !.t too ..... , 
divisive. , , -  ,.,~, ,,;t '.,f,:: f.~l,,~, , ,~. ,!!,.ii 
And he castigated both Campbell and Premier 
Glen Clark for political opportunism on the treaty 
when some vision and statesmanship is needed. 
Talstra has managed to harness the support system 
developed between orthwest mayors from the 
1997 Skeena Cellulose crisis and put that unified 
front to work on other issues. Numerous letters 
went out under signature of all northwest mayors 
on several different issues, from health care and 
gasoline pricing to ferry service and Hwy 37 road 
conditions. 
Accountability issues aside, Talstra remains a 
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RICH McDANIEL: C+ markedly, his impact on council did not. Councillor Vanderlee gained experience and 
voters province-wide could have a say. 
Along with councillor Power, he switched from 
initial opposition of a neighbourhood pub on 
Hwyl6 West to support of the plan after the propo- 
nent got the immediate neighbours on side. 
He was outspoken i  pushing Victoria for action 
on local health care 
issues and the plight of 
fishermen as a result of 
dramatic fishing restric- 
tions to protect coho 
stocks. 
Councillor George also 
took a stand for greater 
openness in publicly 
oppos ing  mayor  
Talstra's penchant for 
having contentious 
issues discussed behind 
closed oors. 
Better preparation and 
a healthier skepticism Val George 
added up to .an 
improved performance 
for local taxpayers. 
DAVID HULL: B 
What have you done for us lately, Dave? 
Yes, yes aside from the millennium tree-planting 
schemes and the Van Gogh sunflower vision. 
Councillor Hull often has a tendency to take the 
shotgun approach to issues. He'll load up and fire 
ideas around the room in the hopes that one or two 
of them will stick, or at least look good on 'IV. 
It's a tactic that often produces better optics than 
results. 
Councillor Hull became one of the most vocal 
backers of the Nisga'a treaty on council and 
opposed calls for a provincial referendum on the 
deal. 
Hull also tried late in the year to drag the rest of 
council kicking and screaming into taking a formal 
stand on the treaty - part of his ongoing quest for 
accountability on council. Hull deeply believes in 
being straight with the voters and not simply letting 
difficult issues slide 
when it's expedient to 
He "spearheaded the' 
push to install condom 
machines in city-owned 
buildings after the 
school board rejected 
requests to put them in 
high schools. And he's 
been vocal in pushing 
for more extensive cost- 
sharing of city expenses 
with Thornhill. 
strong, experienced fighter for the city and the 
region who's really without equal in northwestern 
B.C. 
LINDA HAWES: B 
Is councillor Hawes in municipal politics for the 
love of potholes and zoning debates? Or is it 
merely her springboard to provincial politics? 
That remains avalid question as Hawes continues 
to juggle her hats as a city councillor and as a lead- 
ing lieutenant in the region to Gordon Campbell 
and the B.C. Liberals. 
The juggling act became trickiest during the 
Nisga'a treaty debate, when councillor Hawes waf- 
fled vigourously on the issue while less ambitious 
B.C. Liberals on council came out in support of the 
treaty. 
She also helped push through a bylaw banning 
slot machines in Terrace as an added obstacle to 
any provincial government attempt o allow a 
casino here -a  meas- 
ure whose value 
seemed more political 
than practical. 
In general, however, 
Hawes avoids the 
cheap shots that make 
a farce of partisan city 
councils in some other 
towns. 
Councillor Hawes 
led the effort o set up 
a Social Planning 
Commission in the 
city to elevate quality 
of life issues. And she Linda Hawes 
joined councillor Hull 
in favouring a move of the farmer's market and 
supporting installation of condom machines in city 
buildings. 
She was also .the councillor most closely con- 
nected to the somewhat secretive planning of the 
multiplex, a project hat grew in cost from early 
estimates of $2 to $4 million to more than $11 
million, 
If the project is to have a better shot at success 
than the previous econd sheet of ice, it'll need bet- 
ter clarity as to how it'll be financed and how much 
the average taxpayer will have to fork over. 
If Ha~'es can help solve the affordability problem 
and stickhandle this potentially divisive issue 
through to the goal, 'it'll be an ideal record on 
which torun for re-election ext November. 
But perhaps other political battlefields will 
beckon by that ime anyway. 
Mr. Skateboard Park. 
Councillor McDaniel has come to be associated 
with little other than his driving goal of getting a 
skateboard park built. 
And for a while it looked like his one issue was 
facing unsurmountable obstacles, foremost among 
them being council's inability to make a firm deci- 
sion on a location. 
(Incidentally it was council indecisiveness on the 
skateboard park site that led farmer's market reps to 
feel insecure about their site, sparking council's 
biggest headache of '98.) 
Finally the skateboard park site is settled and it 
looks like the thing may actually get built in 1999, 
a tribute to councillor McDaniei's efforts and tena- 
ciousness. Now if he 
can just get the voting 
age lowered to about 
14. 
Councillor 
McDaniel's tendency to 
be undiplomatic and at 
times downright com- 
bative came out in run- 
ins with farmers' mar- 
ket organizers in 1998. 
One memorable 
exchange saw Rich try 
to enforce his own 
selective memory of 
things he'd said about Rich McDaniel 
the market upon a dis- 
believing audience.. 
It wasn't he first time observers scratched their 
heads quizzically as McDaniel revised his past 
words and actions to suit the needs of the present. 
Councillor McDaniel gave somewhat vague sup- 
port of the Nisga'a treaty, but avoided saying much 
on the subject. He also backed installation of con- 
dom machines in city buildings. 
He and the mayor were returned as city council's 
representatives to the regional district. McDanlel 
also sought but lost the chairmanship of the 
regional district. 
1998 was a year of some improvement for coun- 
cillor McDaniel, but communication difficulties 
continue to overshadow his abilities and 
experience. 
RON VANDERLEE: C+ 
After being missing in action for literally months 
due to work o[~ligations, councillor Vanderlee rema- 
tedalized ih h'larch, promising more time for city 
business. 
And although his attendance r cord did improve 
knowledge of city issues. Hull 
Yet he's rarely a significant source of new ideas, " graced 
direction or leadership. 
Indeed when debate moves around the table on 
contentious issues, councillor Vandedee often rides 
the coattails of one of his colleagues rather than 
explain his own thinking in detail. 
Vanderlee mirrored councillor George on many 
issues - generally sup- 
porting the Nisga'a 
treaty while at the same 
time favouring a 
referendum. 
He agreed in principle 
to let the farmer's mar- 
ket stay where it is for 
the short term, although 
he maintains he's con- 
cerned about the level 
of traffic and parking in 
that area. 
A voice for the safety 
of children and family 
values, he opposed 
expanded sales of fire- Ron Vanderlee 
works as well as con- 
dom machines. 
Vanderlee is vigilant on crime prevention and 
RCMP issues, serving on one of council's advisory 
committees dedicated to that topic. 
An intelligent and thoughtful councillor, 
Vanderlee has plenty of common sense and a ques- 
tioning approach to city issues. But it's still difficult 
to imagine much difference if council was without 
him. 
VAL GEORGE: B+ 
His underlying traits are still fuzziness and cau- 
tion, but councillor George did sharpen his edge 
somewhat in 1998. 
While it might be seen as waffling, councillor 
George's flip-flops on some issues are in his eyes 
about being responsive to the wishes of his 
constituents. 
That meant bending quickly when it became clear 
the farmer's market had significant support to 
remain where it is. 
George, along with councillor Vanderlee, was the 
councillor most likely to back local churches on 
moral issues. Examples included the condom 
machine debate, casinos and an emphasis on drug 
enforcement for the RCMP, 
Councillor George supported the Nisga'a treaty 
and at the same time supported a referendum so 
publicly dis- 
himself in Dav id  Hu l l  
September with an over- 
the-top rant at Lynne Christiansen in the heat of 
debate over moving the farmer's market. 
He was the councillor who most stuck to his guns 
on that issue (others agreed with him but softened 
their stance), maintaining to the end that council 
was weaselling out of a tough decision that should 
be dealt with now if the city's serious about long- 
term planning. 
He remains the councillor you can most count on 
to be true to his convictions and not sail in which- 
ever direction the political winds blow. 
On or off camera, Hull provides the most creative 
ideas, questions and leadership of anyone on 
council. , , , ,  ~ 
Maybe the challenges were fewer in 19981 But all 
in all, it was something of a floater year for one of 
council's most reliable members. 
OLGA POWER: B- 
The outsider. 
Councillor Power joined the ranks of city council 
in the spring following a byelection to rcp!ace 
departing councillor Tim Down. 
That put her well over a year behind other rookie 
councillors on the learning curve. 
While she still has much to learn about city opera- 
tions and procedures, Power has been outspoken at 
times, fighting for the farmers' market and for her 
chipper-plagued neigh- 
bours  on  
Mountainvista. 
Councillor Power 
enthusiastically sup- 
ported the Nisga'a 
treaty and opposed a 
referendum. She, too, 
supported installation 
of condom machines in 
city buildings. 
She was also active 
on issues such as user 
fees at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre and local 
health care, an area 
where she brings her 
Olga Power experience as former 
chair of the hospital 
hoard. 
Councillor Power has no shortage of questions 
and ideas, and should prove an increasingly valu- 
able member of council as she gains experience, 
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Dog awareness plea issued 
Dear Sir:. 
I became intrigued by a recent 'pet of the week' photo of 
two German shepherds at the Kitimat SPCA. They were 
purebred, had their shots, were fixed, mierochipped, and 
had registration papers. For only $20 they could be 
adopted. 
I drove to Kitimat. Neither dog came even close to the 
breed standard description, and yet were registered and 
sold as such; These sad specimens had been purchased for 
$350 by someone obviously unaware of what they were 
looking at. I asked to take one out to get a better feeling of 
his temperament. He scurried and scrambled at the end of 
his lead, oblivious to my quiet coaxings as I knelt at his 
side. When my husband's foot slipped in the new snow, 
the dog jumped back, bent his head and began urinating 
uncontrollably as he cowered against me. 
I voiced my concerns at the front desk and was informed 
the previous owner had purchased them from a local 
breeder. I thought back to when I, too, had been foolish 
enough to buy a German Shepherd from a local breeder. 
Do not get me wrong. I do not wish to include all breeders 
ill my negative description. 
The female I had purchased was from a litter of 11. By 
the time she was a year old, I had heard from two people 
who owned her siblings that they had to put their dogs to 
sleep as all they did when spoken too was urinate on them- 
selves and cower. They were not displaying the tempera- 
ment expected of a German shepherd. 
My dog also displayed odd behavlours. When I talked to 
another shepherd owner, I was reassured this wasn't a big 
deal. A while later I was approached by a gentleman who 
owned a beautiful male German shepherd from Germany 
with the proposition that we should breed them. 
Being 19 at the time, I didn't have the sense to say no, 
and was soon the proud owner of eight beautiful pups. 
After they had all been placed in homes, I began receiving 
calls. Five pups died within two months, having bled to 
death. One owner was thoughtful enough to do an autopsy, 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The 
Mail Bag 
revealing Hemophilia. I researched this, having never 
heard of it in dogs, and found it was almost exclusively 
caused, in some breeds, by inbreeding or linebreeding. 
A quick glance at my dog's pedigree, and my heart sank. 
Father to daughter, cousins to cousins. This technique is 
not as bad as it sounds, if you are willing to cull your lit- 
ters, and not sell for profit every pup you can pump out. 
This type of breeding is not cheap~ and takes years to 
master. I immediately spayed my female. 
The two shepherds in Kitimat are from the same blood- 
lines. Destined to be failures, unable to please any owner, 
or lead happy lives. I do not know how to end this horrible 
situation, except to plead to anyone interested in any 
purebred og to do your research and interview breeders. 
I welcome any correspondence by anyone wishing to dis- 
cuss this. I encourage anyone thinking about getting a dog 
to look in the shelters, or wait till after Christmas, as the 
shelter will be getting lots of Christmas puppies. 
I did contact he Canadian Kennel Club. They said that 
as long .as both parents are registered, any pup, no matter 
its quality, can be registered. They encouraged me to ap- 
proach city council for a by-law to have breeders with 
licenees to conform to breed standards. Yeah, that will 
happen. 
Angela Burton, Terrace, B.C. 
Wash your hands afterward 
Dear Sir:. 
This is why I do not watch professional sports. 
Two weeks ago a pamphlet advertising ethical funds 
showed me a picture of a young child labourer asleep at his 
work bench where he stitched together baseballs for a 
living. 
Today a major league baseball player has just signed a 
contract for (US) $15 million a year for seven years. 
Let's just put this into perspective for a moment with the 
help of a calculator ~ $15 million divided by 365 days a 
year is $41,098.89. I checked, that's 41K and change ach 
and every day of the year. 
That's just about what most people in Canada would feel 
lucky to earn in one year. It would be nice to save a bit for 
the kids' schooling, maybe buy a house, take a vacation 
etc. Extravagances I know, but we are living in the devel- 
oped world. Go one step further and think of the young 
boy and his family in a country where the average income 
is maybe a small fraction of what the pro-athlete r ceives 
for chucking the same kind of balls as they make. So much 
for trickledown economics. 
Anyway, divide the daily gross, (and it is gross in more 
ways than one) by 24 hours and you get about $1712 for 
every hour spent living and breathing. That's more like it! 
I recall making that much in one month which is at least 
some common ground, eh? More calculator magic yields 
$28.54 a minute that Joe Athlete is making. 
Stay with me here, now it get's tricky. Not only is your 
pro athlete breathing and stuff but he also has to pee once 
in a while. It takes just over 1.5 minutes for a decent pee, if 
you wash your hands afterwords. That makes $42.81 
earned for just standing in front of the toilet and urinating.. 
Nice work if you can get it. 
Michael Bruce, Terrace, B.C. 
N~ii~i~i=.~+ .~~=:~!{I~I~ 
UUV~Jt¢ u~tx /~ 
Located in the Inn of the West • 
December 27 to January 3 
P lus  we have  a w ide  se lec t io  
o f  merchand ise  up  to  
50 of  
HAPPYDAYS 
HANDBAG & 
LUGGAGE COMPANY 
Skeena Mall 
,~:: ................ . . ....... ~ ,  o ~:~:~i~ ~ " "::::~"::;,~., ::~iii~;::~i;::!~:::~:~i: ~ 
m . m  • and  stroke research and  health [] - .  o~- ,~ 
'~) : (~ :, Pl~-~se p*rint the name of the deceased i,: [] ~ : ~ ~ ~ '  ' I :~:~"~: ~¢ 
L .~ *~':  " :or person honoured; the name/ ~ ~ ~  ;:~:~i 
. ~ address of the next of kin for card: and ":~i:: 
rou~o, of your name/address for tax receipt (Visa ~! ~ ~¢=.~ ........... and M/C accepted). ,,,:i, ', ...... ~ ~'J 
BOX 22, ~ ~, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2 '~"~ • ' / "  ~, '1 
Anne Evans 638-1.~_~ /7, Terrace Shopping Centre ° 
if,, . I "@ - A Conven ient  P lace  To Shop Terrace ~t l -Pover ty  ,, 
- ~ • 
Gro~~pc le ty  [ '1 . . . . .  
t Seasons  Communi ty ,~~ssment  Survey I 
' ' Greet ings  
T A P G S : ~ / ~ i ~ ' ~ ~ ~  ewh°  I 
'"~:~'~!~li~:~~"_'" | ~ Wightman & Smith M.~ c ~ , ~ ! ~ t  ~ z'~" I We ~l, ~e olo~,~ ,  ~.~th ~, a~,,m,,t?. I ~ Insurance Agencies Ltd. I~ 
' ~ '  e38.1424 ~1 
• Come see us in the 
~ : . , .  " Terrace Shopping Centre 
  SHOPPERS DRUGI:  
.10%off 
Prev,ously Played Games 
Wool Sweaters 
4999 . 6999 
% ~~ 
~ ~'} Diamond Pendant  
~ .~ from $149 to $429 
Diamond Ear r ings  
~.~:'~-~:,, from $49 to $699 ~ 
Ter r ace ~ '~ ' : ; ; :g  Cent re 
,o 
o 
go 
wi~hZ~ 3 d~ o~v 
Year. 
Marc Latta Roger tatta 
/~ ,4d~ Csf/t/ed Fmalaci# P~ 
B Roger Latta & Company Ltd. 
Financial Consultants: Investments & Insurance 
Phone: 983-2235 Fax 984-6335 
Suite 480 - 171 West Esplanade. North Vancouver. B.C. WM 3,19 
The Staff at 
TO 
RANK FINANCIAL GROUP 
wish you a Merry Christmas and all the 
best for a healthy and prosperous '99, 
Branch Hours: 
Monday - Thursday 9:30 - 4:30 
Friday 9:30 - 6:00 
1-800-9TD-BANK 
24 hours, 7 days a week 
Now Wheel Chair 
Accessable! 
Enter the Terrace Shopping 
Centre Gift Certif icate Drawl 
I 
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 Out & Noodle 
i About world family recipe into a 
!Report s o-ut steady buslness. She's packaged her faro- 
fly's nokedli Hungarian 
+CUTS to personal and noodles under the name 
E;STANDARD 
BUSINES S REVIEW 
;UNDAY MONDAY TU'ESDAY. WEDNESDAY THURSDAY' : .  FRIDAY SATURDA~ 
' 'Better Than Perogies" and 
is selling them in a few local 
convenience stores. 
Shc's also formed her own 
company to market he pro- 
duct -  Northland Noodles. 
Kutenica' parents Kay and 
Steve run the Flight Deck 
restaurant and lounge at the 
airport and that's where 
Tanya prepares the egg 
noodles. 
The noodles have been on 
the menu at the restaurant 
since the family took it over 
in 1994. 
And Kutenics has also 
sold them on Saturdays at 
the farmer's market. 
But now she's planning to 
take the next step and up- 
grade her packaging for a 
ruu at getting into the super- 
markets. 
"Ultimately I'd like to get 
into the Overwaitea and 
Safeway stores," she says. 
It means buying an ex- 
pensive vacuum packaging 
machine, designing a sharp- 
looking label and getting a 
barcode. 
"You can't sell into the 
grocery stores without a bar- 
code," she explains. 
She's also been told vacu- 
um packaging would give 
her product a more profes- 
sional look than the ziplock 
bags she now uses. 
'business taxes totalling $1.5 
;billion heads the B.C. Busi- 
Iness Summit's list of 
irecommendations for eco- 
;nomic renewal. 
The 72-page report af the 
,Nov. 8-9 summit was 
;released last week. 
' Other key reconunenda. 
tions include: 
[] A five per cent cut in 
government spending, 
coupled with agressive 
privatization and contracting 
out programs to cut the 
provincial debt and deficit• 
[] Adoption of balanced 
budget legislation and 
giving a task force on red 
tape authority to review all 
B.C. legislation and regula- 
tions. 
[] Change the Labour Re- 
lations Code, requiring 
secret ballot votes for union 
certification and eliminating 
the prohibition on replace- 
Ment workers. 
',[] Lift moratoria on sal- 
hton farming and offshore 
bil and gas exploration, and 
~alt the ongoing removal of 
l~rown land from eommer- 
L'ial development. 
: B.C. Chamber of Com- 
ineree president John 
Winter said the recom- 
mendations are neither ane- 
gotiating position nor a pure 
business agenda. 
"They are simply the 
changes that must be made 
in B.C. if we are to halt the 
erosion of our business 
.'climate and our standard of 
:living, and restore the pro- 
.'vince to economic health 
.'and prosperity," he said. 
Moving 
RENOVATIONS are un-,,, ,, 
~61d medical centre building i 'R '' '+',:, 
~n Greig Ave. 
• Moving there in February \ 
~s the Northwest Training 
;Centre and Northwest ~ "  
~ounselling Centre, which <~ 
,~resently have space in the "~,  
fllicum building. 
: "It's so we can be more / / acce.smble to the public," l • 
~atd firm partner Lynn 
~ughes of the planned 
f~nove. 
The two agencies 
~hich provide career / 
~ounselling and employ- 
merit assistance and training 
• - -employ  more than a 
~lozen people and collect 
~nost af their billings from 
)he provincial or federal 
governments .  
It's the last part of the for- 
inal medical clinic building 
'to be occupied. The building 
is owned by Greig Holdings 
Ltd. 
'Alcan .. heads 
: +shuffled 
"A  NEW manager will 
i~oon be in charge of AI- 
~:an's Kitimat Works. 
'Louis Delage, presently 
Works director of an 
alumina refinery in Quebec, 
takes over in January from 
~itimat Works manager 
EHc Sykes. 
, Sykes takes on a new role 
as Alcan's vice-president 
for corporate affairs in B.C. 
~e'l! be based in Van- 
couver, ending eight years 
!n Kitimat. 
t 
i Faster net 
i se~me here  
i B.C. TEL, is now offering 
pusiness attd residential 
~ustomers in Terrace faster 
~nore flexible Intemet ac- 
cess through a premium ser- 
vice. 
: Integrated Services Digital 
~Tetwork • (ISDN) lets 
customers talk on the phone 
.~nd surf the net or transmit a
;fax simulataneously. 
It also allows Interact ac- 
:cess at 128 kps - -  about 
,four timts faster than a stan- 
dard 28.8 kps modem. 
i 
scllcr aims big 
TANYA KUTENICS is marketing her family's 
Hungarian family recipe for nokedli noodles. 
Kutenics said the recipe 
goes back to her family's 
roots in Hungary before her 
father fled the country dur- 
ing the revolution of 1956. 
"He remembers his 
mother making them when 
he was little," she says. 
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LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
DECEMBER 1998 PA LA C E DECEMBER 1998 
6 SkeenaJr 17 Terrace 
se~a~ I Minor School Patent 
Amilia~/ I Hockey 
J Association 
Thornhill Junior .ace 
Secondary I Minor Baseball 
School Parent _ 
I Association Advisory Counal 
I1 ]2 Terrace Peaks ~++on ~'mmsUc Club IParap~egic/~ssociation I -
I N0nhwest /
| Bulkley/Skeena | PI0tect~e0t~r0f 
L,.._.,.~on I F.h ~4~5 
I ~nad+" 19 Te{~Bimback 
pixie ~,aU4 v S+ Ctub 
Nor~west I - - - -  
8u~kley/Skeona ~ RoyalCanadian 
Region L Legion #13 
I 5Canadmn 'I ~ Te~e Peaks / U (~mnast~s 
Par~egk:Ass~i~r Clu~ 
Nofl~est Terrace Ring~tte 
BulHey/Skeena Assomtion 
Region 
e0upS06ety 
T~ace Youth Nisga'a Trim i?,o~l 
Amlmsedu Sodety • Tmam Lo~ 
nTeme [11Temez4m 
Ceup~e~ L -  ........ ,
Kinette Club Of I N~ja'aT~l~C0~a 
lerrace L Te~eL0~ 
17T~em 118~ 
Terrace~n0~ i ' + ' • • N sgaaTi+~Cm~l 
Ksan Hou~ 
12T~Saile~ 
Tm~e S~=ingClub 
soo~ 
Tmace S~ing Ctub 
Caledonia Sr. 
Secendary 
School Parent 
Council n 
27 28Termce 
S~eem Jr. Minor 
Second~ School 
Pment Auxil~ Hockey 
Association 
22Con+= 23,~= [->4 
Paraplegic ~blCbb 
~smat= mrmwem Closed 
BulkleylSkeena ~Feme81~ 
Region ~NOub 
290,,=,, "i30r-%|31 
Paraplegic ~ t,t / 
~iationmo~hwe~l I mmmlmttmtvU<s-I L~osea 
Butle~Skema J I~m-olS~xl  I 
Region 
I 5 Closed 2•  
+,, 
Cram 
Volu~eet 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:00 p.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 p.m. 
Wed,Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410L ion, Terrace . . . 635-2411 
PEREIRA'S COUNTRYWIDE 
FREE*  Starchoice 
Dish System 
FREE*  $170 ~ ' ~  
programming ~ ~"~ i 
While stock lasts ~ . . ~  
STAi~~H~CE 
WE PAY THE 
TAXES ON 
December  27  - J anuary  3 
A wide  se lec t ion  of merchand ise  up  to 
50 off 
Skeena Ma l l  
*wi th  the  purchase  of a 
60"  H i tach i  TV  #60 EX38B 
on sale for only S2999 g5 
, v 
) : •:'.I 
!+++:, 
+ 
~:+:++ i 
++ '+ 
.•  
;•/++: 
Starcho ice  D ish  
System 
wit~ ooupon +249 9s 
Ask in store for details 
II 
+,  
Free Delivery 
Free Turkey 
with any purchase 
over $500 
Free I n tered  fo r  90  day~ or  no  
Intered until Year 2000 when using 
your Country Wide Cord 
PEREIRA'S FURNITURE AND ~,,,'~ l
~m~ APPL IANCES + ~ I 
I P '~  '~Wl+~a~r~n~e,~ ~"  I 
~.A.u~vum~ 707 Commercial Ave,, Kitimat ~ 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Ph. 632-6604 1-8004328-6604 
I I-II KI  
at the merchants listed below. 
Coast Inn of lke West/White Spot 
Sonia Johnson 
Terrace Chrysler 
T. Morton 
Images by Kadene 
Amanda Owens 
Keenleyside Insurance 
E. Yeast 
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce 
C. Ratusniak 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
Karen Leeson 
Nordmm Photo 
Steve Poole 
Nor&ern Drugs 
Denise Amante 
Scotia Bank 
Diana Hamer 
Terrace Builders 
N, Mclntyre 
C. Stewart Enterprises 
Brenda Walker 
Your Decor 
Leydi Noble 
Totem Furniture 
Gordon Stokkeland 
Canadian Tire 
Kim Levelton 
Terrace Sight & Sound 
Lee Oldham 
Misty River Books 
Julie Jacobs 
Pizza Hut 
Tina Mcln~yre 
SpeeDee Printers 
Cathy Tycho 
River Industries 
Terry Bell 
Tymoschuk Agencies 
Barry Plannmuller , 
B.I. Steak & Seafood Grill 
Uta Flynn 
Paragon Insurance 
Brenda Collins 
Braid Insurance 
Gordon Stokkeland 
Pendragon Computers 
Diane Francis 
Gemma's Bed & Balk 
Michelle Diguard 
Terrace Subwoy 
Cheryl LeMasurier 
Terrace Home Hardware. 
Helen Wesley 
Cruise purchased 
at Elan Travel. 
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December 23 & 24 
Policies unrealistic 10am-9pm 
for mothers, babies 
:~a :r¢Sci¢~n t  Yc tiga: ca t ~iri~s ~° m ot~r u:~ H: y bauio~:y:maba:WiSe~e!iCiinadgd:!~:bi~eSUaerSrff~o.::' 
pital. The nurses were pleasant and profes- One of my nurses had eight patients to 
NOTICE 
CITY OF TERRACE 
CHRISTMAS AND NEw YEAR'S CLOSURES 
Regular Operations will be closed during 
the Holiday Season, as follows: 
Thursday, December 24, 1998 
Friday, December 25, 1998 
Friday, January 1, 1999 
We wish you a happy and safe Holiday Season. 
D. Fisher 
sional but they were also overly occupied, care for. Nurses no longer have time to Acting Clerk-Adminishrafor 
As you read the rest of my letter, keep in show a mother how to bathe a newborn, or 
mind that I have just had major surgery, ask them if they need medication for pain,- 
The morning after my surgery, my two or show them where to find a towel and a 
babies were wheeled into my room and left faceeloth for a shower. 
for me to care of. I was still having Juice and snacks are no longer offered in 
Uemendous difficulty just trying to sit up the evening. Breast-feeding morns are not 
and I was expected to keep up this pace for informed where they can get extra fluids or q~ (W,,c~.tPJg$ E.,,e.,g,ga¢~ 3.dl/'l, 
the next four days I remained in the hospi- snacks if they are hungry or thirsty. ¢.1,1e.~.~ 
tal. Rest and increased fluids are essential for 
According to hospital policy if I needed a milk production, especially when nursing 
shower, I was expected to call a friend or a twins. Both of these were hard to come by I 
relative to come and babysit my babies, because of new hospital policies. ~r is tmas  ~r i s tmas  / Patients shouldn't have to rely on sched- Not all babies and not all morns benefit 
ules of family and friends so they can stay by "rooming in". Besides, is it realistic to .~oncheon I Sunday 
clean. What about he patients from out of expect a patient o find enough friends and ~ [  V~~~i~~NS] t j~ f fe t l  J~runch 
town Who don't have friends or family in family to volunteer their time to babysit a 
Terrace? What are they to do? baby, round the clock, for five days so that .~ecember 18th I Every Sunday 
I could have called a nurse but these the mother can recover? I l:3oam to 2:30pro I in .flecember 
nurses don't have time to sit with my baby This may be idealistic but I think it is un- Eniov our Fabulous ] lO:OOam to 2:00pm 
for 10 minutes while I make my way to the realistic. Saving money seems to be more . Luncheon Buffet. ] Enjoy our Wonderful 
Large or small groups [ Brunch including our 
shower and back. important than patient care. welcome. I Famous Bread 
My first post-operative trip to the Shirley Palnhieky, Terraee, B.C. R~:soerv~enrl°d~oSd [ Pudding 
• $10  95  p~r ~o,o. L~ $10 95  ~e po,,o. 
Modern Catholic church 
isn't the true one of old '~ecember31 ,19988pmto3am ~ (~, _ ~ator's ,,~ub - ~F]ghtclub ,,Z.)'.sy J , / runcn  
Jr~rty snacks party favours, and/ive ~ring in the New 
Dear Sir:. money and property to benefit hemselves.) entertainment. Year with our 
fabulous Brunch 
Is there anyone out there who is Catholic? Almost always, however, both the in- o~rizes to include a one night stay in - _ . 
Ar°und Hall°we'en a Terrace Standard nocent and the guilty during the Age °f the 3 ~:d2 ~/~, z;llec° ~:b:~ "1"; '79 k ourrreatSuite withJacuzziand u u n e t  columnist spewed out a mass of verbiage, Church had the opportunity orepeut and bubbly, and breakfast in bed. Januar~ 1, 1999 ,~ ,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l O:OOam to 2:00pro 
the gist being: Catholic Church bad, confess their sins to a priest so they might Thu 8 cover tmarge: 9 ,u .uu 
witches good. enjoy everlasting paradise. ~ FS~ De~r~!~!~~O/~8 m { (#lpartyfavoursincluded $10 95p.ro.non 
Our local infidel writer dredged up some Also, when evils became apparent during " BuF your tickets now/ 
bogus statistics regarding alleged atrocities the inquisition, the crusades 'and other .for more information and all reservations calh 
committed against witches and heretics dur- defenses of the Faith, Catholic bishops and 
ing the Middle Ages. popes took steps to protect the immcent. 635-0083 
She is the latest in a line of those who Anyone looking for the true story of the ~ 7 : :C!~= : :=~ : :~; :~ m 
hate the truth except when it concerus their Catholic Church would have great dif- Best Veestern 
material well-being. For example, most ficulty finding it today. For the last few Terrace Inn 
people would turn livid red if theywere decades JP-2audbishopsaronndtheworld ~~ : ~ ~ o  y] : ; f~~~p { anflO°nfemnceeenlre~~l 
short-charged $50 by a bank teller but who have been busy apologizing for what Cath- " " 3 Greig Avenue ~ 
see no harm in passing on hateful ies con- :e. B.C. V8G 1M7 
phone: 635-0083 I ~ ¢  cemmg the Cathohe faith, ax: 635-0092 ~ [ 
Granted, Catholics at ,on~ time cared Anyone Iook f f ln  for the true 
ooou oho  haOod od o o . . o o  . . . . . .  
the Church He founded to def, nd 'Its: !lth - -  - -  . . . . . . . .  ,,i., " t  . . . . .  A ' ~ " ~ ! ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
their lives against pagans who, according tO WOUlO I lave  great alITICUI J ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
finding it today. Psalm 95, worship the devil and heretics 
who worship a man-made false god. 
To protect heir flock, church officials of 
those days encouraged, supported and even 
mandated inquisitions and crusades. The 
civil rulers of those days inflicted punish- 
merit on those who would disrupt domestic 
peace by Satanic or false worship. 
Unfortunately, sometimes men and 
women masquerading as Catholics caused' 
the death of persons they unjustly accused. 
(A contemporary comparison might be 
the U.S. law enforcement officers and 
olics did during the past while urging us to 
unite with those who worship false gods. 
In fact, JP-2 himself, hosted a get- 
together in Italy where all the representa- 
tives from the false religions of the world, 
including a Canadian shamau, gathered un- 
der the roof of the cathedral Assissi. That 
action proclaimed to the world that to Cath- 
olic heretics, "truth has no value." 
Scattered around the world is a small 
May the meaning o f  Christmas be deeper, its friendships stronger, and its hopes 
blighter, as you and your loved ones reue! in the nmgic o f  the holiday season. 
It's been a prluilege and a pleasure servlng you this past year. We're really gratefid 
far your k ind support and  look forward to your continued friendship. 
convicting innocent people of drug dealing themselves from these hireling shepherds. 
in order that they might confiscate their Tom Brophy, Terrace B.C. ~.  From the ~ ~  staff and management at I 
~ ; ' ;  _~-_~- - :~T-o - -~rywide l  I 
.~ lF~\" im~Rml fm~W~~<]|  I ~  Furniture & Appliance i / 
~ ~ [ ~ , ' ~  " ~ ~ I  ~K,~ 4601 LakelseAve.Terrace = l~ , - l~  L~ 
~ h ~  ~ ~l l~[1P~r  | /11 , , -~r~ 638-1158 ~ " ~ m 
C N N N  _ 
30-  50  
On Selected Items 
MIST { R IVEF  
TACKLE & HUNTING 
  Check Out Flyer & Instore Sp, 
J ~ ~  I Browning Boot Comb, 
I ==Bro ,Combo $17, 
LnB.o-- om o ,191 
'~wam~!~~ We Meet Or Beat Competitors 
LEATHER  
Wave: Ultimate T001 $ ~ I 
Supertool $81 
*6  ,, 
,~ ,aw. Monday- Thursday 7am - 10 pm K~ ~ .~.c~ 
~ Friday & Saturday 7 am. 11 pm • Sunday 9 am - 11 ~'"  II t 5008 Agar Ave. Terrace 638-1369 
Missing surgeons has effect 
on local patients, says doc 
THERE'S A growing list of local people who can't get 
orthopedic surgery done because specialist positions in 
Prince Rupert and in Kitimat remain vacant, says a local 
doctor. 
Dr. Geoff Appleton says he has nearly 10 such cases 
himself and, based on that, puts the figure in Tdrrace and 
area into the three digits when the cases of other 
physicians are factored in. 
"There's got to be a couple of hundred people and that's 
just Terrace," he said. 
Appleton says his cases are not critical but do apply to 
From front 
 Surgical debate 
'share call (the system where one specialist is always on 
standby in case of an emergency) and to plan vacations." 
Slater said the consolidation recommendation has been 
made "in the form of a pretty strong message" from the 
health ministry to the community health council in Kitimat 
which runs medical services there. 
And she said the health ministry is conducting a review 
on orthopedics in the northwest to determine what makes 
the most sense. 
Kitimat health care official say they have yet to be offi- 
cially informed of the ministry's position and that they are 
still actively looking for a replacement orthopedic surgeon. 
"The ministry needs to be upfront with the health coun- 
cil, and for it to interfere now could really have a negative 
impact on regional planning," said Pamela Seitz, the ac- 
ting chief executive officer of the Kitimat community 
health council. " I  would suggest the ministry doesn't want 
us to recruit an orthopedic surgeon." 
Seitz said community health councils can work things 
out between themselves without having the ministry in- 
volved. Regional co-operation can work when it comes to 
on-call duties and holidays'even if one surgeon is in 
Kitimat and one is in Prince Rupert, she added. 
Having those communities recruit together to present a 
regional orthopedic plan to potential replacements i an 
opt!on, said Seitz. 
i W|'RE OPEN!I! 
McDonalds Kids Camp 
(6-14 years) 
Chr i s tmas  Break  & Spr ing  Break  , 
..... , $120/3 days. ".:~:~ :.,i'~ 
(includes lilt ticket~ren~ and 2.5 hour lesson each day). 
~i McDona lds  bus  leaves  McDona lds  ' 
Holidays! ...... Open For T3?January 3 
December 
Closed Xmas Day 
improving the quality of life of his patients. 
Should patients decide to go elsewhere fgY procedures ! 
they face a financial burden, he said. 
"Prince George is not an option for elective stuff as they 
have troubles of their own," said Appleton. "And that 
means going dowu south but the problem with that is you 
have to go down first and somebody says 'yes, you need 
orthopedic surgery.' You may have to go four or five times 
and go on a waiting list for two or three months and that 
gets expensive," he added. 
Appleton is the northern representative on the B.C. 
Medical Association board. He favours basing the region's 
two orthopedic surgeons in Terrace and arranging for them 
to make regular surgical visits to Kitimat and to Prince 
Rupert. He's been joined in that call by other specialists 
based in Terrace. The suggestion is the same as was the 
case in the early 1990s when Kitimat had trouble recruiting 
an orthopedic surgeon. 
"Kitimat isn't professionally attractive as there is na 
backup of other specialists and there's no C-q" scan or 
nuclear medicine on the doorstep," said Appleton. 
Yet even if the orthopedic surgery service was located in 
Terrace, measures would still have to bc taken to safeguard 
services ill Kitimat, said Appleton. Over the years the hos- 
pital has relied on having an orthopedic surgeon on staff to 
support other kinds of services. 
One such example is an anesthetist with the result that 
caesarean sections can also be done in Kitimat. 
"If you lose an anesthetist, you lose the ability to do c-' 
sections and that can be a real dilemma in a small town,', 
said Appleton. "So what our guys are suggesting is that if 
there were orthopedics based in Terrace, there would be 
regularly-scheduled (surgical) days in Kitimat to keep 
those other services there." 
Appleton said it hasn't made much sense over the years 
for Terrace to be regarded as a major trauma centre yet be 
without an orthopedic surgeon. 
"The patient would come here, be stabilized and then 
shipped to Kitimat to have their bones f'Lxed. It has not 
made an awful lot of sense," he said. 
Having two orthopedic surgeons in the same city would 
also help when it comes to sharing on-call duties, Appleton 
added. 
Baby's Nmne: 
Uoyd Alfred Robinson 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
December 3, 1998 at 9:07 a.m. 
Weight: 376 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Ambrose wilson & Inez 
Robinson 
Baby's Nmne: 
Justin Alan Hamy Webber 
Date & 'ilme of Birth: 
Deeember 4, 1998 at 4:32 p.m. 
Weight: 6Ibs 5.5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Alan & Marina 
Joshua Frederick FJdon Young Chad Timothy Morgan 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
December 10, 1998 at 5:58 a .m.  December 8, 1998 at 2:06 p.m. 
Weight: 61bs3oz. Sex:Male Weight: 101bs II oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Jonah Young & Mesta Lloyd- Parents: Kelth &Jennifer Morgan 
Jones 
¢ ¢ 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Joshua Michael fires I~yta Ann Lepp 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Tune of Birth: 
December 4, 1998 at 9:25 a .m.  December 15, 1998 at 5:43 a.m. 
Weight:61bslSoz. Sex:Male Welght:81bsOoz. Sex:Female 
Parents: Nelson & GoreRe Pins Parents: Tun & April Izpp 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just,see our service desk for more information 
Overwantea 
]E~o#natxxl l~.  
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Gemmas 
Prince Rupert 
501-3rd Ave West 
~)ec. 26 Open at 10:00 am 
All Christmas inventory 
1/2  price 
Decorofions, ornomenls~ Xmos 
innens. Plus other in store specials. 
Sale starts Dec. 27 in 
Terrace. 
Where Quality Mak¢"~ 
After Xmas Melt 
Down Weekend 
Come in early to get the best seats. 
Fri& 
Satu: 
There will 
be games 
and prizes! 
[ Located In the Coast Inn of the West ] 
" "'----" 
¢< - 
)I 1/2" drive socket set Gearless Stubby 
Deep socket set SAE 1/2" to Ratchet i r' 
10 piece, 6 point The gearless ystem provides a 
ULT08030 
......................... ""%,ii,l 
0 ° backlash tolerance for 
restricted areas. 1/4" drive. 
ULT04803 
i!!!i ............ ii!  
:~':!:,~::, .... ~:~::;:i: I 
1J 
23-Piece 1/4" drive 
socket set 
SAE 3/16" to 1/2" and metric 4 
to 12 mm 
ULT04005 
!!if!! ! i!mm 
We.have a great selection 
of practical gifts for the 
person on your list! 
24 Piece 1/2" drive 
socket set 
Metric 10 to 32 mm 
Metal ease included 
"~" .t'PNflN 1 R1UI" 
IHIB'-' RuropRo.I mJB mECHRnlCnt I 
I '  446;1 ~it~hCAoVtrnUO~itiT=rat?~3,.~: O . .  63~-63~ 
Ho, HO, HO. 
Been 'racking your brains for that perfect gift and all you can come up with is a frown? Here are 
a few good ideas from your BC TEL PboneMart TM store that are also good for a few laughs. Perfect for the kids on 
your list, they're all fully functional and turn every phone call into a fun call. 
• : : ~ ~ : :ii ~ 
::! : i! i  i : i  ~ i :  : ~ili::~! ~,/ i!: i  :iii!:: 
/:ii!ii/ii~ i ! i  ~i!ii/(i:i~;ii i ~iiiii !i!i i ~ .... 
: :!! : i i  ~ ~ iii~i 
~ Frequent flyer plan members: 
Earn up to 3 Aeroplan® miles from Air Canada or 
up to 3 Canadian Plus TM points from Canadian Airlines for 
every dollar you spend on equipment/ 
I! 
For  BC TEL  PhoneMart ' "  s to re  l ocat ions  and  hours  ca l l  to l l - f ree= 1 877-877-5552 
~ © Registered trademarks of the Disney Co~.  Nlcke4odeon Isa trademark of V.acom International Inc, ~ Aecopisn is a ~ t ~  ~ ~ ~ C ~  
Canadian Plus m Is a registered tradema,'k of ~ ian  Aidlnes IntemaUomd Ltd, See in store for details. 
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THAT 'S  A handheld breathalyzer being handled 
by Constable Blake Walkinshaw. It's used at road- 
blocks. Blow red and you undergo a formal 
breathalyzer test. 
On the attack 
RCMP OFFICERS are celebrating the 20th anniversary 
of the Counterattack program by being out on the 
su'eets to stop drinking and driving. 
"If you're going to drink and drive, you're ventual- 
ly going to be caught," said Dean Pelkey from ICBC 
which is paying $9 million in police overtime this year 
for Counterattack roadblocks. 
Pelkey says the money is worth it because 30 per cent 
of all road fatalities involve alcohol. In 1997, alcohol 
played a factor in 114 deaths in B.C. and $270 million 
in ICBC claims. 
Local ROMP officers set up 91 road checks and 
stopped 1,800 vehicles from May to Nov. 22 in 1998. 
They charged six people with impaired driving and 
issued 79 24-hour driving suspensions. 
Cnst. Kurt Grabinsky, Terrace's crime prevention of- 
ricer, said officers here will also vary the location of 
road checks as the season gets busier. 
"We're just there to remind people that it's not safe 
to be drinking and driving," he said. 
1998 
SCI extends 
payments again 
SKEENA CELLULOSE has once again begun extending 
its payment schedule. 
The company has sent out letters to contractors and sup- 
pliers saying it will end its year-long practice of paying in 
advance shift to 14-day payment terms as of Jan. 1. 
Advance payments were brought in on the advice of coji- 
sultant Ralph Tomey in an effort to help struggling con- 
tractors and rebuild Skeena Cellulose's reputation after 
predecessor Repap B.C. extended payment terms to 90 
days and then left massive bills unpaid. 
"We've been wanting to do this for quite a long time," 
Skeena Cellulose spokesman Don McDonald said. 
He said the move to 14-day terms will help the compa- 
ny's cashflow and eliminate accounting hassles connected 
to advance payments. 
"The difficulty is it's almost double bookkeeping," 
McDonald added. "It's administratively expensive not 
only for us but for contractors." 
But contractors aren't happy with the way Skeena Cel- 
lulose is simply imposing the change without first talking 
to them. Justin Rigsby, of Aim-Wood Contracting, says 
many contractors understood that for business reasons the 
advance payments would have to eventuaUy be phased out. 
Dictating new payment terms, however, brings back bad 
memories of how the company used to operate. 
"We're reverting back to five years ago when they just 
said we're paying you in 90 days and that's the end of it," 
Rigsby said. "There is a lot of history there and there's 
still a lot of bad sentiments a  far as what's happened." 
McDonald said the terms are still a long way from the in- 
dustry standard of 30- to 45-day payment terms. 
But Rigsby noted West Fraser pays local logging con- 
Uractors 10 days after a bimonthly cutoff date. "SCI has to 
build some goodwill in the community because of what's 
happened and it is trying to do that," Rigsby said. 
"But by imposing payment terms without some sort of 
soliciation or exchange of thoughts between the supplier 
and SCI - - I  don't hink that creates any goodwill." 
ec Women~ Domestic Violence Project 
is making health care safer for women. 
gai lm C~'s  Wmlen 's  i l ae¢~ md I I  CruDe 
the  
i 
There 's  no  
t in le  l i ke  
present .  
~,~~.<~, 
Looking for a great gift idea? Now I i l i  I you let your first 30 dais calling 
free-hut only for a limited time- 
with the Freedom 30 Plan. And 
choose from a wide selection of 
phones, starting at $29.95. The s i~  ~Is0~ ~m ~es  
air is better here. 199. 129. 129. l ip  
ELECTRONIC FUTURES 
4710 KeitAve' Terrace ~ ~  
635 7767 ~ [~  
t 
B In ~A~' :  ~o~di ~Ph~e~rges# oc Mixt~kt~es~: 
it's the end of the road.= 
on ' t  
. Th~ PEase Don't Drinkand Drive ' • 
Hol~lay Season ~ 
- ~ 
4617 Greio Ave. (Co-on Mall) 
Dr ink  
This message is brought,to you by  
these  communi ty !  mindi~;d ~ .... :L~I 
businesses. No matter where your 
headed, when you drink and drive 
any road could lead to a dead 
end. 
o 
r ive  
Friends ,don,t let friends 
Drink and Drivel 
Located in Terrace & Kilimat 
635-5232 Statistics show that even one drink 635-1994 632-2991 
www.keenhyside.com J impair judgement and k~- - - '~-  - -  ~. can . ~ . ~ '  
, ~ : : -  \ - .  - ; : : - : :  - :  . : : ,  reflexes, so all it takes is one driver oleltllttlllllletillelltlllillioo 
' ' who's had one drink to set the • . i 
" " 
~ ,' scene for tragedy. Make sure your • . l 
~ ,' holiday season has a happy I tl el I I  
' ,' ending. If you plan to drink ask a • t 
el el 
' ,' friend to drive or travel by taxi. i li 
41 el 
' ,' We want you to have a safe and  i Be Careful This Holiday Season i 
' ' " t-'t-/ha'"" i.,oliAa,,i t . i • 4625 Lazelle, Terrace 635 4997 • 
oeeooeeooeeooeoeeeeoeeoo  
TERRACE 
INTERIORS 
4610 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
635-6600 
Stay Alive... 
Don't Drink &.Drive 
~ . 3207 Munroe St, Terrace Tel (250)635-6273 
1-800-470-DO-IT 
t i l l  
Do omttm. 
Friends Don't Let Friends 
Drink and Drive 
',~w2,'~ t-B¢¢~ 2e, d. 
Qual i ty  Beer,  
Wines,  8 Coo lers  
47200 Lozelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
635-1166 
KAL TIRE 
Cedarland Tire Service 
4929 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6170 
Stag Alive! 
Don't Drink and Drive 
THORNHILL VOLUNTEER 
FIREFIGHTERS 
ASSOCIATION 
Have A Safe 
Holiday Season 
Please Don't Dr ink & Dr ive 
Terrace Equipment 
Sales Ltd. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 635-6384 
TERRAr  
4916 Hwy.  16 West  Ter race ,  B.C. 
250-635-7187 
www.ter raceautomal l . com 
TERRACE 
 mmms 
4912 Hwy 16 W, Ter race  B.C. 
250-635-6558 
www.terraceautomalLcom 
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The Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foundation 
presents 
Valentines Day, my dear 
New Orleans Style 
Sat. Feb. 13, 1999 
CITY COUNCIL is opposing a move by Transport Canada and CN Rail to band ' 
heavy trucks from using the Frank St. railway crossing near Skeena Sawmills. 
t 
+::'City hold! ng firm 
,,,on cross,ng fracas 1 /_ CLEARANCE 
~i ' ° ' • 
!~e:IT~tT~;;ii!~:C;a~ada:~a:a;n~kloY!:~:t,] ::~¢un~.l:})~dT:asn:pOr:nC_~:adaaCli:?t tha  :oh; / 2 o. LE 
i Councillor David Hull persuaded the rest of its list of safety priorities across Canada 
i of city council to freeze a bylaw at third 
~, reading last week that would have beut to 
I Transport Canada demands and bauned 
i northbound heavy truck traffic from the 
crossing. 
I Hull said the move would have redirected 
! all the area's big chip trucks onto Keuney 
" St. - -  something the city and Skeena Cel- 
lulose paid big bucks to avoid when they 
I cost-shared the $1 million reconstructiou of
the western part of Keith Ave. and Frank 
i St;,iTo years ago .  
just doesn't make sense," Hull said. 
" I  think we're caving iu and we should 
• stand up for ourselves." 
Trausport Cauada had threatened to in- 
voke powers some councillors likened to 
the War Measures Act if the city does not 
comply. 
The agency is concerned about he danger 
if a train comes when a large truck sits 
straddling the railway tracks Waiting to get 
onto the highway. 
Hull ridiculed Transport Canada claims 
that one relatively easy solution - -  slowing 
train traffic by 10kin per hour in that spot 
- -  would cause scheduling backups all the 
was simply not believable. 
The city was to ban northbound trucks 
longer than 12 metres as a temporary 
measure and continue to seek a long-term 
solution. 
But Hull said a better answer must be 
found now, predicting the temporary fix 
will otherwise become permanent. 
Putting heavy traffic onto Kenney will 
congest the street and cause truck transmis- 
sion problems and road damage because of 
big trucks starting and stopping on the 
slope up to that railway crossing. 
Councillor Olga Power opposed Hull, 
fearing the city's possible liability if it 
doesn't comply. 
But councillors Val George, Rich 
McDaniel and Ron Vanderlee joined Hull 
in votiug to table third reading of the bylaw 
to as late as March 31 to give more time to 
pursue the issue. 
Hull said the whole issue seems to have 
sprung from the city's refusal to pay for the 
cost of replacing crossing arms that are reg- 
ularly ripped off by trucks at the Frank St. 
crossing. The city had suggested abaudon- 
rug antis there and just usiug flashing warn- 
way to Montreal. * 7 , " ' inglights.. 
:L:: Another!~blutibhfiS tb"htstall t f i f f i chg~ H~ ~: ~iid'tliat irritated CN and Transport 
t the mtersectmn of Fra~.'and' I--Iwy, 16, .Canada'and said they now seem determtued 
but the highways ministry is relUcta,it i o do :'t6 get their way --:-no matter how un- 
that because itwould require the addition of reasonable it is. 
!expensive acceleration and deceleration "It  got a bee mtder their bonnet," he 
lanes on the highway, said. "They said 'What? Somebody defied 
CN Rail also rejected the city's sugges- us? Who are these peoplc out in the out- 
tion the railway be shifted further south at back of B.C.?' " 
Feds spend big bucks 
to buy fish licences 
LESS THAN nine per cent of all comaner- 
cial licence holders that sent in voluntary 
,~ retirement forms in November will be get- 
ting any federal money. 
Ninety-nine out of the 1124 applications 
that were originally sent in were accepted, 
: said federal retiremeut coordinator Rita 
** Purdou. 
: The licences accomtt for $23.4 million in 
* federal money fisheries minister David 
Anderson announced last June to offset 
~* west coast salmon closures in 1998. 
: The voluntary lieeuce retirement program 
,~ is part of a $400 million compensation 
package scheduled to rebuild the fisheries 
, industry and help people and communities 
[ adjust to the changing fishery. Two million 
i dollars of that money has been set aside for 
voluntary licence retirement. 
) 
The first round of the voluntary retirment 
program accepted 46 seine, 20 gillnet and 
33 troll licences. 
The average payments per licenco holder 
is estimated at $420,152 to a seine licence 
holder, $?7,880 to a giUneter and $?7,532 
to a troll licence holder. 
Payments can either be processed im- 
mediately for licenee holders that would 
like money this year or in 1999 if holders 
would rather have the money accounted for 
on next year's income tax forms. 
The bids were evaluated by an indepen- 
dent advisory committee chaired by Jim 
Maikin, who chaired the 1996 Voluntary 
Licence Retirement Committee. 
The amount of money paid out was based 
on 1996's lie•nee retirement campaign and 
the current market value of fish licences. 
t 
' ' We're Open For 
~,~ ~ ~  Our  Hours  Of  Operat ions  For  The  Chr istmn.q Season  Are: 
l,l ~ -mi J r# ' l~ JP~ 7 days  of  week  
I~ ~"~' / "  9:30 am-  4:00 pm 
i] "YourPowd~rDestinatlon" Chr is tmas Day 11 am - 3 pm 
I , l l  ',h ld li~l:~ Yllq,l.~: r l  D: fl Io:~.'l.l.~ !q-'l: a l ]  ~ i [ ( l i t  J.l: {tlTII |:l,I ~ d q i ]  :fi)TIl: I:PIiS]i]I hlq t t l  :[lllrl,) Iq ,~ [ ,1  
OPEN BOXING DAY 
10 a.m. to 5 p,m, 
SAAN 
A ( ;I~NI }IS (:()MI'ANY 
KITIMAT ONLY 
120 City Centre - Phone: 632-4757 
ON ALL REMAINING 
CHRISTMAS ITEMS. 
Xmas Decorations, Ornaments ,  Xmas Linnens. 
(Excluding Colleetibles) 
SALE ON NOW 
Open Sunday  12-5 pm 
WE SHIP ANYWHERE 
1-800-563-4362 635-3392 
Skeena Mall - Terrace 
CANADIAN TIRE 
. www.canadiantire.com! 
Or Email us at 
www.cqntire.terrace@osg.net 
SAFEWAY 
www.sa feway.com 
"TER~'~'E ..-o,,x 
www.terraceautomall.com 
. . . . . .  Js@ 
' C O  ~ ~ . . . . .  i 
( r~IT :; 
I,o-,,,. TER~--C,,C E
terrace.automall@osg.net 
STA NDARD The Terrace Standard atandard@kermode.net 
. . . ' .  
/ ; i  I' 
Your website/emai l  address 
could be hereI 
Contact us at 638-7283 
Coc:(=-C:,) Bottling Ltd. 
Would like to thank the following 
companies and volunteers who made our 
food drive a complete success. 
Sofeway 
Real Canadian Wholesale Club 
Copperside Foods 
Overwaitea 
J&F Distributors 
G&H Dislributors 
Sight & Sound 
Thomhill Fire Deparlment 
Wayside Grocery 
Louis Payne 
Mike Porlsch 
lan Alger 
Kent Hartness 
Garlh Muller 
Rick Sousa 
Pat Donnan 
Marlo Desjardins 
Jamie Bronsema 
Joe Pires 
And also a Big Thank You to the people of 
Terrace for their support to this great cause. 
Merry Christmas to all and a prosperous 
New Year. 
f ive locations 
five great 
: weekend getaways* 
• Victoria . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $59 
Burnaby . . . . . . . . . . .  $69 
Kelowna . . . . . . . . . . .  $.59  
Kamloops. . . . . . . . . .  $.59  
Vancouver Airport '$79  
Ji 
call toll free for reservations 
:-8oo-663-o298 
"Includes one night accommodation, single 
or double occupancy and 
continental breakfast far two. 
Subject to taxes and availability . 
Valid Fri., Sat., Sun. Oct. 30/98 to Mar, 28/89 
l l gN I  
.i,, t~ pride 
e I 
PERBRA'S COUNIRYWIDE 
Relax in the WASHER ~= 
comfort of a 
: Factory  Rebates .  ~ 
~ Maytag  + GE 
,!~ACHCOMB~ 
Home Le isure  
HOT TUB 
Have a free Mini.Vacation in 
your back yard for 90 days 
Maytag • Genera/Electric • Hot Point • Jenn-Air * Panasonic • Hitachi • 
Technique • Sklar • Decor Rest • Palliser • La-Z.Soy • Simmons • Seal 
SATELLITE SYSTEM 
FREE: 
Northing for 90 days 
See store for details 
We not only sell - but we service and earn/parts for what we sell. 
Serving Kitimat and Terrace for over 30 years 
PEREIRA'S FURNITURE AND ~ l  
I z~ A APPUANCES 
r¥ ,~ i l  COUNTRYWlD| 707~Avo. , l~n~ 
"P'~ - - -~- - -  Ph.682.6604 1~082861~ 
: F  
• Best  Wishes  • 
Well...only two more sheps till the big doy...another 
week after that and it's a brand New Year. I hope I have : 
in some way stirred a small sp.ark of interest, caused you :i:: 
- to question a previous health notion, made you tt~ink 
" twice about your health choices, educated you in some :: 
way in regards to your health over the past year. YOUR / 
HEALTH....thaI's wllot this has all been about. And the :: 
~nore you think about it, the more you will realize just :~ 
ow utterly important and precious YOUR HEALTH is. 
Without it...you have nothing. Those tender moments with 
a loved one...those cherished memories of excellence in 
physical fitness.., ust one more second of time with that !ii 
special someone...ill health compromises them all and :7; 
eventually leads to an untimely death. God blessed you i::: 
with your health but it is you and you alone who dea'aes ~:~:: 
whatyou do and how you live that will determine YOUR 
HEALTH. 
So...when you're contemplatinfl those New Year's 
resolutions this year, why not mal~e a pied.q• to start i 
taking control o[your own health. Exercise cl"aily~ drink ;7 
plenty of pure water, eat properly, take herbal 
supplemenls for nutrition, avoid' stress, and en oy clean .... 
living and healthy thoughts. . . 
Tllank you for your comments and interest shown in i!::i! 
this column. May I extend my best wishes to you and ill: 
yours, for a sa~e and healthy holiday season. May it be !i~i:iiil 
one that lives on in your memory tar years to come. I ~+ 
CHIMSTMAS GIFTS :,. :i I
6 FREE BOTTLES 
of  Purif ied Bott led Water 
w i th  an Annual  Cooler  Rental 
SAVE 14 % 
on the Purchase of 
ANY Coo ler  in stock 
AR 
@ 
635-2341 
4456 Greig Ave.  
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I J Nisga'a polling aBn  Steak & Seafood Grill 
I costs $150,000 Tile Back ' 
, THE PROV]NCIAJ~govenunentspentmorethaa EddyPub 
I $150,000 taking the pulse of British Columbians on the 
i Nisga'a treaty in a six'month period. For your special Christmas Party ~ ~ ,  
I The m°ney was spent °n °pini°n p°IIs and f°cus gr°ups may it be for lunch or dinner, we g ~ ~  
I lbr the six months ending the middle of October, a crucial arrange t1"1o t special get together Item ~ l ~ ~  
I period leading up tea significant provincial push to gait, 4-]20 .people. , / f f ~ ¢ ~ ' ~ / ~ ,  
I public accepance of the treaty in preparation for its We olsocoleratourdownstoirs ~ ~ i  | 
J ratification, But the information gathered from the polls location q'heaack Eddy Pub. ~ . ~ . - ! ~ l  
I and focus groups isn't being released. Specially for those weary k~et after a ~ ~ ~ : ~ y [  
I Provincial officials used a section of the Freedom of In- long day of Chrisl~os shopping. ~ , ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ l  
I formation and Privacy Act to deny a freedom of informa- The place to bat Chridmm The 81 Sleek & ~ ~ . ~ . .  
I tion request filed by The Terrace Standard. It's appealing 5eok)od Grill or The Back Eddy Pub. ' . . . . . .  .rJ.~..;:: • 
J the decision. We are now taking "New Years" ~-""":" 
I Peter MacMillan, a University of Northern B.C. profes- reservations wi lh dance music 
I sor experienced in polling and focus groups, said it's dif- ~._,.~P supplied till 3 a.m. . . . . .  , ,  , .. 
I ticult to tell if the $151,052 spent by the province is ex- ~ '~gg '~ ~ ~ ~"- '~ l l - -  1 ~ 4,.IJZ taKelse ~ve., mrrace, /.~/~::~-t;eaJE. ~ 635-9161Pub:635"5336 
I I cessive without lmowing the amount of work that was ,L~,L  For our of lowners: 
, - .  , , ~ ~a~i~d out, ~ S e a f o o d  ~.a00-~3-9~ I [] I - 'reDarlncl nampers  i He's not surprised the provincial goverument would 
I - -  " - -  I' spend money on polls and focus groups to tell it how an 
I Volunteers Lydia Angus (foreground) and Sharon I important issue such as the Nisga'a treaty is viewed by the 
I Lamke help prepare more than 550 Salvation I public aad then to develop communications strategy from 
I Army Christmas food hampers for needy families I the, results. 
this season. Seventeen items go into every food | . Govermnents. take., information, and, try to .manipulate,, 
I ham ' c udin a turke and a stuffed to things to their position It s part of the information game, .._...per m I g y Y" I ' 
. . ' . said MacMillan. 
'D" " "on ed by '  rect act  " r atives 
GITANYOW natives will likely take direct action early in 
the New Year to protect heir territory, says Gitanyow 
chief negotiator Glen Williams. 
"It's the favourite topie in the conununity right now," 
'Williams said last week after continuing unsuccessful ef- 
forts to resolve the native group's lane claim overlap with 
the Nisga'a, 
"There are lots of volunteers and lots of ideas," he said, 
declining to specify what might be in the works, 
Last summer Williams said the Gitanyow might bar 
provincial government employees from their territory if a 
court action didn't resolve the problem. 
Frustration is at an all-time high, he said, because the 
province is about o ratify the Nisga'a treaty, handing parts 
of Gitanyow ierritory as well as fish and wildlife fights in 
the disputed upper Nass valley to the Nisga'a. 
"They're quite concerned, they're quite afraid," he said. 
"Potentially all our food supply we rely on from the terri- 
tory, all the fishing, all the hunting is being threatened." 
Barring successful mediation with the Nisga'a or an out- 
of-court agreement with the province, the Gitanyow will 
go to B.C. Supreme Court Jan. 18 and argue that the pro- 
vince negotiated in bad faith with them by signing the 
Nisga'a treaty without first resolving the overlap. 
A meeting with premier Glen Clark last Wednesday was 
unproductive, Williams said. 
"We're quite disspappointed, They're not very com- 
mitted to taking our issues eriously," he said. 
He said the Gitanyow want accelerated negotiations for 
co-management of the land and revenue sharing. That's 
shnilar to the negotiatio~ts now utiderway between their 
qpusins; thv;Gttxsan; and 'the'province in the wake of the 
~itxs~q~,..Delgamuukw land claim, court v.ictory .a year 
ago. 
Williams said the province has offered little incentive to 
the Gitanyow, and is still insisting the group follow its 
conventional formula for determining the amount of 
money and land in any treaty. 
"We should be talking about itle. We should be talking 
about revenue-sharing and other principles coming out of 
Delgamuukw that would give us some signal they're nego- 
tiating in good faith," he added. "They weren't offering 
us anything, We were miles apart on the existing policy." 
Instead of looking at co-management of he entire tradi- 
tional territory, he said, the province wants the Gitanyow 
to select about eight per cent of their 16,800 square kilo- 
metre traditional territory - -  or about 1,350 square kilo- 
metres. 
As for cash, Williams said he's seen positions on paper 
of $40,000 to $70,000 a head. That would translate to a to- 
tal of $80 million to $140 million for the 2,000 Gitanyow. 
Williams said the Gitanyow remain open to possibilities 
that could avoid a court case, but said he's not optimistic. 
"I don't think there's any interest on the part of the 
government," Williams said. "It leads us right back to 
court. They're going to move on their timing of the 
Nisga'a final agreement. They want that done sometime in 
February I believe." 
B.C. Supreme Court Justice L.P. Williamson last month 
rejected provincial demands that the Gitanyow challenge 
of the Nisga'a treaty requires a full trial - -  something that 
would have pushed it back much further. 
He agreed to allow the Gitanyow to press part of their 
case in the expedited hearing set for next month. 
The judge, however, said a full trial will be required on 
the second Gitanyow argument hat the Nisga'a f'mai 
agreement is a violation of the Crown's duty to the 
Gitanyow and contrary to their duty to negotiate in good 
faith. 
If successful, Williams said' the Gitanyow hope to tap 
into the Nisga'a treaty "to siphon off our lands and 
resources from the Nisga'a final agreement." 
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Sinister Bakers 
l )  ther than hanging out with the 
butcher and the candlestick maker, 
the baker has been largely ignored 
in popular culture. 
Other trades are over-represented: private 
eyes, tailors, warriors, milk maids and cops 
show up more often. 
If a baker or two does appear, like in In the 
Night Kitchen by Maurice Sendak, they tend to 
be roly-poly and apple-cheekedr 
But an ominous transformation is occurring in 
the presented image of the baker. Two recent 
movies are guilty of besmirching the stellar 
reputation of the flour-dusted maker of bread 
and cake. 
First, there is 1993's Short Cuts by director 
Robert Altman. A woman orders a birthday 
cake from a baker on a Saturday to be ready 
Monday for her little boy's birthday party. He 
gets hit by a car Monday morning and is in hos- 
pital. His morn and dad take shifts at his bed. 
When dad goes home to shower and eat, the 
phone rings. A sinister voice says, "Have you 
forgotten about your son?" then hangs up. 
It is the baker calling, annoyed at the $14 
owed him and the forgotten decorated cake, but 
the dad doesn't know this. ,It is extremely 
creepy. 
Why is the baker so mean? He says later, " I  
don't know how to act any more." We get the 
impression it is the baking, the constant un- 
relenting baking, that has made him so bitter 
and cynical. 
Nicolas Cage  plays the twisted baker in 
.M4~u~k,~thaUl,987;:mou,e~wii~her: He,m . ,. 
inSa)i6 iliTa p~issionate way aild apparently has a 
broken heart. "Yes, I 'm bitter," he says. He 
goes on to say he lost his love and all he does 
every day is bake, bake, bake. Once again the 
viewer is led to believe that it is the process of 
mixing flour and fat and moving dough in and 
out of ovens that has contributed to the ruina- 
tion of the man. 
Now, where is this coming from? Did some- 
thing happen to these film makers that put them 
off bakers? When they think "meatt weirdo 
hairy guy" does the image of a baker immedi- 
ately spring to mind? 
Perhaps Altman'liked the contrast between the 
sweetness and prettiness of the decorated cake 
and the sour ugliness of the baker. 
Did Nicolas Cage relish the opportunity to 
play with fire in a subterranean dungeon? His 
character's bakery used wood-fired ovens in a. 
dark basement. I guess we are supposed to say, 
"Oh, I see. This shows how the character has 
created his own hell." Chef takes him upstairs 
like an angel. 
It is true that bakers often work in the dark. 
Maurice Sendak said in an interview he had 
wondered, as a child, why bakers worked at 
night. That was the inspiration for his children's 
book In the Night Kitchen. I know why. You 
start your day at 3:00 in the morning or so that 
fresh baked goods are ready when your 
customers are up and about. So when the store 
part of the bakery opens at 7:00 or 8:00 or 9:00, 
there you are. 
And it is true that the store part is usually up 
top or out front, while the ovens are down be- 
low or at the back. Naturally, it's more con- 
venient for your customers to enter at street 
level, just steps from the sidewalk. 
But in both movies neither baker is all bad. 
Cher marries Nicolas Cage at the end, after all. 
And Altman's baker ends up apologizing, serv- 
ing the parents warm rolls, feeding and comfort- 
ing them. 
Perhaps it is the dual nature of the baker the 
film makers are exploring. The darkness and 
passion of the mysterious ovens as contrasted 
with the lightness, the civility, and the basic 
goodness of the row of loaves in the storefront. 
And, of course, bread has always been the 
staff of life and is also modern slang for ex- 
changes between people. There's all that. 
On a recent trip to Winnipeg, I went to a 
trendy cafefoakery with my sister. We peeked 
through to the back. "Are those the ovens 
there?" I asked the hostess. 
"No,"  she said. "They are all downstairs." 
"Why do you want to see the ovens7" my 
sister asked me. I didn't really know why, so I 
ignored her. 
I asked our waiter, "Are there any bakers on 
the premises at the present moment?" 
He said, " I  don't know. They are all 
downstairs." 
I think my sister was embarrassed. "Oh, Char, 
why, do you need to see baker7" she asked. 
Again, I didn't know why. 
I still don't know, Why do any of us need to 
see a baker? What is it thaf a baker can show 
us71 know they are not as sinister as Hollywood ' 
would have us believe, but maybe I just wanted 
to see, to make sure. 
Sweating before Christmas 
EIGHT INMATES from the 
Terrace Community Correc- 
tional Centre spent hree and 
a half hours Dee. 8 purify-. 
ing their bodies in a tradi- 
tional sweat ceremony. 
The ceremony took place 
in the correctional centre's 
first sweat lodge, which is 
located on the grounds. 
Inmates raised money to 
build the sweat lodge them- 
selves by selling native' 
crafts and artwork. 
The day after the first 
sweat, imnate Lewis Azak 
was still feeling the steam's 
aftereffects. 
"It got so hot in there it 
burned my shoulder and 
neck," Azak said. 
Native inmates have been 
asking for permission to 
build a sweat lodge at the 
centre for years, but it 
wasn't until new director 
Rob Davies arrived hi Sep- 
tember that the go-ahead 
was given. 
Since the majority of cor -  
rectional centres in B.C. 
have sweat lodges, Davies 
agreed the Terrace Correc- 
tional Centre should have 
one as well. 
"The culture here is so 
rich," he said."My question 
was why didn't they have 
one." 
Davies said sweat lodges 
have a positive effect on in- 
mates. 
Archie Morrison was one of the inmates at the Ter- build the centre's first sweat lodge. Inmates will be al- 
race Community Correctional Centre who helped lowed to sweat once a week. 
After a sweat, he said, a 
real transformation in 
people takes place. 
"They become much 
more settled and at ease 
with what they're doing and 
more in tune with heritage 
issues," he said. "A lot Of 
energy just disappears?' 
Two imnates, Archie Mor- 
fison and Ron Tenalle, were 
in charge of building the 
sweat lodge, which took 
four days to construct. 
Morrison said it was im- 
portant for people to sweat 
because the ceremony 
relaxes people. 
WHAT A BEAUTY: Ron Lennan, Evan Fortner, and 
George Desjardins are members of the Terrace 
gain mental, emotional and 
spiritual balance. 
"You go in there to pray 
for Mother Earth, women, 
relations and yourself," 
Morrison said. 
~ '!It makes YoU, feel ~at:",' ~Davi~s said inmates 
ease , "  he said. "After a worked very hard to build the Prince George Regional 
sweat yon get a special feel- the lodge and to raise Correctional Centre. His 
ing." money to buy the materials position here has yet to be 
Sweat lodges have tradi- to build it. filled. 
tionally helped native bands Imnates said Davies was After the sweat, imnates 
J '  , ~t . 
t ' | l | t |  
Model Airplane Club. The 22.pound plane has a six- 
foot wingspan and is powered by a 52cc gas engine. 
Forty years have flown by 
RON LENNAN isn't a reg- 
istered pilot, but he's been 
flying airplanes for more 
than 40 years. 
Flying model airplanes, 
that is. 
Lennan, a founding mem- 
ber of the Terrace Model 
Airplane club, is celebrating 
the club's 40th anniversary 
this year. 
He said he keeps flying 
year after year because it's a 
real thrill. 
"The feeling is just like 
catching a big coho," he 
said, 
Fellow club member Evan 
Fortner agrees. He still gets 
rush." 
But it's not the fear of 
crashing that makes him 
nervous. It's worrying about 
the kinds of mechanical 
problems the plane could 
run into once it's in the air. 
It's also worrying about 
making sure his hand-eye 
coordination is up to snuff 
the planes are radio con- 
trolled from the ground. 
According to club mem- 
bers, flying an airplane is no 
easy task. 
"You can't  just build a 
pl'ine and expect to fly it," 
said George Desjardins, 
president of the club. 
nervous for his first flight "You 'd  have to be quite 
every spring. ~ fortunate to do that," 
.... The knees start rattling," That's because it takes a 
he said. "It 's an adrenaline lot of practice to master take 
offs, rolls, spins and knife- 
edges. Some planes fly up to 
202 miles an hour. 
"Anything they Call do in 
a real aircraft we can do bet- 
ter," he said. "Because 
we're not afraid to crashl" 
Desjardins said the air- 
planes are as much of a 
hobby to him as a sport. 
He enjoys the building 
process because he finds it 
relaxing. }te said it normally 
takes him a few month~ to 
so supportive of the project, 'enjoyed a huge traditional 
he donated the canvas used feast, which included 
for the roof of the hut. smoked salmon, oolichans, 
After only four months in herring eggs, moose roast, 
Terrace, Davies left the city soap berries, fish on ban- 
last Thursday. He was of-" neck and fried bread. 
' fered a job as director for Benita Chapdelaine," na~ . . . . .  
tire liaison-for th~e~:orrec - ' 
tional centre said the in- 
mates' bellies were so full, 
'they all slept in the next 
morning! 
can promote their sport bet- 
ter. 
"We're just guests there," 
said Desjardins. "We're 
pretty limited with what we 
can do." 
Members have asked city 
council for the use of the 
Terrace Sanitary Landfill 
site when it closes in two'  
years. 
Desjardins said the club 
wants a field where flyers 
from all over the Northwest 
build a plane, depending on can bring their families to 
how intricate it is, fly. 
A beginner starter kit, he If anyone is interested in 
said, costs about $600. flying planes, please call 
Presently the club (40 George Dcsjardins at 638- 
members) uses a private 0787. The club is always 
field on River Drive for fly- eager to  teach others the 
ing, But members want a skills to become builders 
field of their own so they and fl.yers. 
Around 
Town 
Excited 
about 
A Bug's 
Life 
MAUREEN AND Pat 
Ogawa can't wait to see 
this season's block 
buster movie A Bug's 
Life especially since 
their son-in-law, Adam 
Wood, helped create the 
movie. Wood, who is 
married to their daughter 
Joa,me, is a computer 
animator for Pixar, the 
digital studio that creat- 
ed the film. Joanne and 
Adam live in San Fran- 
cisco. 
Pay no 
fines 
FINE FREE DAYS 
will take place at the 
Terrace Public Library 
between Dee. 24 and Jan 
1. Bring back all over- 
due materials and pay no 
fines (existing fines ex- 
cluded). For more in- 
formation call the library 
at 638-8177. 
College 
student 
praised 
AT A RECENT 
ceremony, Red Deer col- 
lege recognized Terrace 
resident Stephen Downie 
for his academic 
achievement, diligence 
in studies, positive in- 
fluence ill the learning 
environment and his in- ' 
volvement in campus 
and community ac- 
tivities, 
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CITY SCENE 
BAR SCENE 
AGATOR'S  PUB is offering a sample  
of the best local band scene this Christ-' 
mas with Fair Warning, Kingfish, 
Greywolf and Glasshead. Don't  forget 
to pick up your tickets to the New 
Year's Eve bash. 
ABEASLEY 'S  MIX: features large 
screen TVs showing your favorite sport- 
ing event, Come and watch your favor- 
ite team while snacking on chicken 
wings - only .25 cents each between 2-7 
p.m. Friday is prime rib night. 
ART 
GALLERY 
AThe Terrace Art Gallery presents: 
QUILTS 1999: a variety of  quilts made 
by local quilters will be on display in 
the upper Art Gallery. 
LAND ESCAPES:  Oil paintings by 
artist Judith Lapadat from Prince 
George will be on display from Jan. 8- 
31. Opening night reception is on Fri- 
day, Jan. 8 at 7 p.m. 
CONCERT 
SOCIETY 
AThe Terrace Concert Society presents 
I fMerry Christmasi 1
:| From all of us at the 
!. otor Inn ,- 
Winnipeg folk music artists WYRD 1( Join usforthe 
SISTERS Saturday, January 9 at 8 p.m. : 
at the R.E.M. Eee Theatre. Tickets cost  I /  CA~U~KS V~, FLAMES GAME 
$23.50 and are available at Erwin's in I IDecember 23 and you could win a trip for 2 the Skeena Mail. 
Coming up Jan 22 is th Chilean- I/ to Vancouver toseethe 
Canadian guitarist Oscar Lopez. His IICANUCKS VS. CANADIENS 
"f laming f ingers" will wow audiences, 
as will his sensuous latin rythms. I ~F39,  Mustbe present o win/ 
MAGIC 
AThe Terrace Little Theatre presents a 
cabaret-style show of  magic, mentalism 
and illusion featuring stand up comedi- 
an and magical entertainer John Pater- 
son and illusionist Lon Madrake. The 
show takes place at the Best Western 
Inn January 15th and 16th at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are available at Uniglobe 
Courtesy Travel. 
THEATRE 
AComing up is Norm Foster's play The 
Motor Trade, directed by Gordon Oates. 
The adult comedy is set in the 
showroom of a car dealership on a 
stormy winter day. The play runs from 
Jan. 28-20 and Feb. 4-6 and Feb. 11-13. 
Tough Times REMEMBER! 
 ursdays / /  
2 tbr 1 Beverage | | willpick up and 
Feature! / / drop off your partr 
Kara0ke at aeorges Pub. 
New Years 
,n sale nowl Celebrate w i th  the 
;Undecideds" 
tmited tickets. Be earlyl  
all teachers and students that the 
entry deadline is Jan. 15. For more 
info call Kelly at 635-1579. 
Thursday, December 24 
TERRACE EVANGEUCAL FREE 
CHURCH presents "a Candlelight 
Celebration of Christmas in Story 
and Song" starting at 6:30 p.m. 
Monday, January 11 
EARLY CHILDHOOD 
EDUCATORS of B.C. invites all 
members and other chiMcare pro- 
viders to their annual general meet- 
ing at 7 p.m. at Kids At Play child 
care centre (Terrace Pentecostal 
Assembly) at 3511 Eby St. Please 
use the back entrance. For more 
info call The Family Place at 638- 
1863. Everyone welcome. 
Wednesday, January 13 
PARENTING AFTER SEPARA- 
TION workshop will be held in the 
Terrace public library at 7 p.m. Pre- 
registration is required (toll free at 
1-888-456-2876 or 847-2876.) An- 
other workshop will take place Feb. 
24 at 7 p.m. at the library. 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST MusIC 
festival committee meeting takes 
place at 3639 Krumm Road at 8 
p.m. For more information call Kelly 
at 635-1579 or visit our, website at 
www.kermode.net/musicfest98. All 
new members welcome. 
Monday, January 18 
TERRACE WOMEN'S RESOURCE 
CENTRE is hosting a women and 
smoking workshop. Come and talk 
with a public health nurse to dis- 
cuss why women continue to 
smoke when they know it's bad for 
them. Do women smoke for dif- 
ferent reasons than men? Is it more 
difficult for women to quit? The 
workshop is free, but pre- 
registration is appreciated. Call 
638-0228 for more info. 
Thursday, January 21 
FAMILY SUPPORT INSTITUTE 
has no Dec. meeting. The next 
meeting is Jan. 21 at 7:30 p.m. Do 
you have a chlld with a disability, so 
do we, Come and talk to other 
parents who understand. Child- 
minding available at the Child De- 
velopment Centre. - .  
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
WEDNESDAYS 
PARENTS DROP IN to weigh babies 
takes place Wednesdays from 1-2 p.m. 
at the health services ociety (formerly 
Skeena Health Unit) at 3412 Kalum 
St.) Public health nurse on hand to ans- 
wer questions. 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST MUSIC 
FESTIVAL COMMITTEE meetings 
held every second Wed of the month. 
COMMUNITY BIBLE STUDY 
FOR WOMEN meeting every Wed- 
nesday starting Sept. 16 from 9:30 a.m. 
to 11:15 ann. at 3602 Sparks SL Free 
nursery for infants and toddlers. Call 
635-9610 for more taro. 
I 
6:45 at the Legion. Interested partner- 
ships welcome. For more information 
contact 635-3788. 
TERRACE ROD AND GUN Club 
meets the first Wednesday of every 
month at 7:15 p.m. at the rifle range 
clubhouse. Anyone interested in out- 
door sports including fishing, hunting 
and shooting is invited to attend. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN- 
ING council meets the first Wednes- 
day'i~flevery month at the boardroom' 
of the Ministry of Education at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 n.m. New members 
are welcome. For more info call Mary 
Anne at 635-5449. 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
nesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
KINETTE CLUB OF TERRACE 
meets every second Wednesday. New 
members are welcome. For more, call 
Fiona at 635-1854 or Jemfifer at 635- 
3175. 
747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
CADETS Unicorn Squadron holds air 
cadet raining sessions every Wednes- 
day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at 
the airport. For more info. call Linda at 
635-5567. 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday at lunch 
at the Coast Iml of the West. For more 
info call John Whittington at 635-3209. 
SCOTTISH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Kalox United Church Hall at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 ann. Call Lisa 
at 635-4974 for ipfo. 
LESBIAN DROP.IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria. 
ZAZEN MEDITATION takes place 
at 7 p.m. every Wednesday evening at 
the Terrace Buddhist Center. Everyone 
is welcome. For more info. call 638- 
8396 or 635-9242. 
ALZHEIMERS SUPPORT AND 
EDUCATION GROUP's monthly 
meeting every second Wednesday of 
each month at the Terraceview Lodge 
from 3-4:40 p.m. Call Sandra at 638- 
0223 or Aveline 798-2581, 
THURSDAYS 
SATItYA SAI BABA Infonnation 
centre holds weekly devotional singing 
from 7:30-9:15 pan. Thursday nights. 
For more info call 635-9544 or 638- 
0433. 
TERRACE PARENTS for French 
meet the last Thursday of each month 
at 7 p.m. at Kiti K'Shan school staff 
room. For more info call 635-0135. 
AL-ANON offers a program of 
recovery for those whose lives have 
friend. Meetings are Thursdays at 7I.,30 
p.m. at the Terrace Women's Resource 
Center 4542 Park Ave. Call 635-4449. 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold 
a board meeting the third Thursday of 
every month at 3237 Kalum St at 7:30 
p.m. They're looking for volunteers 
and board members. Contact Lois at? 
635-4232 for more info. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
Health Unit Auditorimn. The group fee. Address: 4662 Lakelse Ave. 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and caring. For more infonna-. TERRACE BAHA'I community of- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at fers weekly classes in spiritual educa- 
638-8587. tion for children. For more info call 
635-4595. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets . 
the first and third Thursday of each TERRACE HORSESHOE CLUB 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to meets Sundays at 1 p.m. and Wednes- 
build and maintain a first class corn- days at 7 p.m. to pitch horseshoes. You 
munity. For more info call Bruce at don't need to bring your own set to 
635-6316. play. They meet at the Horseshoe pitch 
meets the second and fourth Thursday . ~ ~ akI~10,qh~Sparks ndHalliwell (beside 
of e~,ery mo~th.'Tlaey get'started Oct . .TOPSI  (Takeof f  Pounds Sensibly),'., 'HerRageiyillage and th6'~Kin'-Hut).:: 
10 a't 7:30 p.m. at the Legion. Call Sue meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at."Begi~ers and all ages welcome. 
at 635-2345 or Anne at 798-2250 for the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. 
more info. Newcomers are welcome. 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
the second and fourth Thursday of each 
month at 7 p.m. at 3302 Sparks. Drop 
in. For more hun call Diane at 638- 
2202 or 638-2056. 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
Weigh-in at 6 p.m. For more info call 
Joan at 635-0998. 
SATURDAYs 
FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE 
(genealogy) at the Church of Jesus 
Christ Latter Day Saints is Open Satur- 
days from 9-1 p.m. and Wednesdays 
from 7-10 p.m. 
SUNDAYS 
CRALKY'S BILLIARDS pool 
MONDAYS 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: 
Fellowship of relatives and friends of 
alcoholics who share thier experience, 
strength, and hope, in order to solve 
their common problems. There are two 
meetings held each week. Monday at 
'Mills Memorial Hospital, conference 
room in psychiatric unit at 7:30 p.m. 
and Thursday at the Terrace Womens's ' 
Resource Centre. For more info call 
638-8643. 
...'. 
.4  
From Thornh i l l  Motors  
Here's hoping the 
holidays are filled with the 
best of everything 
for all our friends and 
neighbors, everywhere. 
We appreciate your 
patronage and look forward 
to seeing you in 1999 
Merry Christmas to 
Terrace, Kitimat & Area! 
From al l  of  us  at  
Thornhi l l  Motors  
Don't Dr ink  And  Drive! 
t 4 
. o .  
Skeena Term 1 honour roll 
THE STAFF of Skeena Jun- 
ior Secondary is proud to 
acknowledge the efforts of 
all of our students who 
placed on the Honour Rolls 
first term. 
Eligibility for the various 
Hononr Rolls is calculated 
on the basis of a student's 
Grade Point Average. A 
four point scale is used with 
the following equivalents: 
A=4, B=3, C+=2.5, C=2, C- 
=l .  
All subjects/courses carry 
an equal weight for Honour 
Roll calculations. 
Inorder to place on the 
Honour Rolls, a student 
must not have any in- 
complete, or failing grades; 
nor must they have any un- 
satisfactory effort/attitude 
indicators on their report 
cards. 
Grade 8 
Outs tand ing  
Achievement 
Kenney ADAIR 
Cameron ADAM 
Matthew ARRUDA 
Kurt BIAGIONI 
Bradley CARSON 
Amanda CHAN 
Christopher CHAPMAN 
Natashia CURTIS 
Michael DAHMS 
Thomas DEMETZER 
Amandeep DHALIWAL 
Sabrina DOSANJIq 
Christopher ENGLAND 
Sameer GILL 
Carl HAUGLAND 
Christina HESLENFELD 
Natasha JUBA 
Caitlin KEENAN 
Kasia LAMB 
Christine LECLERC 
Crystal LIND 
Robert LOMAS 
Allie MACDONALD 
Nieole MACKENZIE 
Jonathon MARCELLIN 
Bryan MAITHEWS 
Alberta MILLER 
Jesse MUMFORD 
Robyn MURRAY 
Jeffrey MYERS 
Andrea NORTON 
Nathan PARK 
Jyoti PARMAR 
Kailee PENNER : 
David REDPATH 
Cydney RUSCH 
Michelin SHARMA 
Thomas SHEASBY 
Pamela SIHOTA 
Bridgitt SLOAN 
-MCMULLEN 
Kimberly SMITH 
Roselyn SMITH 
Sara STEVENS 
Ashley TAYLOR 
Michelin VAN HERD 
Keely WALLACE 
Joanna WARCUP 
Cayley WESTERN 
Kimberiy WILCOX 
Fallon YASINCHUK 
Grade 8 
Meritorious 
Achievement 
Ryan BEAUDRY 
Bethany BELINA 
Tyler DAVIDSON 
Amanda DE MONTE 
Christopher DUERR 
Kayla GORIAK 
Jennifer HAYNES 
Kathryn KENNEDY 
Nicole LEBLANC 
Paul MATTHEWS 
Laura PURVIS 
Jonathan RIFE 
Megan ROACH 
Jpenunannel SAN LUIS 
Singh SANDHU 
Kiren SARAN 
Kyla TJERNSTROM 
Jordan WALL 
Grade 8 
Honorable 
Mention 
Christopher BALLINGER 
Preetpal BASANTI 
Kylie BIRD 
Monique BRAND 
Michael BUTLER 
Stephen CULLIS 
Erie ECKERT 
Daniel ERICKSON 
Amanda bILLION 
Clara LEGAULT 
Kendl LONGRIDGE 
Navhiraj NIJJAR 
Prabhjot PARMAR 
Caitlin PRESTON 
David RUSSELL 
Anna SCHACHNER 
Dayna SIDDALL 
Lindsay SMAHA 
--Alison'SMITH 
. L::.Sara THO~s " 
Natasha WAKARUK 
Sarah WRIGHT 
Allison YOUNG 
Grade 9 
Outs tand ing  
Achievement 
Emily ARNDT 
Shyla BAKER 
Sandeep BASANTI 
Trina BOTELHO 
Jennifer BROWN 
Daniel CHAPMAN 
Tamara CHECKLEY 
Phillip DURAND 
Scan DUSDAL 
Baljinder GILL 
Matthew GURNSEY 
Olena GUSEVA 
Michael HANNA 
Steven HAWKE 
Megan HILL 
Tamca KEELER 
Kyla LAVALLEE 
Nicole LINDSAY 
Daniel MA'ITHEWS 
Liam MURPHY 
Christina PRATICANTE 
Alissa GERVAIS 
Gillian GOOK 
Bryan HAINES 
Ryan HALES 
Adrian HOUGHTON 
Anna JOHNSON 
Candace KLEIN 
Matthew LLOYD 
Kimberly MacDONALD 
Leah MALO 
Tyler NOBLE 
Matthew NORDIN 
Alexandra O'BYRNE 
Shauna PALAHICKY 
Kimberly ROOKER 
Graham WARNER 
Marysol RANCK 
Lynsey RANDRUP 
Brad SOUSA 
Cole STEPHENS 
Brenna STERNER 
Jonathan VOSLOO 
Tom VU 
Nicole WILCOX 
Anna wITrKOWSKI 
Grade 1 0 
Outstanding 
Achievement 
Grade 9 
Mer i to r ious  
Achievement 
Angela AMES 
John DAVIS 
Erin HOVANES 
Meena KANDOLA 
Rehana MANJI 
Allan SCAFE 
Kevin SHANNON 
Robby STACH 
Jasmi.e WILLIAMS 
Kory YAMASHITA 
Grade 9 
Honourable 
Mention 
Darrell BOHLE 
Nicholas BOL- 
INGBROKE 
Tristan BROWN 
Kaya DOWNS 
Shawn FAGAN 
Timothy HARGREAVES 
Kelly HAUGLAND 
Robert HAUGLAND 
Jessica HOVANES 
Joazma KEATING 
Nell MACMILLAN 
Sandeep MORE 
Kyle NARZT 
Timothy NORDIN 
Katie O'NEILL 
Harwinder PARMAR 
Keyin PERRAS 
Crystal RAPOSO 
Catherine RENAUD 
Brian RIGLER 
Ereka ROACH 
Jonathan SARSIAT 
Kyrissa BADER 
Danielle BILLEY 
Grant COMMINS 
Grade 10 
Meritorious 
As you get older, your risk of breast cancer nses 
defenseA mammogram once every two years is'your best ~l~l~ ~s°m~ 
x ¢nnCtm ~t~ I t ¢ ~  .~ Regular screening mammpgrams~can det'~t e?rly . ,, 
bt~¢ c~fi'i'hr', 2-3 ~;~s ~fore an,~'chang~'~n . . . . . " . . . .  
be felt LOWEa MAINI~IqD 
660-3639 
'~  Screening mammograms are free and a doctor's 
referral is not  required. Call for the cent re  TOLL FREE 
1.800.663.9203 
nearest  you 
Achievement 
Sarbjeet AUJLA 
Ashley BAXTER 
Jennie BUTLER 
Steven ELKIW 
Mieheilc FRANCIS 
Bradley GUNNL- 
AUGSON 
Huy HUYNH 
Kaliopi KOLLIAS 
Annadelle KURTZ 
Joseph PREVOST 
John SCHULMEISTER 
Harmony STEEL 
Sean STEVENS 
Staeey TOMANOCY 
Grade 10 
Honourable 
Mention 
Symbia BARNABY 
Charanpreet BASANTI 
Matthew BEDDIE 
Steven BIAGIONI 
Jaimie DAVIS 
Amy DUDEK 
Jean Mare GAGNON 
Anabelle GOUPIL 
Mikael JENSEN 
Jeremiah KASPERSKI 
Jason KLEIN 
Javinder MA/qI-IAS 
Wayland MARDIROS 
Derek MA'I'THEWS 
Katherine SFIKAS 
SAF EWAY 
FOOD & DRUG 
VIH® l@N&  i 
w about Sahway gift ~ilil 
• tificates. Available in 
_rious denominations. 
Make Christmas enjoyable for the 
less fortunate. Purchas 
FO0# 
i 
HAMPER|  
and support 
Terrace's Food Banks 
 vai'a 'e io $ 5, 
$ 10eand $ 1 S 
denominations. 
i 
SAFEWAY  ml 
 ooo - @. 
Bi Terrace Safeway Come visit our web- 
site at: 
www..safeway.com 
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James W. Radelet J 
RADELET & COMPANY ~n-i~. & solldto. Ill 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial II1 
1330 : 1075 West Georgia ~tmet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 Ill 
Phone: 604-689-0878 _ .-_ Fax: 604-689-1386 _ I. 
~ ROYAL CANADIAN 
LEGION 
BRANCH 13 
Ring  I .  
New Years  
at  the  Leg ion  
Cocktails 7 pm 
Dinner 8 pm 
Dancing 9 pm 
Dance to the Mothballs!.~.%~ 
Tickets $25.00 ea. ~,;,~ 
Available at the Legion ~ 
Door Prizes, ~ i  
Midnight SnaeksX ~};~ 
FREE Rides Home! ~ ~ 
• 4~!~:]i .. 
• " "~!:~:;i 
Members and bonafide 
guests welcome. 
Must  be at least 19 years 
of age to attend. 
POWER SPORTS 
This luxury sport collection ispowered by 
light to run forever. Featuring elegant 
stainless steel cases and bracelets, 
Available in two-tone and gold-tone 
for ladies and gents, 
Mother-of-pearl 
dial available 
in ladies' models. ~iiiii 
10 metre 
water-resistant. 
Priced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~! 
from $350 '.:i:iii 
a 
SINCE 1910 
4741 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace • Skeena Mall 
/ 
I 
I 
J NAME: 
Sets of 2 tickets each will be given away Jan. 14/99. 
Drop off your entry at: 
The Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. 
Entry deadline is Thursday Jan. 14, 1999, 5:00 p.m. 
Draw will be held Friday Jan, 15/99. Winners will be notified, 
J ADDRESS: 
PHONE' 
I 
$ 
I 
I 
I 
) 
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[] Feeling the Christmas spirit 
Clarence Michiel Elementary School students annual Christmas bazaar Dec. 17. All the students 
Alysha Dacosta and YashkeeCat Gill, who are in made crafts to sell. There were games, bake 
Grade 5, were working a booth at their school's sales, crafts and a bunch of other fun things to do. 
Volunteers needed for bird count 
By Diane Weismiller populations across the 
LOCAL RESIDENTS western hemisphere. 
will have the opportunity If you are interested in
to join more than 50,000 participating call 635- 
volunteers from Canada, 6984 for more informa- 
the United States, Central tion. Field observers 
and South Americas MUST pay a $5 partici- 
Bermuda, the West Indies. patton fee if they want 
and Pacific islands Dec. 
27 in the 99th Christmas 
Bird Count. 
About 1700 individual 
bird counts will be held 
during the two and a half 
weeks between December' 
18, 1998 and January 3, 
1999. 
Each count group has a 
designated circle 15 miles 
in diameter where they 
try to cover as much 
ground as possible within 
a 24 hour period. 
The data collected by 
each count group are then 
sent to National Audubon 
Society headquarters in 
New York. 
Count data are pub- 
lished annually by the 
National Audubon 
Society. 
The Christmas Bird 
Count is the •longest run- 
ning ornithological data- 
base. 
As we approachthe 
count's centennial, it con- 
tinues to grow in impor- 
tance as a means to 
monitor the status of resi- 
dent and migratory bird 
Prince Rupert's 
HOTEL  
WeekenO :.,i~i:;, 
(::i Speciali :1 : ' ' . " 
1-800-668-8150 
CORRECTION NOTICE 
WE WISH TO DRAW YOUR 
ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING 
IN OUR CURRENT 
"WRAP IT UP NOW" FLYER 
Page 6 • Groat Big Double Ealel, 50. 
1~I.O. The paper, chalk and eraser Is 
not included with this easel, as stated 
In the flyer. 
Page 12 - Anort~l Aroma Cryldallk 
4.M341-2, Copy reads: pkg of 4. 
Should read: pkg of 1, 
Page 22 • Item #1, 30" Hugger.Style 
Ceiling Fan, ~-4327-~. This ceiling 
fan does not have a double light ss 
stated In the flyer. 
Page 22 . Heavy.Duty Ouldoor 
Extension Cord, 52.2430X. This 
product is 'medlum.duty', not 'heavy 
duty' as stated in the flyer. 
WE WISH TO DRAW YOUR 
ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING 
IN OUR CURRENT 
"LAST.MINUTE GIFT SALE ~ FLYER 
Page 10.. 100-P¢ Bit Set, 54-3~73-2, 
The safety glasses do not come with 
the bit set as Illustrated in the flyer. 
Page 11.3 1/4" Planer, 54-.6624.2, 
The planer does not come with a guide 
as illustrated in the flyer. 
WE SINCERELY REGRETN4Y 
INCONVENIENCE WE MAY 
HAVE CAUSED YOU. 
cmt~ d3,~3St •All Z~ 
their observations in- corded two rare winter 
cluded in the results, visitors: a Hooded Oriole 
People with backyard and a Brown Thrasher. 
feeders can participate for This year there have 
free by keeping a record been a few reported sight- 
of the birds that visit their ings of Blue Jays so we 
feeder during eount day. are looking forward to 
Last year Terrace re- another interesting count. 
i "L~' ~ ~ . . . . .  . . . .  63s TIPSr OHMI[  . . ' ; lO i ) l ) i ' l l . ' i  " 
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE K IT IMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
~i~%~{~{~i~ii~i..`..~!~.`...~!ii!~:~ii::ii~:~iiiii~!ii~i!~:::~:~ii~ii!:::~ii ' ' 
B Informed: O~er indude~ Pamonic EN.PO~R pager, 400 numeric me~oge~ per monl5 and local coverage. 
P~epeid amounb ere not re~ndoble. Tam exfro. A[ler Fird 6 manila, SSO ~embonnud billing opplie~. 
,-,'15,698 I 
IF ONLY EVERYTHING lN LIFE WAS AS DEPENDABLE AS A CAVALIER. 115HP 2.2L SFI 
' ....:v. ::i!' ,{:~ " :~. 
A QUALITY, AFFORDABLE MIDSIZE SEDAN THAT DELWERS MORE THAN EXPECTED 
engine, 5-speed manual transmission, Next Generation dual airbags,4-whed anti-lock braking VALUE. 2.4L 150HP Twin Cam engine, 4-speed automatic overdrive, Next Generation 
system, rear spoiler, AM/FM stereo, theatre dimming lights, PASS~hl~ i116fi:i:t6te~fit!g~Stei'~2 #::::ili:~ !! i!iiidual dirbag$ :4~tfeel anti-10ck braking system, air conditioning, AM/FM stereo cassette, 
i :  7:1i:i: 2 
99 CHEVY BLAZER 4 D O ~ ~ M O B I L E  INTRIGUE 
'35,748' pLrgCIIAS~ mR 
,4WD~i~mOie key!ass entry, aluminum whee ls . ' '  'g 
98 CHEVROLET C /K  ~ i ~  i! 
FEATURING: Renowned VORTEC engines from200hp to255hp, arange of transmisslonand 
axle ratios.to haodle your trailer towing and cargo carrying needs, dual airbags with 
passenger-side suppression switch, 4-wheel anti-lock braking system, stereo cassette and 
much more. 
~oav.L~ tm ~ t,m, aut ~ r ~  
~ostcum'Ym~,m Sf~ J'L2 it") .41 I~_, 
m~au~s~ ms lus'r/..,O~Dz..jE~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
 288od.9 
• ¢~mRl.~ tea ~t loo i I  R~Mt  ,tt, K t~ 
no uoJnrw m~rr  $4 '10/ '~ AI ~ ,  
MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY THAT GIVES YOU THE FREEDOM YOU WANT. ~ITH THESE 
FEATUR -ES: 3.4L V6 185HP engine, 4-speed automatic transmission, 4-wheel anti-lock braking 
system, Next Generation dual front and side air bags, air conditioning with pollen filter, 
AM/FM stereo, dual sliding doors, child-security side door lock, 7-passanger seating, 
PASS Key llI theft deterrent system and more. 
1.9% PURCHASE F INANCING IS  ALSO AVAILABLE ON A WIDE RANGE OF  "98s  
, ~ % ~  we'd ~e W, to know more: For vo~icle se~ or the ~at~ ot~hs,esmt dealer ~.  1.e00.GM-DRIVE errS" o~ web's t ~ ~ .  '~sud ~ ~m~mease tar Ca~"er Co"pc RTZ ma~. nTZ/e~zer 4~r  mZ / O~ob~:e 
Inlflgue RTZ / Chevy Vouturo RTZ. A down pa~nn ant or Irade d $2,1041 $3,116 / $3,7001 $3,9991 $4,690 r(~# k'~. To~l obSgatlou ~ ~,gO21 $11,324 1 $16,5891 S ?..2/$15,.058..Annual kl omeler limit 20,000 kin, $0.12 per excess kilometer. Other lease 
options eva I~ble. 't Frelgh Included. License, insurance a coud#lou~ excise tax and axes no k',g~ud. Dealer may ,el o~ lease lOt loss. tFmr¢~ on awoveo t.iMP~UTC¢ r ascii Only. z:xample: $10 O(X) at 1,9% AP R, ~e monthly pa~ ant is $2 t S5'l f~r 48 
m~ hs Cosl o bom~,~g s$302 48 Tee1 aura ion ~ St0 392 de $ 0,m0 at 3.e'/.~R t,a mon~)~ pewee u, SJ~,Tt ~or ® m~. .c~l  at ~ , .w~ ~ $~,02~.~. o1~ ~I~ i~.$,.o~z60, o~ pam~,z~da ~or s~r~y eopo,, my he 
i'equimd. Monthly paFnen end cos of borrowing will vast depending On amount laorrowud and down payment/Iraoe. 'l;ueer~ app~ orw 1o 1899 new or oerno~trolor moou s o ver~c~s equ~pou as oescr~eo erie alUmS to qualn~eo rata, customers in B.C. 
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Modern Christmas comes with tales of yesteryear 
YOU MAY have missed the throng of school children from the Nasa 
Valley village of Lakalzap (Greenville) this past weekend amidst he 
crowds of last minute shoppers. 
Complete with lists of things to buy, the trip for the Greenville 
Elementary School students to Terrace marked the culmination of the 
Christmas season at the school. 
Christmas preparations atthe school begin in late November as stu- 
dents prepare decorations and then put them up around the school. 
The grand event is the Christmas concert, held the night before 
school gets out for the holiday season. 
Concert planning comes under the guidance of Charles Davis, the 
school's Nisga'a culture and language teacher. 
With the assistance of other teachers and of parents, Davis organizes 
the three-hour event. 
His message is that while Christmas is a time for gift giving, it has 
another very special meaning. 
"It is about he birth of Jesus Christ, the true meaning of Christmas. 
It is about sharing, love and family," says Davis. 
He brings the message home during the concert which is in two 
parts, Christmas ongs and skits in English and then performances in 
Nisga'a. 
There is also a visit by Santa Claus and treats for all which puts chil- 
dren on their best behaviour. 
"We have a real houseful," says Davis of the concert. 
It's a particular treat for families as college students and others 
returning home filter into the concert as it' progresses. 
"You really never know who is going to walk in the door," notes 
Davis. 
The return of family to Greenville for the holidays swells its 
population. 
Davis, for instance, is welcoming home a daughter taking her second 
year at Northwest Community College. 
The school concert has been a tradition for as long as Davis can 
remember. 
"It's a really nice gala and it triggers the Christmas cele 
tions. It puts everybody in the right frame of mind," he note., 
The concert begins with an opening prayer from vill~ 
elder Mildred Stephens. She's been doing it for years and v 
already a fixture when Davis began his job at the school 
years ago. 
"She's a living legend," says Davis of the role Stephe 
takes on at the concert. 
There's also a speech by the school principal, Ray Skell 
as he recounts the events of the school year to parents an 
visitors. 
And there's food, prepared by the school's parent advi 
sory committee. 
Davis also takes the time to tell the students that the 
things they now enjoy weren't available when he and other,~ 
were young. 
"I tell them there was no running water, or inside toilets. 
How you used to get up at 6 a.m. and chop wood and get 
water," he says. 
Although Greenville is now connected by a bridge 
across the Nass River to the road leading to New Aiyansh 
and then south to Terrace, it was very different in years 
gone by. 
"It was very difficult to travel back then, especia 
when the cold winter season approached." 
"The ladies and men were true pioneers back th 
because the temperatures were extremely cold and 
had to cross the thin ice and assist he ladies who we: 
pregnant." 
"I remember some people who lost their lives tryin 
to cross the Nass River." 
All of that and more is important for children to lean 
and to think about during Christmas, Davis concludes. 
The whole village gets involved 
A TRADITION that dates back generations i taking place this 
month in the Nass Valley Nisga'a village of Lakalzap. 
December nights are filled with events centered around a Christmas 
season of community activities. 
Planning begins early as different village clubs vie for the right to 
be the host organization for everything from basketball games to com- 
munity dinners during Christmas month. 
The band council chooses the club with the best bid and the club 
then uses the various functions to raise money for its various activities 
throughout the year. 
The winning bid this year was shared between the Greenville 
Athletic Club and the Greenville Athletic Guild. 
One of two co-chairs running this year's events is Matthew Bright 
Jr. and it's his first time in such a role. 
"I've been to every one since I was a child," he adds. 
and ending with an adult New Year's Eve social. 
The key is activity for youth and the beginning 
event in early December is a junior basketball tourna- 
ment with teams divided along the Nisga'a houses of 
killer whale, wolf, eagle and raven. 
"The winning team gets bragging rights for the 
next year," notes Bright. 
Activities heighten as the month goes on, gaining 
momentum the closer the days come to Christmas week. 
There's a contest for a Snow Queen, a Christmas parade and a teen 
ball Dee. 30. 
The big event is a reunion dinner Boxing Day, Dec. 26, for people 
who have returned to the village for the holidays. 
"Our college students have come home and the families get 
together," says Bright. 
"It's a whole lot of work to put this tggethgr :'' says Bright of the "This is the one time of the year when the men serve the dinner." 
activitieswhich begin early in the month with b~isketball tournaments . . . . . . .  The village's community hall is the focus for all of the events and 
 tmas 
WHO: 
WHAT'. 
WHEN: 
WHERE: 
The Entire Staff 
Best Wishes 
In Time For Christmas 
hundreda u, p,.u- 
pie take part during the month. 
Although the two clubs are sharing the sponsoring duties this year, 
the tradition is to rely on other organizations for assistance. 
"A lot of volunteers are required and everybody helps out," Bright 
continues. 
The Greenville Athletic Club and Greenville Athletic Guild will use 
the money raised to help meet he expenses of sending sports teams out 
of the valle~for tournaments. 
- \ t  
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Wreathing you a r  erry Christmas 
IT LOOKED like Santa's 
workshop. 
Like dutiful little elves, 
15 women from the Order 
of Eastern Star were busy 
Nov. 28 preparing 
wreaths and making sure 
they got to local residents 
and businesses on time. 
For the past 35 years, 
members of the Order 
have been making Christ- 
mas wreaths and donating 
the money raised from 
them to various organiza- 
tions. 
This year the women 
made 500 wreaths, which 
cost $10 each, and the 
money derived from them 
is being given to the Can- 
cer Society. 
"Every year we have 
our faithful customers 
and a few new ones, 
too," said Jacquie Han- 
cock, whose been making 
wreaths for more than 18 
years. 
Hancock said the whole 
process begins when their 
husbands and 'fellow 
masons start gathering 
cedar and pine boughs. 
She said everything is 
done by the books - -  the 
men get permits allowing 
them to prune local cedar 
and pine trees. 
Once all the boughs are 
gathered, about a dozen 
women wire them togeth- 
er and wait about a week 
for the wreaths to dry out. 
A MEMBER of the Order of Eastern Star puts bobbles and cones on a Christmas 
wreath. 
Muller, who has been 
~.~ Dn R.D. Greenwood wishes to 
extend Season's Greetings and 
hopes for a bright and prosperous 
New Year to all his patients. 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood Chiropractic Services, 4635 Lazelle, Terrace ..~. 
Here's hop ing your stockings are 
fil led wi th  all of your favourite 
things. Best wishes of the season 
to you and yours. 
Merry  Chr i s tmas  
t ~ ~  our customers for counting on us ~ i~;~I:;~,~ 
I ~  throughout the year. ~- (. 
I~~ ~ . Happy Holldays ~ iiiiiii . ~k 
I~  ~ .~ an~ ~est w~shes " ,~  L_' !iii!ii! 
I~"~ rd l ' ,  ~or a memora~',~e W. ' ~ ~:.i 
ii~i ........ RmLAND ' ~i:i 
~ ._.~'.~.~a.~.~ '* ~., 
i~~ ~ #4-5002 Pohle; Terrace, B.C. ~ 
........ i iiiiiiiii~ V 638-0261 ~*-~ 
The funnest part of the 
process, Hancock said is 
the decorating. Ribbons, 
bobbles and pine. cones 
are carefully tied to the 
wreaths with care. 
Afterwards, the wreaths 
mai~ing wreaths for more 
than 25 years. 
"It's so nice to  see 
them around town. I look 
forward to seeing them at 
the bank and at friends 
houses." 
5504 Ll0yde Avenue, Terrace 638-0912 
are sprayed with white The Order of the East-  Ho,lAo, Ho, Merry " paint to give them a real em Star would like to iii~:]iii 
Christmas feel. thank the community for i!~iiii:~ 
"People really like supporting them for the 
them," said Betty Ann past 25 years. 
, . , . _ . .  Christmas! er r  s De l l  ) I. 
Wishes  to thank  you  for  'o , / j~  :, , l ; ' l L ,~~u.? ,~} i I  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
r 
your  cont inued suppor t  and/' /( . . :  *_., 3 ::~: / _~"~." Ourbest Christmas wishes l I  
l ook  fo rward  to serv ing  you  , | i (  f l  _:_.1 i ,  ~ are finding theirwayto you, r~il :We-wantt6take: this0pportunity to 
~.x~ j il r. ~through all sorts of weather. ~l '  recognize all our friends, neighbors Merryin thechristmasfUture, o°~~l  ~#~,~ KALUM gABS LTD. II 
. - - - - - . . , |  ~J~/a  • \ 4449 Lakelse Ave. '~  and customers  and  w ish  for  their 
and our  ~E 
|1 I~/gr" ' ~ 635-7177 =I From the staff and management o lC°nt inue ~ helth and success. 
Best Wishes o o [, ~ I ~ ~ l ~ a ~ ; ~ N ~ ~  
for the New Year ' ~ ;  ~.o' 
• o • 
Ber t  s De l l  o° L .ff_.~ 
4603 Park Avenue, Terrace ~ *.Y- ~ 
635.5440 z ~ . . , " z - ~  NEID ENTERPRISES LT  
Your Recreation Specialists 
4921 Ketth Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
%. Ph: 635-3478 Fax: 635-5050 ~"--'~'---- 
HAIR GALLERY 
4711D KEn" AVE. 635-3729 
Merry 
Chrnstmas! 
S May each year be brighter 
I I and better for you and yours. 
I Seasons Greetings! 
KEN'S MARINE 
• . - -  / ' -  _ . 
H OLIDAL  
)INQLCS 
May sweet music fill the air 
on Christmas Day. 
Merry Christmas! 
"E lec t ron ic  Futures  
4710 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
Ph: 635-7767 
I 
I Ho l iday /~,~ ~ ~  I 
Se.so.:  /[11 I Uamrke¢ . ~ a 
*°~% ~'v~i I F . . , . .  s.o. I 
~.~l~ lerrace, o.~.. /~I I #1-2912EbySL A'1~;.7")1 ! J 
~o~'x~  635-2157/[ I ]!  I r,~r,, e.c.. . . . . .  "" I 
i= 
I= 
t:,: 
I? 
- i  
~::>:~::!:~S::~:!:::IS:$~:!:I$~.~ $~i~:?.::~ . . . . . .  ::::~:.::~:~i$~  $~S~:~:~.SI~ ~:i:~:.~'$ O:;! ,~ 
~,o~rs I I~" .2 : ,  ~' ~ ' -  " " '%L ,  '1 ~:~::~':~': . . . .  ~"~'~' 
7, IJarcyl I ,~m~, . .~ ,~,~,N. ,~ , ,  '"":~:~: 
Carol at : .~!~ 
COAST I :,: - 
~,,u.c.] J .... ~W~t~s lg~' 
Bob Turner volunteers his time manning Salvation Army Christmas kettles for the month of December. 
The spirit of giving 
CLINK. CLINK. kettles, because he enjoys helping mas kettles. 
It's a sound Bob Turner A born-again Christian needy people. "It's the spirit 
is going to be hearing a and a member of the Sal- 
Church, 
revolves 
lot of as Christmas draws vation Army 
Turner's life nearer. 
Turner volunteers around giving. 
weekends and weekdays He said he 
manning Salvation Army 
volunteers 
By the smile on his face 
and the cheery.Christmas 
greeting he keeps repeat- 
ing, it's not hard to tell he 
enjoys manning Christ- 
of 
Christmas ~ giving not 
receiving," he said. 
This is his second year 
volunteering for the Sal- 
vation Army. 
We wish joy and peace to you 
and yours this holiday season! 
RAIN . ~  
COAS ' ,.~.~,~ '~' P ' ° 'B°x799 
CRANES ~ ~i~ ' Terrace" : 
& EQUIPMENT,< ~ 635-6802 
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... AND To ALL A GOOD NxG] ~: 
May all your dreams come U'ue this holiday season. 
We really appreciate your kind of support. 
Cotton Pick 'n' Quilt Patch 
3308 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. Ph: 638-1335 
TERRACE SAFE'WAY would like to thank all our valued 
customers for their support. We hope we were able to 
deliver you an unforgettable shopping experience. One 
filled with quality products, competitive pricing and 
above alL.unequalled superior service! Thank you and 
best wishes during the festive season! 
(~~.)  TERRACE .... ~.... ~,i....- 
SAFEWAY .~ , : ~, ~ ~::~ 
Ch ' ry M rlstmas Have A 
I s M a gi c al ~"Bea er, 
As we tr im our  t rees w i th  ~ I ~. Chistmas 
tw ink l ing  l ights  and  
sh in ing  ba l l s ,  we  send  
warm greet ings  and  
hopes  that  your  fami ly ' s  
ho l iday  season  is  a very  
specia l  one. 
NORTHE RN 
SA V INGS 
4702 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Ph: 638-7822 
:/,' . 
And A 
Happy  
New Year  
From All Of  Us At  
3752 H ighway 16 Eae 
Terrace,  B.C. V8G 4T 
Phone:  635-3407 Fax: 635 
Northern Motor Inn 
3086 Highway 16 East ~. ,~ 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3N5 
Phone: 635-6375 
Fax: 635-6129 
We're sending you good wishes for a happy holiday 
season and a healthy, wonderful new year. 
Season's Greetingsl 
MISTY  R IVER 
TACKLE & HUNTING 
5008 Agar Ave. Terrace.638-1369 
Thornhill Pub 
2387 Thornhill Street , ~  
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: 635-3407 
Fax: 638-8404 
~ ] ~  AUTOMOTNE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
I ~,U.TO PARTS & SERVICE CENTRE I 
4641 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: 635-6334 
Wewan~ Trading Ltd 
3752 Highway 16 East 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T1 
Phonr: 635-3407 Fax: 635-6919 
Lake lse  " l - k l~  " 
3752 Highway 16 East, 
Terrace, B.C. ~ 
~Ph:  635-3245 
4702 takelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: 635-6302 
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A Kenyan Christmas has 
a few signs ¢,f one here 
By MARY STEEVES 
FOR WEEKS, I've been 
watching for MY idea of 
signs of Christmas. 
Here's what I've recorded. 
There was a small string 
of mini lights, about 10 
lights in all, not plugged in 
but for sale, at Mama 
Wototo's and a red and 
green sparkly tassle ill 
Henry's woven-grass fedora 
type hat. 
There have been six or 
seven Christmas pecials in 
the Nairobi Nation, includ- 
ing two small pictures of 
Santa Claus. 
School children are on 
their end.of-year holidays 
and in the corner of the field 
the local children practise 
for the contest which will be 
held in a neighbouring vil- 
lage on Christmas Day. 
Every day I hear the 
drumming and the whistle. 
Then I la~ow that they are 
gathered there singing and 
dancing the traditional 
music. If and when an adult 
comes, then they also prac- 
tise the Christmas carols in 
Kiswahili and the choral 
speaking of. the Christmas 
story, also in Kiswahili. 
They are all ages up to 
about 12 or 13. Some take 
turns being the conductors 
and the homemade drums 
are also shared. The rhythm 
is followed with hands, 
barefeet, hips and shoulders 
as they circle and chant and 
it seems So natural. 
They are there for hours 
every day, usually in the late 
afternoon but sometimes in 
the morning, just wh.en it is 
not too hot. 
Usually there is a bit of an 
audience sitting or lying 
around on the grass. The 
drumming calls us all! It 
they will be celebrating 
Christmas. 
I've been told that this is 
the time of year for new 
mud on the walls and floors 
of the bandas. The eolour of 
the mud they use will 
depend on their area and 
their preference. 
One bauda I have seen 
was done with a light grey. 
It was very smooth with no 
cracks and rounded over the 
top of the wall and around 
the corners. 
They may also decorate 
the mud with plant stencils 
or by drawing with banana 
sap, charcoal and the green 
from the poinsetta leaves. 
Further decorations could 
include Success cards, bal- 
loons, flowers and/or bran- 
ehes from the cypress tree 
decorated with pieces of 
coRon. Mary Steeves 
As in North America, families will be to- 
gether for special food - -  chapati, ugali, 
maandazi, chicken stew and cake. , 
As in North America, 
families will be together for 
special food ~ chapati, 
ugali, maandazi, chicken 
stew and cake. Special 
clothes will be worn and 
special church services will 
be held both on Christmas 
Eve and on Christmas Day. 
There will only be a few 
matatus on the road and 
only a few dukas open to 
sell produce. 
Finally I couldn't resist as- 
little bit more. 
Next year you would go to 
the tree expecting your gift. 
As in Canada, Kenyans 
will observe Christmas in a 
variety of ways and as in 
Canada, some decisions are 
from choice and others are 
not. 
One evening, while walk- 
ing across the field with a 
young woman who I 
J 'promote', (I buy produce 
from her duke), I asked how 
she was preparing for 
Christmas. 
Her look and her tone of 
voice as she responded, 
"Christmas," suggested 
that I might have just 
dropped in from outer 
space. "Yes, Christmas," I 
replied. Her answer 
"Nothing." 
And the last question that 
I finally had to ask Everlyne 
Javala was, "What about 
Santa Claus?" 
And here is her written 
answer, "Here in Kenya, I
think people arc not inter- 
e~ted in Father Christmas. 
In some parts they have Fa- 
ther Christmas. Like in 1990 
when I went to visit my un- 
des. They told me to go to 
the church to see Father 
Christmas. When I went 
there, I found a man in red 
wooly clothes with a big 
bag giving each ehfld two 
sweets. He told us his name 
was Father Christmas. He 
prayed and went." 
A teacher from Terrace, 
Mary Steeves i  in Kakam- 
gega, Kenya working as a 
volunteer for The Cana- 
dian Harambee Education 
Society. 
A Canadian non profg, 
non sectarian and non 
political organization, it 
provides scholarships for 
teenage girls to attend 
school. 
The idea is to help young 
women succeed academical- 
ly. 
king Anton if there was any :~ .  :" • - 
Day. He looked a little ~ /~ - "  from " ~) 
puzzled and then remem- 
bered that at his church ~ F J  C ~ e s i g n  &Tola]  Look i t 
seems as if this "Christmas sometimes there was asmall ~ ~ / ~  [ Full line o[ Aveda h I ] 
practice" is a very good ex- exchange under a tree. Ill ~ concept J rUll line or u [ ;] 
ense for a lot of dancing and If you wanted to give ~ ~ ~l ,  S 
singingl something to someone, then ~]~on [ products available, plus,| ~] 
Since I haven't been you could do it and the fol- ( I  ( ( f~ '  '*'*%'" on sight eslhelician 
seeing many siglls of Christ- lowing year the recipient of ="~" ~ I 1  
mas for myself, I have also your gift would probably 
been asking people how give you something wortha 
eason Christmas 
. .~  [t,s that time of year again and we.want t ° ~  reettrt 5 
extend our warmest regards and most ~ ir Vah~Custome~s ~ 
sincere ~anks. ~ ,u for your patro~e ~. 
~ ~ ( ~ ~  4431Lakel.Ave.:Termce, B.C.635.3 
- - - ~ ! 1  J~e&¢ / I~,-_~.~'" I b~g you e~e~l 
new year, | 
With"thanks" TRANSPORTATION i~: II l~J/INC. !iiln , "~"~ 
Fo i 
of ,ru.sted I !~  ~ 1 1  
servnce. ") 5221 Kei~Ave. I' 
~ / " ~ ~  Terrace, S.C. I 
I 635-4030 I 
] ~ Terrace, B c 635-52 I , ~ 3 0 3 - Z;'4~ ~k.¢ Ave. I I 
k~ J-/as 7@t Us'T~llingl 
r, All Year o nq! 
~r, time ~o ler you Know 
eciate your patronage, n n 
SO MUCH! 
Groc(: T 
A sincere thanks to each and 
every customer who visited us this 
year. See you in '991 
Bandslra Transportation Systems Ltd 
~ . ~  635-2728 
~.~I I~ ,~ 3111 BJakeburn St. Terrace B.C. 
St. Terrace, B.C. 
',-7890 
MAY THE SPIRIT OF THE SEASON 
SOAR WITHIN YOU 
BAND COUNCIL 
Box 544, Terrace, B. C 635-6177~ 
~ P.O. Box .~14, I'1~/. 16W Terms, B.C. 
~ 638: ! 629 
~y yo~r eZristrn~rs 
~e fiC~dwitE 
/iope, joy ct~cC/o?e. , 
Merry Chr i s tmas  
and  
Happy New Year 
Dr. Peter Oki~i 
and staff 
I 
J May the sights, sounds and joys of the holidays be I I 
[ with you throughou t 1999-- ., I i 
I su~ ~ ~Sta~thankyou f r y o u ~ ~ e  years. ] I 
] As °f D~1, .1998,  Hire A L°gger p°rt i°n °f  N°rthern.  11 
• I Hearing & Safety Training will no l~era f ing  due to the II 
[ Forest Industry  economy i 
[ ~ ~ Northern Hearing ' I 
I ~ &Safety Training " I 
I 4 9 3 ~  A~E.~TEnnRR~ CE, B.C. V8G 1K7 I 
R.IONE: (250) 635-5500 FAX: (250) 635-5524 .'-. 
li -I ! 
1 
l 
Here's wishing you everything sweet and I ~! 
wonderful this holiday season. Best wishes ] 
to you and yours in the coming year. i 
Sweet Season's Greetings! 
KAL TIRE 
Cedar ]and  '['ire L td .  
,#  
4929 Ke i th  Avenue,  Ter race  
635-6170 
, ~ ~ 
t 
] 
i 
)i 
V~ 
'L~ 
i!Si~!:~!~!ie~n[~:~i~':gi! Wisfii  you a comfortable Christmas ( 
:i and wellLrested new year from ail of uS) 
0 
0 
@ 
~ 
/ .," .-::i! 
' ..~i:!$i: 
0 • 
0 • 
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m 
o 
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0 0 
Totem's Countrywide 
L Furn i tu re  & App l iance  
4501 Lakelse Ave.Terrace ~-'~ 638 1158 I~i 
1-800-813-1158 [~ i  
Happy Holldays to you and 
yours from all of us, 
Have a greet New Year 
Dediluke Land 
Surveying Inc. 
4801 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 638:1449 
, t 
Ways to avoid food 
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[ ThMk ' i i ~ ~  'Mayy°urheartandh°mebe:,i 
' "I'l'" YOU' fo  ,i ~' : :~~ i blessed. May your new year i~ : ~ ~  jbe ~e ve~/~t Tho~ou For~ 
~sthe year ° : Y: ~ ~  i your po,rooage i~ 
,"  comes  to a ::[' f,~,,~. ~W..~,.~,I I RAINBOW BOBCAT i~ 
close, we ' ~"i ' ~ ~  ' SERVICES . . . . .  "~ 
wlsh to thank °i I I~~K~ 5283 Old Remo Rd., Site IA RR#4'.:~ 
L , v , ~  Camp. 7 .  Terrace,  B C £-~ all our goocl .../zq,~ ., ~ - - , .  . . . .  •, • ...,:,. ~\- -77~,~ ~ O:JU'UI 3~1 . :~I~ ~!~:~~ ~~~~, '~ 
poisoning this holiday 
IF PEOPLE cook and take extra precautions to Clean: Always wash 
clean properly this Christ- ensure cooking utensils your hands, utensils and 
maR, food poisoning and appliances are clean cooking surfaces with 
shouldn't be a problem, before preparing food. soap and hot water before 
says a local environmen- And when cutting meat, you handle food. It is ira- friends and . 
tal health officer. make sure to disinfect portant to sanitize customers ,~ 
Russ Seltenrich said cutting surfaces, knives countertops, cutting who have I 
many foodborne illn~ses and hands, boards and utensils with a supported us "' ~ O 
9eeur at this time of year Seltenrich said bleach mild bleach and water throughout ", S mane Gree#ngs as a result of improper works well at disinfecting solution. . 1998. ,~ 
~ood handling and prepa- eoutertops and cutting ,~. -, ~1  ,~ , : : ;  ~ ,  From everyone at / 
, on  sun  On p*uo  S r t  p as  
"7 He explained people get bleach is generally like meats and their juices ~ l  ~ ,~_ .~ C ~ F  / 
sick at potluck dinners enough for one ice cream separated from others * " II ~ ~  CANADIAN ] 
when food sits out on bucket, t H a during storage and prepa- II ~ ~  FREIGHTWAYS/ 
Dbles for hours. Harmful According o e Ith ration. Don't cut vegeta- II ~~~i i t~-  LIMITED / 
l~acteria forms on food Canada, one million cases bieR on the same cutting I',~-t-16~-~'.rAYfrS_:l II ~ '~ J~ l~.~t~_- - ;d  2816SKalumStreet 1 
;that is left at room of foodborne illnesses are board as your meats. It, ~ Terrace, B.C. VaG 2M6 ] I ~ | ~  "~ '~"  635-6114 ¢ ~mperature for too long. reported each year. 
i~Other foodbome Common symptoms of Cook: Cook your food 
jilnesses are caused when food poisoning include thoroughly and serve "~, .~ ~ '~__~.~. . .~ ,  ~ '~,  ~ '~ 
~eople don't ake the time diarrhea, abdominal them immediately. Don't ~w',l~"" . ,~-  = I~ i~" .~  ~'~g'~ -,~ ~'~d ~ 
Zo clean properly when cramps, fever and vomit- let foods linger at room ~.~..-,Qm # 
temperature where bac- ~SO,~S ~r,e, paring meals, ing. These symptoms .~_~ab,  ~t~ 
fAR you prepare more may start as early as 30 teria can grow. ~I~,~ 
ood for 13 or 14 people minutes after eating con- ~,.o From ,,.,~, 
for Christmas dinner, it taminated food. Chili: Refrigerate ~'Big Brothers & Big Sisters~ 
puts stress on facilities," Food poisoning can be prepared food and left- ,~  of Terrace at 4711 Lazelle Ave. 635-4232 ¢~;~' 
#'~; g ~e said. avoided by following overs within two hours. ~k~°.,. ~. .  Time spent with ~ 
~He said people must these simplepractices:_ ~ ~  ~'~ ~ ~ family andfriendSgl . ~ 
t ~ ~~'"  ~i~%'~ isthe most precious ..,~q~ ~. /~ ~- ~'-o o.. ' , 'ftofall • o 
[ Never defrost your turkey or meat at room ~t  ~ J'~ ~_ i  ~ ,  • 
[temperature onthe CORn ter. Room temperature al- % ~ ~  ~'d~'~ ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~: : 1~: '~  . . . . . . .  .... ''-- ' I " " *O 
[ilows bacteria to grow on the surface of the meat, -0¢~~-  ~,~,~ I~ ,~ ,~,~,~~~ 
|!even while the inside remains frozen. The safest v$of  e Ihto 
[way to thaw meat or poultry is in the refrigerator, ~ ~I~ ~'~ h~ i~,'~ ~ ©,,,-,., - ,,r 
I!allowing 6-9 hours per pound. Prevent 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
l! Meat °r p°ultry defr°sted in the micr°wave Letov rs "H ease" II ~ ~  , s oo, bo o o  "1: Ground meats and poultry should never be ~ ~  1~ _ 
[!refrozen after they have thawed. If partially 
[idefrosted but still cold, cook first and then freeze 
if necessary. 
J When storing leftovers, remove poultry meat Cook all ground meat II May this Christmas season  
from the bones and take the stuffing out of the until there is no pink and II lhementlukesrundearl II find you gathered in harmony 
lcavity. Refrigerate cooked meat, poultry and stuff- with loved ones and friends, 
ling promptly after serving. Divide large quantities r~o~o,~o~,~m,,~ II 
[of food into smaller portions or spread out in shal- ~ ~t,,,- ~ ~ ~,  II. sharing fond memories and 
~:~o~r~,~ j] making new ones. Jilow COntainers tochill more quickly, r-oo~ ac~,  ac ~,~, ~ II 
Kitselas Band Council 
4562 Queensway Dr. Terrace, B.C. ,~"~,~,  
" MaythePeace and Happiness ~- 
~, OftheSeasonbeyourstoday ~ S A  (~~~~._~L And every aav ughout ~e ~ ~ t~ New Year 
t • 
' ,..Bed-rlsk j 
i  OLUMBIA . 
Constituency Office #2-4623 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 1 V5 
Terrace 635-4146 
Kitimat 632-4184 '~ 
7 • Kitwanga 1-800-663-7867 .~ 
~. ~ax: 63~-2195 ~ Christmas is a celebration of  
a child;s birth. 
~ We hope you and your 
i children enjoy a season filled 
~ I~ with joy, and happiness and 
that your family is blessed 
with the bounty that good 
fortune brings. 
7our Chr i s tmas  and  the  new 
.~ f i l led w i th  hea l th ,  happ iness  Best wishes also for a 
~and prosperity, healthy and prosperous 1999 
C,~: From your friends at Alcan -
_.~-----I~ an element of B.C. 
L 
L '": ERRACE A 
1 ~  ~OTEM FORD 
:lB. ~,, ,'" ,,a~#" ',~:(,J~' : / f',~ 
' ""'"" - - ' I' I IK 
_ i 
i -_ _ - - ,=-  ~ - - , ' , , _  ,a -  - ' - _  ~ ,.-  ! ,, , 
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Faith, food and song 
bring people together 
By HEATHER 
BELLAMY 
.IMAGINE A Christmas 
with no snow, no carol 
music on your ear radio, no 
festive lights strung on trees 
and homes - -  none of the 
fun sneaking around trying 
to find a gift that will make 
your loved ones' eyes light 
up .... 
I had to admit those were 
some of the things I missed 
my first Christmas in 
Pakistan. 
My co-worker, Cindy, was 
going home to Indiana for 
the holidays, leaving me 
alone in a big house. I felt as 
mournful as a lone wolf 
howling at the moon. 
In this Muslim land, I 
wondered how the minority 
Christian community 
celebrated Christmas. My 
thoughts wandered to the 
poorest of the poor in my 
neighbourhood - -  the 
Christian Punjabi-speaking 
street sweepers. 
They lived in mud-home 
slums attd toiled in the heat 
of the day, sweeping up the 
refuse dumped on the 
streets. I had often stopped 
to say hello to them as I 
walked to school and was 
dazzled by their quick 
smiles and dancing eyes. 
Yest I 've got it! A shiver 
ran up my neck. I'll throw a 
Christmas Eve tea to honour 
these humble folk for their 
hard work in our com- 
munity. 
I ran outside to pass the 
idea by our gate guard. Mr. 
Rafiq rattled on his in- 
comprehensible masala mix 
of Punjabi, Ordu and 
English. But I understood 
from his broad grin that he 
thought it was great idea, 
too! 
I 
: ~ :'::::::::: i i:;i!i~ *...... :::,:::.:]:  : ::::) : :: ::.:.:: ;~.~ ! ~:~,~! : .... . 
I~ i i :~ ' :  ~i~ ! ::::'::':: ~" ~l~?;~!t 
Heather Bellamy 
He put the word out to our 
local sweeper folk, 
"Christmas Eve noon, be 
there or be square!" I began 
making all my favourites - -  
carrot cake with maple icing 
and ahuond puff slices. 
Christmas Eve noon, I had 
hauled my kitchen table out 
into the courtyard and 
loaded it down with my 
baking, a big blue bowl of 
oranges, a huge pot of chai 
(tea) and a salty peafiut 
snack. 
Rafiq helped me string up 
shiny tinsel garlands and 
then surveyed the table. He 
frowned. "Where are the 
chips, they like chips!" 
"Boy, I'd better get this 
right,,' I thought and sent 
him off quickly to the 
market across the street for 
some bags of chips. 
We sat down and waited. 
By 12:30 I wondered if 
maybe they had misunder- 
stood the time or day. By 1 
p.m. I sent our Mr. Rafiq to 
scout out the streets but in a 
few minutes he ran back 
breathless, "They're com- 
ingl" 
They came in shyly, 
women first followed by the 
men. Each bearing gorgeous 
bouquets of winter roses 
entwined with cedar bran- 
ches. I was later to discover 
that they had been late for 
this very reason. As they 
scoured the neighbourhood, 
they picked other people's 
flowers! 
Since I didn't have much 
of the language, Mr. Rafiq 
raised his hands tO heaven 
and gave thanks for this spe- 
cial reason to celebrate...the 
coming of Jesus, the Light 
of World. 
Then, as is their custom, 
they closed in around the 
table and stood there chew- 
ing down til stomachs and 
pockets were full. 
"We should sing!" Rafiq 
our unofficial party host bel- 
lowed out. Another fellow 
began to drum on the blue 
plastic bowl that had held 
the oranges. Suddenly the 
air swelled with the most 
wonderful singing I've ever 
heard. 
Who knows what lan- 
guage the angels sang to the 
astonished shepherds that 
first Christmas night, was it 
maybe Punjabi? "Glory to 
God in the Highest! We sat 
in darkness, but the Light of 
all men has come to us. 
Through his poverty, com- 
ing as a simple babe, we 
have become rich!" 
I saw, that first Christmas 
in Pakistan, the truth of the 
words spoken by that 'babe' 
become a man. "Blessed 
are the poor in spirit, for 
theirs is the khzgdom of 
heaven." 
These people, marginal- 
ized by their faith and their 
position at the bottom of the 
ladder, with hands 
roughened by the hardest 
labour, possessed as their 
greatest reasure, Immanuel 
God with us[ 
He had called to each of 
~ ~ B  4718ALazelle Ave, Terrace 
Ph: 638-8522 
Cour tesy  Trave l  
I~ ~ : ]~:{  ~: ~'~ ~ I ~ i ~ ' ~   
with tons 
of good 
cheer, close 
to family 
and friends. 
Here's to 
a great 
new year! 
- Best  Wishes  
I fo r  a Happy  
Ho l iday  Season  
wit ' 
fo r  another  year  o f  
t rus ted  serv ice .  
All West Trading Ltd 
- 4459 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, BC 
, ,  638-83,52 
I 
p.o. Box 824, TeVir~ace, B.C., v85g  1~~':5::2" 5[ I 
MR. RAFIQ, a gate guard for the compound in which 
Heather Bellamy lives, proved instrumental in 
organizing a Christmas Eve festivity. 
their hearts, "Come to me. 
For I am gentle and humble 
of heart, and you '#ill find 
rest for your souls." 
And they had come. Shin- 
ing from their faces was a 
joy that was alnmst angible 
as the carrot cake we had 
just devoured. 
A Terrace resident,. 
Heather Bellamy is a Chris- 
tian worker with 
Sa]naritan's Purse, an in- 
ternational id agency. 
Her overseas posting is in 
Pakistan where she works 
with refugees from 
Afghanistan. 
Samaritan's Purse sup- 
ports a number of aid and 
crisis relief missions to 
Eastern Europe, Southeast 
Asia, Africa and Latin 
America. 
Its annual Christmas 
shoebox campaign provides 
comfort items for children 
around the world. 
~,IVT May your holiday be built ona foundation ofheal . tl ~. 
"~ and happiness! Thank you for doing | 
~ business with usl ~ ~ 
~ 
~.~ Greta Brorup ~ Sue Simpson ~a~V~ 
~ Terrace, B.C. ~,~.T~S~,CE Manager ~ " 
Many thanks for a wonderful year, 
Spring Creek Aggregates Ltd. 
Terrace B.C. 
638-8235 
!:~:~ " i:~;~: i:i:::::::::: '::: ::,;:::::::: ========================================== ;:i~i~i~:ii~i~:!iii.;:::" " :":::iil;~!!!i~::Y "::"'!!~ii:::.; ;(i~i~ii~; : :  :.~iiii'k:~':"!~ 
[ii~ Of The Seasor¢./ ~. N 
| i i ~ e r r y  Christmas and a ~ I ;~!i l  
lii :.w 
! ' :~~~'~'*  ~ ~,~f~r/k,.~'-'~ ': : :  I ( - /7  . .  ( /  I 
:~~,hMi~. :  / w.~',eh,ppytohavo I 
! i !~; :~r~,  ~.~k~2 I this opportunity to I 
. . . . .  I ,~ , r~wr~,s  ~ [~  I 
i :~ i;i ' : ::: : ' l~d'~Tl'b 
~ ;:1 SkeenaMall, Terrace I 
: : , : /  635-4080 I ~i~ ;I . . . . . . .  I 
Cou]ttdo  Is On? 
We nape you're building up 
to a merry Christmas and a 
Ilc ppy new year. 
CO-OP 
Terrace Co-op Home Centre 
2912 Molitor St. 635-9595 
Farm & Garden Centre 
4617 Greig Avenue 635-6347 
ttere's To A 
Colorful holida  
Put on a new coat of Christmas cheer 
and brush up for a bright and 
prosperous new year. Thank you to all 
our loyal customers for your business. 
Terrace Interiors 
4610 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Phone: 635-6600 
4652 LazelleAvenue, Terrrace • Phone:635-4997 II 
• : ( ,  
Some 
can go 
home 
SOME ARE heading 
home for Christmas. 
But for some inmates at 
the Terrace Regional Cor- 
rectional Centre, the fa- 
cilit'y will be the place at 
which they'll spend the 
holidays. 
Lucky imnates - -  about a 
third of the centre's thirty 
imnates - -  get a temporary 
reprieve for the holidays, 
says Bill McKenzie, the 
centre's senior correction 
officer. 
But first they have to go 
through a community as- 
sessment where their 
records and home environ- 
meats are closely examined. 
The likelihood of gohtg 
home depends a variety of 
individual circumstances in- 
cluding proximity of family, 
the nature of their crime and 
their behaviour while in jail. 
Six to eight of the inmates 
will go home overnight with 
an electronic monitor 
around their ankle that 
makes sure they stay at 
home. 
About four more inmates 
will get day passes to see 
relatives in the immediate 
area. 
McKenzie says everyone 
is tested for drugs and al- 
cohol when they return. 
They've never had anyone 
escape while on Christmas 
leave. 
"They lmow they could 
screw things up for the 
whole program," said 
McKenzie. 
Inmates that stay at the jail 
are treated to special visiting 
hours, fusball tournaments, 
and a home-made Christmas 
dinner. 
"We try to keep it as 
nonnal as possible," Mack- 
enzie said while recognizing 
Christmas is an especially 
emotional time for most in- 
mates whose thoughts tend 
to be with their families. 
:exercise can 
g0 a Long way! 
WaUdng 3 km in 35 minutes 
can do wonder~ for your health. 
It's t~  simple. , , p  
~,a~ng,pacn~n ~® 
un Yes,  p lease 
THE ANNUAL Northwest Community College Christmas luncheon drew a 
good crowd of students, ~mployees and guests. That's Joe Zucchiatti 
receiving a plateful from cook training student Casey Lewis. The food is 
prepared by the cook training students and the luncheon is held in the 
cafeteria. 
just what you want 
for Christmas and  
where to get it. 
::::::: :.~.:~i2,i~g~:i:~:i!:9..i.::4.:~:~i~2&i{~i:~#~$ ~ 
A Happy 
New Year 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 23, 1998- B7 
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From Al l  / :{~ 
,, O f  Us  At  ......... !j 
: : : : :  : . : . ;  .. : 
Fa la la la la 
l a  la  la  la !  
A Note  o f  Thanks  
We'd l ib  to sing t~e pnlsos o! our notowortl~ fried{ 
and neighbors. Hope ]tom' nasoa is filled with song 
and celebration. Merry ffnMstmasl 
@ From all of us at 
3207 Munroe  St., Ter race  
Our heartfelt  good w ishes  go out to you 
and your  family. 
F rom all of us  at 
Located in the Terrace Shopping Centre, Terrace 
Your Decor  
Ter race  Carpet  Cent re  L td  
3202 Munroe St., Terrace Ph: 635-2976 
• . . . .  ::. •:•.~• ill 
®iMe~c:~erti:: . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . 
se  *- A:~¢:.~!: '~ m n . ;v  du  : . .  
i i T~-Oo- .ga~,moT: : :  
' w W-Wil~ e 'd '~ i  i .a  ,e ; r  t " ,  ca  ' . 
. . . . . .  ii : 
I :i ii~::.i:i:~::i:ii!:~!!!i!:i~le|lili l i l~  @IIIIRMI~ WW Jb~lUl :.; 
> We're hoping that your season brings 
Lots of glad tidings and beautiful things; 
The warmth of family, 
The bless~n~ o  fnen&, 
Plus peace and joy 
That never ends. ' 
May all your hopes and dreams come true, 
That's our Christmas wish for you/ 
.belon~ o you: ,,. ~ We j - 
From the staff & directors of 
@ Terrace & District Credit• Union 4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Phone: 635-7282 ,~  
iil; 
Merry Christmas to all and thank you for your patronage. 
We look forward to serving you through the holidays and 
beyond. From the management and staff of Canadian Tire. 
Canadian Tire 
We.,, Te  .oe  . ili{ 
635-7 y8 i! j! 
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ACTION AD RATES I 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Clauifled and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a etat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday at 4 o.m. for all dlsola v and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS RUN IN OBITUARIES 
T, Standard& Weekend Advertiser $25.50 for 3 inches 
1 Week (Standard &Ad~rt~) $12.00 (+tax) *Additional at $7.00 
3 weeks ( ~  &Advert~ser)$1g.99(+tax) per column inch. 
NO COPY CHANGE NO REFUNDS *Additional words (over 201 
15¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE' 
$11.06 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.50 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $13.30 per column inch 
*Additional t $7.00 per column inch 
Forreglonal coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION D 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Reel Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commerolal Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Mlsc 
70 For Sale Mlsc 
80 Wanted Mlsc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marina 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Uveetock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals. 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memodum 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notioes 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to dlscdminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords oan state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght o revise, edit, classify or reject any advortlssment and to retsln any answers dlrectsd to the News Box Reply 
Service and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advedlsement wi be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
Those answering BOx Numbers are requested not to send odginal documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication, 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he Ilabil~ of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an advedisemant aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insedlon for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for ouch advertising, 
Name Address  
Phone Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #._._Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION,  Credit  Card  No. Expiry Date. 
VISA E3 MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 r a¢ 
a 
11 
16  
12 .15  
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
7 
12  
17  
12 .3C 
13 .05  
8 
13' 
l a  
12 .45  
13 .20  
~ c  
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C, V8G 5R2 
5 
9 10  
14 15  
I e 20  - $12 .00  
12 .60  12.7E 
13 .3  .= 13 .50  
STANDARD 
For longer ad, please use a separate sheet 
Phone Fax  
638=7283 638-8432 
1 1/2 year old 1243 ft sq. home, 
on 4' crawlspaca located in 
popular new subdivision. Three 
bedrooms, one and 3/4 baths. 
Fully landscaped, back yard ful- 
ly fenced, large new cedar sun- 
deck, large dog run, paved dri- 
veway, fruit trees, and many fin- 
ishlng touches. Asking 
$164,900 obo. 636-7724. 
POR RENt ]  
1981 14X70 trailer. With a 
unique floor plan and an addi- 
tion giving a total of 1300 sq.ft. 
living area. Located in one of 
the best areas of Pine Park. 
Askin.q $51,500 obo. 635-7576. 
2400 SQ.FT. home on 2 levels. 
4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bat.h, plus 
den, basement 3/4 finished with 
6 person sauna, wood fireplace 
up, new NG fireplace down, c/w 
f/s,dw, Lg full sun deck, Ig work 
shop, garden shed, fully fenced 
yard, 4 fruit trees, garden, roof 
2 yrs old, many current 
renovations, lot 84x136, close 
to Uplands School. Asking 
169,900.open to offers Phone 
635-3763 to view. 
3 BDR 1150 sq. ft. 2 1/2 bath. 
New furnace, h/w tank, main 
bath. Very private lot. Full base- 
ment 60% finished. E/C. A steal 
at $109,000, 535-2280 or 
(250) 563-7666 . . . . . .  
3 BEDROOMS, N/G, fireplace, 
partial basement, large fenced 
yard, fruit trees, and much 
more. 2811 Molitor St. Asking 
$109,000. 635-2598. 
3+1 BDRM townhouse. 2 baths, 
appliances included, $67,000 
• obo. 635-27t7, 
6 BEDROOM house on .9 acr- 
• es in city limits, approx. 1250 
sq.ft, over a full finished base- 
ment. 1 1/2 baths, 2 fireplaces, 
w/fridge, stove & built in dish- 
washer. $150,000. Call Jan at 
635-1132 or 250-564-8138. 
BUILDING FOR sale or lease. 
Prime retail location, #1065 
Main Stre'et, Smithers, B.C. 
4136 sq.ft, concrete block build- 
ing. Price: $240,000.00. Lease: 
$8.00 per sq.ft. Call 250-845- 
3465. 
HOUSE FOR sale, 4910 Gair 
Ave. 1100 sq. ft, 3 bdr, full 
basement. Large fenced lot. 
$120,000. For appt to view 635- 
3320 or 635-0076. 
LARGE SPLIT level home, 
1946 square feet, 4 appliances, 
fireplace, central vac, deck, fin- 
ished basement, double paved 
drive, double garage/openers, 4 
bathrooms, den, fenced back- 
yard, 5 bedrooms. Many other 
extras. Reduced to $171,500. 
Or will trade for smaller house. 
Call 638-8089. 
OLDER HOME in horseshoe. 
Close to shopping and schools. 
Selling below appraised value. 
Affordable home. Asking 
$93,500 obo. Call 638-1648 for 
more info. 
REDUCED HOME plus revenue 
4734 Walsh Ave, Each side two 
bedrooms, N/G heat fruit trees. 
Greenhouse. Childs playhouse. 
Asking $144,900. 638-8632 or 
635-5992. 
THREE BEDROOM house. Full 
unfinished basement. Vaulted 
ceilings, large lot. Thornhill. 
$109,900. For apt to view call 
638-8225. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
' dverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftl One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
1971 LEADER 12x60 mobile 
home in Pine Park. New carpet, 
new windows & siding. 4 appl. 
optional. Priced reselL $18,500. 
635-2126. 
1972 MOBILE home in Thorn- 
hill park, Close to schools, 2+ 
bdrs, 1350 sq ft. Country pine 
dining room, very large living 
room. Office & porch. Fenced 
back yard, 2 pets allowed, F/S, 
W/D & freezer. $45,000 obo. 
635-0932, 
ESTATE SALE. 1967 mobile 
home situated in Park Ave 
Park. 2 bedroom in good condi- 
tion. 12,500 obo. Phone 635- 
4378. Serious inquiries only 
please. 
-fSherr~ Anderson~ 
Notary Public 
Real E=late, ~ 
Mob;~ Home " 
Trans~rs, 
Declarations, 
Docu'menlalion, 
Notarlzations Member 
4921Gair Avenue ~' 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 
BDR mobile home in Timber- 
land Trailer• Older, but renovat- 
ed. Furnished. Avail immed. 
$450 plus utilities plus D.D. 
(250)877-1513. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. .  
On site management. 635-3594 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428, 
1 BASEMENT suite for single 
working person. Also 1 Condo 
apt., no pets, 635-5893, 
1 BDR basement suite. Close 
to schools & hospital. No pets. 
N/S, N/P. Ref reqd, $500 m incl, 
utilities & cable. Plus d.d. Avail 
Dec. 15. 635-7470, 
1 BDR cabin, Some furniture, 
No parties. No pets. Snow and 
garbage removal. Avail Dec 15, 
Thornhill. $400 m. 635-6128. 
1 BDR duplex with F/S in town. 
No gets. 635-5464, 
1 BDR house in Thomhill. $390 
m. plus d.d. No pets. 635-9530, 
1 BDRM suite for rent on 
Queensway. $400/month, 
Phone 635-2837. 
1,2, 3, bdr apt, Avail Immd. On 
site management, Ref reqd, 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 638- 
7737. 
14X70. 3 bdrm 2 bath trailer on 
private lot in Jackpine Flats, 
$750/month. Available Feb 
1/99. Call 635-5913. 
2 BDR apartment. Downtown 
location, W/W carpet, F/S, 
Avail. Dec. 15/98. 635-2360, 
2 BDR apt avail Dec, 1. $575 
m. Plus D.D. 635-6824, 
2 BDR cabin. F/S. Wood heat. 
$450 plus D.D. Ref. reqd. Rural 
location. 635-2898. 
2 BDR house in Thornhill. Ex- 
ceptionally clean & quiet. No 
pets. N/G heat, Avail Jan t. 
$600 month. 635-7467, 
2 BDR unit. Newly renovated. 
Avail immed. $525 month. 635- 
2932. 
GON / 
SNCa 1930 1 
ur Welcome| 
gon Hostess ' 
for Terrace, B.C. 
~3"' 
Tilly 
851-2670 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
just had a new 
baby, are getting 
married, or start. 
ing a new busi. 
hess, just give me 
a call. 
1 YEAR old 3 bdrm unit• Avail- 
able Jan 1/'99. F/S, W/D. 
$800/month. No pets. 635- 
2932. 
2 BDRM 12x68 mobile home in 
Woodland Heights. Renovated 
with new flooring, new cup- 
boards, drywall and bathroom. 
F/S. N/S, nip. Available Dec 
15/98. $570/month + D.D. 615- 
0346. 
2 BDRM apt. Quiet & clean. 
Basketball, raquetball court, 
plus volleyball, References re- 
quired. $500/month. Option to 
purchase. Newly renovated, 
635-0662 or 615-6762. 
2 BDRM house in Thornhill. 
Available Jan 1/99. Fenced 
yard, garage, f/s, laundry avail- 
able, $650/month & damage. 
Pets welcome, Call 635-5678. 
2 BDRM house on Queensway. 
Available Jan 15. $600/m + utili- 
ties. Pets ok. Phone 635-3901 
(evenin.qs)• 
2 BDRM trailer in quiet park, 4 
app, $575/month. 635-2126. 
Available Immediately. 
2 BDRM trailer in ThornhilL 
$450/month plus damage de- 
posit. No pets. 635-9530. 
3 BDR apart in trt-plex on South 
Sparks St; Very roomy. Large 
shared yard. No pets please. 
Ref reqd. $625 month plus se- 
curity del0osit. 638-1648. 
2 BEDROOM, with f/s, in six 
plex, w/d hookup, no pets 
please. Call 635-5213. 
B¢nch Areo: Exee. 4 
bdrm, 3 full bath home, 
with dble attached garage 
on 1/2 acre view lot. Avail. 
Jan. 1st. References 
Oueenswav-  3 hdrm, 
family home, part bsmt. 
Avail. Jan. 1st $650. 
References. 
Thornhi l l -  2 bdrm, 1 1/2 
baths, carport, 1/2 acre. 
Avail immed.References 
2 Bdrm Ants from $499 
Clean, secure, 2 bdrm 
apts., includes stove, 
fridge, ensuite storage, 
private balcony and on 
bus route. Avail immed.. 
From $499 per month, 
3 hdrm, 
home. Large lot, view of 
lake, For (Rent or Sale) 
Avail. now. 
I-IELPIII 
WE NEED RENTALS 
Pleese call me if you 
would like me to rent your 
,home for you . . . . . .  
STEVECOOK .... 
COLDWELL BANKER 
1st Terrace Realty 
638.o371 Bus. or 
638-714:4 after hours 
2 BEDROOM home available 
Jan. 15 in Copper River Es- 
tates. Natural gas heat, in- 
cludes appliances, large garage 
20'x16'. $625/month possible 
rent to own. Call 638-7831 after 
6pm• Pets ok• Large fenced in 
yard• 
2 BEDROOM SUITE. NG/fire- 
place, fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer, and dishwasher. Fenced 
yard with sundeck overlooking 
the Skeena River. Non smoker, 
Available immediately. $625 per 
men. Call 638-8093. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
3 BDRM house sm art w/w 
shop 3/4 basement. Lg yard• 
Quiet neighbourhood. No pets, 
non smokers preferred. Avail- 
able Jan 16/99• $790/month. 
References required. Call toll 
free 1-877-692-7626. 
THORNHILLhTsRAILER PARK 
MOBILE HOME PADS 
AVAILABLE 3117 Clark Sffeat 
formerly Westwodd Trailer Park 
New Ownership - Taking App~icollons 
Call 635-6352 
.. "" . . 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry fadlities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• Security entrance 
• On site management 
, • No pets 
• .Fleferences r quired _ .2 ........ 
To view call 
638,1748 
3 BDR basement suite, like new 
F/S, W/D, 12x12 storage, incl. 
large yard. Close to downtown. 
N/S, N/P $700 month, 635- 
5459. 
3 BDR home in horsheshoe. 
Large private yard, paved drive. 
All appl. N/G heat. $750 plus 
D.D. Ref read. 638-1622. 
3 BDR home. Avail imm. No 
parties. No pets. Snow and gar- 
bage removal. River Drive. 
$750 m. 635-6128. 
3 BDR house. 2 bath garage 
and fenced yard with 5 appl. 
Ref read. 635-3909. 
3 BDR trailer in quiet park in 
Thornhill. prefer N/S, N/D. Cou- 
ple or small family. $575 m plus 
utilities. Call after 6:00 p,m. 
635-2890. Avail immed. 
4 BDR house. N/G heat, and 
stove. W/D h•u. River front 
property. Yard not fenced. 
Queensway Drive. $700 plus 
d•d. Avail immed. 635-7537. 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
s420.00 monlh. 
No Pets, ~ '~ ' 
references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
1 
55'6 IrMa) 
main  level  1296 sq.ft. 
=¢.m.,.,= .,~.~ ~. ,  Dw. ,~ .u ,~ev.,, . . .o~ ~ ~ loft 
Plan No. 98-1692 . . v- - , ' ,1  =~tr~ 
'~ '~~,~,T  ~' ~E . : .' . . . _  • . . ' -  i. I 
COTTAGE FOR FRONT SLOPING VIEW LOT , ~  I -~  
r lot slopes to the (tonl and enjoys a view in that dlrectbn, this may be the plan for you, J 
• ow front featm~ a wall of windows extendin~ e full two soteys, to ensure a view from both the loft and the living room. ~m I 
sge deck can be ecc~ from the d/n/n S or meter bedroom; besides provldin S outdoor living space to the view, it also shel- I 
e lower levd entry from the lemmt~. 
e expanelon nd~ded the plan ca~ for the lower level foyer to be EtChed with a complete ~hed basement available for "--.. ~---"~..-- - 
8row~ 
a 256 pese book featuring over 300 beautifully lliust:eled home and cottage plans, ineludln s this deslgt~ for o~y $9.95 
shipping, l~md~ end loxes) mention this newspaper st www.sele~taplan.cem~ or call toti.f~=e 1-800-663-6739 or fax (604) 
Ne'eccept Vba/Mnstercard/AMBX. To use d~eque or money order, make payable to Deslbm for Living, c/o thb newspaper, 
Mexander Street, Vano0uver, U.C., V6A let.  
I 
I 
I- ..... T 
upper  leve l  396  sq, f t .  
se Plans Available Throug 1 
Ten'ace  
~. terr;c;b0;il4d;;s D@;sg'net 
;207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
4423 Railway Avenue ! ~ ;. , ~ ~ * 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IL9 . : 
Ph: (2s0) Northwest Tile &t Marble 
635-2801 ~ _ SALES AND INSTALLATIONS , ' 
Fax: (250) ~ ~ £5Ye, ysExperience 
635-3612 ~ [ =,~lilG I CerarnicTilc,4,t~rbleandG/assBIocks 
BathrnomVanities~rl'llq~ tomB= ~ ~ ,  Phone: 635"9280 
Kitchen Cabinets ' ~  X . ~  Fax: 615-0022 
TOLL FREE ~1~ ~..F~" " c,,,,m' CH~IS'r~HSEN 
1.800-635-2801 ~ Come see us at our NEW Iocetionl 
4036 Motz  Rd. Un i t  #10 
R, Price&S0nsLtd, . . . .  , \ . '  
For more information about 
advertising in this directory 
Please call Patricia at 
638-7283 
J On time and on budget 
1~ Home renovations • N~w home construction 1~ ,,I 
l i t  Commercial construction Sit K,~ 
1~ Certified Blue Max@ rigid foam/concrete installation "1.. 
BC.certified builder 1~ 
_ Member: New Home Warranty program ,'/-" 
1~ BARTON CONSTRUOTION LTD.  
GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
Building a Reputation for Qualify J.~ 
Tel/fax 635-6244 
3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdrtrail- 
ors $450-$550. Small trailer. 
~;400. 635-4315. 
3 BDRM upper duplex 1 1/2 
baths. F/S, w/d on site. Phone 
638-8395 after 5pm. 
46% LESS rainfall than Kifimat 
at Boulderwood MHP in 
Terrace, and 21% less snow. 
With only 5% down and $800 
per month you can own instead 
of rent. Call Gordon at 638- 
1182. 
APT. 202-4614 Greig Ave. ~ 1 
bdrm batchelor suite. F/S, w/d 
inc. Available Jan. 1/99. Phone 
635-5070 or 632-7~502. 
AVAIL IMMED 3 bdr mobile 
home. Furnished. Thornhill. 
$425 month plus D.D. Ref reqd. 
635-5152. 
AVAIL NOW. 2 bdr 12x70 trail- 
er on private fenced lot in 
ThornhilL New appL No pets or 
partys. D.D. + ref reqd. $675 m 
plus utilities. 635-9899. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY- 
3 bedroom condo, ng included, 
close to downtown. $650 per 
month. 638-1497. 
BRIGHT NEW 1 bdrm suite 
suitable for couple or single per- 
son. F/S, w/d. Cable, utilities. 
Call collect 621-3209, or 635- 
0634 
FOR RENT, main floor, 3 bed- 
room, 2 pce ensuite, sundeck, 
horseshoe location. Rent in- 
cludes all utilities. $800 per 
month. References required. 
635-5754. 
HOUSE FOR .rent. Available 
January 1, 1999. Van Horn 
Frontage Road, Telkwa, B.C. 
Four bedroom, fridge/stove. 
2000 sq.ft. Screened in sun 
room, patio. On three areas, 
large landscaped yard. $850 
per month, plus utilities. Call 
250-845-3465. 
LOOKING FOR a fun-loving, 
laid-back, clean roomate in 20's 
who will pay rent on time. N/S, 
no pets. Available Jan 1. $250 a 
month (includes utilities). Call 
Shana or Ann at 635-5592. 
NEW 2 bdr Condo, 4822 La- 
zelle 1/2 blk from town, F/S, 
Dw, w/d, gas fireplace n/p, n/s. 
Available immediately 638- 
0046. 
ONE 5 bdr/4 bath house. 5 
appl. $1000 month. Util not incl. 
One 2 bdr suite. Fum or unfurn. 
5 appl. $750 or $650 util not 
incl. 638-8089 between 6-8 
p.m. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
re0uired. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM condo nat. 
gas fireplace, covered parking, 
easy walking distance to mall. 
Available limed. Reference re- 
quired. 635-3042. 
QUIET CLEAN 2 BDR apt. 
Avail limed. No pets. Ref. 
reqd. 635-1126 or 635-6991. 
QUIET, CLEAN 2 bdr apt. clos6 
io school and town. Security en- 
trance. Laundry facility. Ref 
re0d. 635-5653. 
ROOM FOR rent in basement 
of 5 bdr house. Central ocation. 
Shared washer and dryer. Ca- 
blevision, kitchen, phone. Quiet 
& safe. Prefer mature female. 
$300 month. 635-0642. 
ROOMMATE WANTED, non 
smoker to share small house 
Queensway area. Phone 635- 
3237. 
SM 2 bdrm apt. Downtown,Ter- 
race, includes heat/water, 
$425/month. Phone 638-1886 
after 6:00 pro. Available now. 
SMALL 2 bdr house. Horse- 
shoe area. Ref. reqd. $550 
month. 638-0119. 
.. IMPORTS: 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
the discerning renter. Near new, 
quiet, on site manager. Five ap- 
pliance s, gas fireplace, minis- 
trorage. No pets. References 
required. $750/month. Call 635- 
4954 or 638-2071. 
TWO BEDROOM bright spa- 
cious basement suite. $550 
month, heat included. 635- 
7714. 
UNIQUE BACHELOR A-Frame 
house. With loft bdr. N/S. Avail 
Jan 1. $400. 638-8656. 
WANTED: SHOP, garage or 
floor space to work on 25' long 
car. Prefer heat and power 
avail. Willing to sublgt. Phone 
635-1872. 
: 180. WANTED::: 
• /:;'.(MISC;) 
, • . ,  : . , .  . . . .  . .  
Bug deflector for a Ford 
Aerostar 1990-97. $50. Call 
635-3763. 
2-WOOD stoves-heats 1800 
sq.ft. & 2500sq.ft. Okanagan 
camper for small pick-up, R/C 
plane and 6-channel controller, ~
Maytag deluxe washer, elec- 
tronic correcting typewriter, all 
in exc. condition. 847.9174 or 
1.888-606-0011. 
7MM STW Custom built. 700 
BBL c/w 3,5xlOx50 Variex 3 Lu- 
pold, Harris blpod, reloading 
dies, and 200 brass, some re- 
loaded. Phone 635-0164. 
40, CO M MF-'-RCIAL. 
sPACE FOR RENT! 
RETAL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE 
Alm~n Budding 
3219 Eby St. 
2,500 sq.h. Reloil or Office, Grou~l F~ 
1,000 sq.fi, to 1,500 sq.fl. Office 2nd ROd' 
Ph: 635-7191 
ANTIQUE PIANO. '~/erman" 
manufactured by William Thom- 
son Glassow, Belfast and Fal- 
kirk. $800 obo. 636-8635. 
CROSS COUNTRY skis & 
lens boots size 8. 2 dressers, 
2 table lamps, 1 floor lamp, 3 
piece luggage set. 2 drawer le- 
gal filing cabinet. Nishiki 18 
speed mountain bike. 635- 
5789. 
FOR SALE Macintosh Classic 
computer c/w printer and a 
large selection of software. 
Great for school. Phone 638- 
1508. $400. 
FURBIES FOR sale. $150 
each. 635-7844. 
Hitachi compact disc stereo 
system with double cassette. 
$200. 638-0640. 
JUST IN time for Christmas. 
Authentic Egyptian Paprus 
Paintings. Can be viewed at: 
The Blue Herren Ganery-Prince 
Rupert, Speedy Printers-Ter- 
race. CanTrek Tours Inc. Smith- 
era. K.B. Deli& Coffee House 
Burns Lake. For more informa- 
tion please call 1-250-695- 
6413. 
TWO 58'.5" steel beams, 
$3000. 635-6352. 
TWO COMPLETE jujitsu gi's. 
Will fit children 7 to preteen. 
$45 each. Like new. 635-4779. 
Pool Tables 
Video Games 
Pinball, etc. 
Sales and Serviee. 
Call Rob at 638-1162. 
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
II.1 [~]: i ro~'l,lmJ f1,11] 
Phone 635-5333 I 
Ask For Tony  ! 
Skeena 
Dr iv ing 
Schoo l  i 
"The Keys To Safe Driving" i
IG~ Certificatesl 
Looking for that hard 
to find ~ for 
Christmas, Birthdays 
or Graduation 
• Assessments 
. Evaluations 
Terrace,  K i t imat,  
P r ince  Ruper t  
Toll F ree  1-800-665-7998 
Ph/Fax:  635-7532" , 
HAMSLIff  
.... Pork 9ale 
side:;~at:~to'your 
specifications. 
Lean 'n Tender 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 
1-250-845-2133 (Houston) 
or 1-800-665-6992 
LADLES DOWNHILL ski boots 
size 8, also size 1 downl~ill ski 
boots. Also wanting cross-coun- 
try ski equipment for 9 year old. 
635-7400. 
TIMBER WANTED: wanted pri- 
vate logging. Will select or clear 
log. Specialty equipment. In- 
sured and references. 1-800- 
737-2888. 
WANTED NINTENDO 64 
games. 12 yr old has saved to 
buy the system and now wants 
flames to playl 635-4779. 
O PITCH-IN 
AND 
RECYCLE 
. . oo . . ss  v . . , . .u . . s  L.o 
Wig Phone: 635-7459 
FOR LEASE 
4818 ilighway 16 West Greig Ave - Central Lomtion 
warehouse space 880 sq.fi. 1,700 sq. ft. retail/office space 
2709 Kalum Street Greig Avenue.Central Location 
5,200 sq.ft, commercial building 900 sq.ft, relail/office space 
c/w slorefronl, warehouse & compound 
Call us about other locations 
I I I I  
1971 DART Swinger. 2 dr hard- 
top. 4 speed tran. Rebuilt, low 
mileage, high performance 318, 
line board, forged crank, head- 
ers, holley intake, 360 heads. 
Runs exc. Fibreglass fenders, 
new quarter panels and parts 
car included. $2300 obo. 635- 
6128. 
1987 DODGE Aries. Seats 5 
people, AM/FM cassette. Re- 
built motor, automatic transmis- 
sion. $1500. Call 635-0077. 
1995 FORD ESCORT LX. Stan- 
dard, CD player, Am/Fro. 2 win- 
ter + 2 all season tires. 2 door. 
Only 27,000 kms! Asking 
$9,000. 835-1615. 
1978 INTERNATION 5 ton 
auto, cab over cube van. Under 
100,000 km. Good condition. 
$4000. 1-250-692-3178 days, 
692-7601 eve. 
1980 GMC 3/4 ton P.U. 350 VS. 
Excellent operating condition. A 
~reat drive. $2500. 635-4779. 
1985 FORD F350 crew cab, 
4wd. with pto winch. Almost no 
body rust, flat deck 9x7. 460. 
$4,200. Phone 627-1245 P.R. 
1986 BLAZER S-1O, 4x4, V6, 
auto, new paint, good shape, 
$3900 obo. GM 14 bold 3/4t, 
post, c/w tires 4:10 ratio, new 
crown & pinion. $375 obo. Call 
1-250-845-2160. 
1988 GMC 3/4 ton 4x4 350 V8. 
Auto, long box, e/c. 164,000 
kms. Priced $7900. 638-1850. 
1988 S Jimmy 4x4 auto. Good 
shape. $5750. 635-4246. 
1992 DODGE Dakota LE 4x4 
club cab V6 5 speed. NC. Ca- 
nopy, 56,000 km. $12,500. 635- 
4456. 
87' GMC S-15, 118,000 km. 
Exc. run. cond., canopy, mugs, 
chrome pkg., crossfiere/alpine 
stereo (optional). Call Jamie 
(eves) 635-9592. 
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ANATOLIANGuardian dogs, TurkishSHEPHERDbreed. IF ALCOHOL is the problem, TERI  E.=  
many have found help with ~ 1 ~ ~  
This is a large breed to protecl ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
livestock from bears, coyotes & Phone 635-6533. BB., U~V~ m r r [ ]  " :HRYSLEF other predators. This breed will BB BB 
. .= . , , .  wo.  .n .o...o.o or.o.our  LOC .O.o 
IXg l l  0 yard. Pups & adult dogs avail- urally attractive, avid reader, at- '97 Jeep Grand Cherokee able $350-$700. Great White tinily for animals. Rural lifestyle. Laredo 
M A R I N E  Maremma Italian guardian dogs Conservative, own home, mar- 6 cyt, Automatlc, A/C,Tilt, 
for livestock & family protection, riage in mind. Write to Box 309 Cruise, Power Windows & 
Greta companion dogs, pups & File 40-H Burns Lake, BC, VOJ Locks 
Yamaha Snowblowers adult dogs available $350-$700. 1E0. $29,995 
Australian Cattle dogs 1 male, 1 
6-8hp Starting from female, Red Healers natural  Aloorlion is ,battering" '97 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
I I  .~1 ..q.q.q [ ]  bobbed tails, good farm & corn- in the womb - the earliest 4x4, V-8, 5 speed • $1,999 
BB ~ panion dogs $250. Yaks for and most viohntform of $25,995 
sale, bred cows, calves, year. 
ATV Snowblade Kits ,ngs & bulls. Yak bulls xbreed child abuse. =p~J~.t~ . 
Starting at with cattle produce 1/2 Yaks, Terrace Pro-life H~!~~~tte  
grow with high breed vigure, Box 852, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R1 ~ ' l~ 'kms 
$475.00 produce quality lean meat with . , '~'$18,995 
All Makes & Models great health aspects. For more ~ ,  
into call MilL Swanson Grand- 
view Ranch 1-250-842-6678. ~ i  '97 Plymouth Breeze 
CAGEN CONTRACTING LTD. Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
l~J5YamahaVmaxG00 HAY AND GRAIN SALES. ' $17,595 
Glen 638-0254. '~6 Chrysler Intrepid 
FEED OATS barley prepared I mu~e #z m CANADA !i 6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
rations for all types of livestock. II IEVAHLY IIAYS TALK r 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 1. .  ~ . . t~t~ ~a ' I Cassette/Stereo&more 
Come in and see the germination. Delivery available. ILe~ ~ =rod I was $18,995 NOW $15,995 
Into and to order 1-250-694- j= ;  ~"~cu=~ I! '90 Jeep Y J 
new Phazer 500 3500. Southside Feeds. z ' u 6 Cyl, Hardtop 
Snowmobile LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. B '  $9,995 
Good selection of quality polled ! FORD II 
bulls. Looking is free. View sire, 
dam & sibs. Priced for the coi- 
l 0  HP Mastercraft mercial cattlemen (250)690-I AR~cYOUrr!A~!~ '95 Ford Aerostar Snowblower, lecUic start & light 7527 Ft. Fraser. Ext, AWD. Fully Loaded 
THE TACK Store has moved to ' $17,995 
Hwy 16 in Telkwa. Now open 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6 p.m. ~ '94 Ford Mustang GT 
1993 Exciter II Gall 1-888-686-1566 or 846- offers 2 . hour safe shelter 9863. women with or wtthout child r n V-8,Auto, leather, a/c, cruise, tilt, 
ST Long Track You can ~L Even Just to talk. power windows & locks, 
Battering Is not o.kl 27,000 kms 
- .  $3,199 , :: :, ] 7,  i It is not o.k. for someone was $19,995 now $16,995 
to hit you =~4 Ford Probe 
Come in and see the all new or push you Auto, cassette 
1999Yamaha HAY FOR sale. Phone days ~ or yell at you 
Grizzly 600cc ATV 567-4201 or eves 567-9856. or scare you was $13,588 now $12,995 
You can be safe. '92 Ford Explorer 
There are safe places. "Eddie Bauer" 6 cyl, NC, Auto, 
| 
1 996 Arctic Cat . . ] TERRACE TRANSITION 
ea Lon0oc - -  
:/!Z$6'599/;'..;I~/~ t 635-6447 
' L  24 HOURS A DAY 
4 cyl, 5 speed 
$2,495 
1997 Arctic Cat Panthe~ Explorer size 5'. Call 635-5449 II . PJuT'I : 
Leather & more 
$16,495 
'87 Ford Tempo 
2- up Seat, Reverse ask for Cindy (M-F 8:30am- ' = . . ~  . . ,  , • [] 
5:00pro)  ~ '98 Chev Cavalier 
LOST CHRISTMAS gift, Little SKIDOO SEAT - motorcycle - 4 cyI,Aut0, 0nly 11,339 kms 
H.O. equipment- car & t ruck  K E N ' S  Tykes Activity Centre on Dec 13 ~ $15,995 
seat - boat seats & boat tops. 8:30 a.m. near Onion Lake. " .... 
Recovered by Satellite Vinyl, 632-2047. '96 GMC 2500 
Fabrics & Canvas Works. 4520 LOST. DEC. 9. 1 gray Wagner Extra Cab 4x4 
Johns Rd, Terrace. 635-4348 or 12V. Cordless drill in front of ~ V8,Auto, a/c, Cruise, tilt power 
615-9924. White Spot Restaurant .  ~ I  windows & locks & more 
, , o  • s.o ooB .kS • = E I re,g we, 9. Downtown ing LOST. PLASTIC bag contain- Reward ecklaces off red. Terace. nd 638-0809. key Wed. chains. Dec was $31,995 now $29,995 '96 Pontiac Formula Firebird 
1992 WILDCAT 700. 1900 I n~.  ~='~ nnnn I 6speed, CD, A/C, P0werPkg $22,495 miles. Mint  condition. ] r l l ;  oog- , '~u~ I 
Pipes/cover. $4000 obo. 1-250- 
695-6653. A DOWN to earth SWM in late '95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo forties is seeking a single !a.d~ 
:1993 ARCTIC Cat 700 Wildcat for pos[!iqn of gi[lffiend.:P0sRi~r V-8, Auto, Fully loaded 
ER1 Mountain Cat. 2" track, i is'permanent full time. I am,in'.. - $16 995 ...... ~ 
Mountain bars. Stingers. $3995 telligent, warm, affectionate, ro- 193 Chew 4x4 Extra Cab 
obo. Jim Goertzen. 1-250-692- mantic and steadily employed. I 
3500 or 692-3572 home. IRE OR sale, 1990 DGH cat, was $18,995 now $17,995 
5000hrs, diff steer, D.A.T. enjoy nature, gardening, trips, 
1996 440 Jag Arctic Cat 850 mS. blade, Balderson log-grapple, theatre, dining out, art, relaxing '92 Chew Lumina 
at home and have other inter- Excellent shape. Asking $4100. c/w full guarding, heated, en- 6 cyl,10aded 
Phone 692-7967. closed, R.O.P.S. brush blade, ests. I smoke and love coffee. If 
ARCTIC CAT, Arctic wear, V-blade, T.T.S. Delta disc you think we have something in ' $10,495 
snowmobile pants and jacket trencher, power heads, U/C common please reply to the 
lens size xtra large. Excellent 90%, W.O: available. Very Terrace Standard File #130, =92 Chew Xtra Cab 4x4 
condition. $500 for pair, arctic clean, ready to skid or disc 3210 Clinton St., Terrace B.C., VS, Auto, NC, Tilt, Crutse&M0re 
cat snowmobile helmut like trench. (250)845-7518, cell # VSG5R2. was $17,995 Now $16,995 
new. $200. 638-0640.  (250)845-8234. ATrRACTIVE S/W lady, non- II [] 
smoker is seeking to find a 
good, kind sincere white male 
(42-55) for friendshlp and fun. =97 Toyota RAY4 
BULLMASTIFF PUPS. C.K.C. Send your particulars about 4 do0r,4x4, 5speed 
registered microchippod. Born yourself to Box #131 c/o Ter- BUTCHERING AND meat cut- 
WE HAVE over 10 ex-fish boats Aug 12/98. For more into call race Standard. Include phone ting. Custom sausage fresh and $23,995 
for sale. See our listings at 250-635-3555. number and return address, smoked. Sausage making sup- '96 Toyota 4Runner 
www.citytel.net/pbb/or call Pa- GREAT DANE puppies make then we'll talk. plies and spices. Hamblin Farms. End of Mountainview V-6, 5 speed, 0nly 25,000 kms 
$29,995 cific Boat 1(888)330-7878. the perfect Xmas gift. Harle- BC'S LARGEST Chatlinel Over Drive. Houston. Call 1-250-845- 
quins, blacks, and blue harle- 4000 men and women call a 2133 or 1-800-665-6992. 
quins. Registered from chum- day. Connect live or just listen. '96 Subaru Legacy 
Oulback pion blood lines. $1000 to 1200. Call locally 310-chat. 18+ CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's todayl All Wheel Drive, NC, Cruise, 
Call 1-800-890-9166 Jim. DIET CENTER 25 yeam...and Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
MINIATURE DACSHUND pup- still the best "success to go" in- or 3rd mortgage money avilable And More 
1986 WESTERN Star. Tandem pies. 4 female, 3 male. Regis- expensive asy mail order pro- now. Rates stading at 4.75%. $25,995 
dump. 1981 450C John Deere tered. Have shots. Must see. gram at mail order pricel Lose equity counts. We don't rely on 
Crawler with backhoe. Pindale Ready for Christmas. 635-6542. weight now. Call toll free 1-800- credit, income or age. Speclaliz- =~ Toyota 4Runner 
hitch triple axle trailer. Current RATS FOR sale. All sizes. 638- 431-9446. ing in the Caribou. Call V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
BC Hydro contract in place. For 0353. MALE ORGAN enhancement. 1/800/625-7747 anytime. Brok- was $27,995 now $26,995 
Burns Lake area Ph. 250-692- FDA approved. Medical vacuum er and lender fees may apply. 
7697. Cell 692-6282. Asking REGISTERED AUSTRALIAN pumps or surgical enlargement. CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- '95 Toyota SHunner 
$55000. Shepherd puppies for sale. En- Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe. ments. One easy payment. No 
1988 PEERLESS dog logger thuslastic ompanions, obedl- Resolve impotence. Free more stress, no equity-security, V-6,Aut0,P0werwlnd0ws 
with telescopic reach, fifth once, show or working. Ready brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan. good or bad credit. Immediate & 10cks, Crulse, Tllt 
wheel, load pipe $5000 obo. 1- for new homes Dec. 19, 1998. 312-409-5557. Insurance reim- approval, immediate relief. Na- $25,995 
250-698-7401. 250-846-9149. bursement. Visit website Lionel Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
www.drioelkaplan.com, nude. For nearest office. 1-888- =93 Mazda 323 
777-0747. Ucensed & Bonded. 4 cyl, Auto 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar was $8,995 now $7,995 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of =9~ Mazda Pick-up 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 5 speed, amflm cassette 
table service available upon re- was $9,995 now $7,995 
quest, black tie or casual ev- 
I~rlending Services [ pricing and reservation informa- 
' Mechan ica l  tion. 635-3763. Now taking res- 
t,Now taking bookings for z ervations for Christmas padies, Demo Pdces, Net Of Programs 
le irs space is limited. Book now so 
Chrislmas & New Year's perlies : Truck, Trailer, Auto I; ~ricatior, you don't have to worn,, later. Steel & Aluminum Fa Toyota 4Runner *Limited Space Available *Casual or Black'fie ** Snowmobile Trailers, Decks and accessories SMITHERS BASED TRUCK- 6 cyl, Auto, A/C, Sunroof, Power 
Rotes starting $35/hr . ING COMPANY looking for full Windows & Locks and More 
,Hosl or No Host Bar Service 615-9944cell or partial backhauls from any- Was$41,294 N0W $35,888 
For more into I Mike Metcal[e 635-7684 shop where in Alberta or Saskatche- 
Call Karen at 635-3763 J Certified H/D Mechanic 635-67S8 home wan to deliver anywhere from '98 Dodge Caravan 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 12,500 km, VG, Auto, mr, Dual 
• ~1 847-4083. sliding doors, Cruise, Tilt, Tinted 
F ~h~.~ H 0 V ~ H G ? q l  P ~L ID  SE~t~C,~ TUTORING AVAILABLE! l am Glaas, PowerLocks,0ulltlnchlldseats, Runnlngboards 
PRECISELY RIGHT ~ available to tutor grades 1-8 in &more, 
- r v i c :  seer | & 24 ft' railer at 1,our CLEAN£R.S ' a variety of classes and have 4 NOW $23,636 i l l .  Tru,'k ACCEPT ING NEW--CLIENTS years experience. Don't delay, 
. c'~"~i~r~p : Across town or the country Residentialcleanlnglncludes: get your child the help they 
l tl~Jl~ * Will assist or load for you • moving out • spring cleaning need nowl Early detection Is the Partial List 
I ~ • Reasonable Rates • steam cleaning • ram,or repairs key to successfully helping a ly 0 
ondab! e ............. • ixdnSng • bonded and insured struggling ch,,d. Ca,, Ke,,, at On M ver  25 
! ~  ....... , .B F~F ESTIMA"S 635-9032 evenlnfls. 0 r e 1~1~i :635121~6Ceg:638 .6969,9  SU5.638-7766 RE$.638-8166 WILL SET UP and maintain 
...... i i :: i :<: ,:::: i+!  :i~,:~:ii:~ii~: :~i :: ......... your small business bookkeep- Pre-Owned 
tng requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
Th is  space could :ll .. ~ ,  i. perlence, Excellent references Vehicles In 
, or Email: manucomp@unl- Stock! be yours. ' DIVINE CANINE upon request. Phone 635-9592 
NOW! o , . ,  S IMPSON • serve.corn TER  E CALL i:, 
WVDa  < MedicAlert PRO ZSSIONAL PEr GROOMING 
PATRICIA SCHUBRINK il PHONE:  (250)  635-7"856 ~ . ,:.,:A,~,=, ~,::,..,,::, ,., 4916Hwy, 16V,'est635.'na'1 
638 7283 I www ..... 7 . 1-BOO-66B-150 .~ 1-800-313-7187 nucsgse ! FAX: (250)  638-1880 r, edr,. i ,rt:,~ _ _  www.terreceautomall.©om 
I I I I  I I I  I I I I  I I I 
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280: BUSiNE+S ! ~ .  :i ' i3290' . . . .  B,USINESS ES +I 
SERViCeS > _ PPORTUNM 
DRIVEWAYS 
PARKING LOTS 
SIDE WALKS 
GEIER BROTHERS 
CONTRACTING 
SNOW REMOVAL 
COMPLETE SERVICE / 
Phone Casay at: | 
638-8124 or / 
mobile 638-5832 J 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, 
3 bus~ness all under 1 roof, with 
rental unit. Laundry, videos & 
delivery service, for more info 
call 635-0607. 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS Information Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866, 
APPROXIMATE EXECUTIVE 
earnings from homel Not MLM. 
Product education, Excellent 
training & support. Toll free 
message. 1-800-497-6822 
(B.C.) 1-877-821-8363 (BIC,) 
BIGGER BETTER BREASTS. 
Ladies - thought of surgical im- 
plants or reductions, Stopl 
"Definition" increases size, firms 
& lifts 100% naturally, Money 
"back guarantee. Call Leanne 
,toll free 1-868-201-8332. 
INDEPENDANT TUPPER- 
'WARE manager with Tupper- 
ware Pacific. Karen Mattheis. 
635-7810. Interested in parties, 
sales, service & recruitinq. 
WHAT ARE you worth? Fast 
growing network. Marketing 
company seeks adventuresome 
entrepreneurs to join the nutra- 
ceutical revolution. Call Rob 
250-698-7334. 
FIOLIDAY CREDIT card blues? 
Develop your own business, 
your hours, your profits, incred- 
ible discounts, no quotas. Join 
Avon now. Call today. Sharon 
638-7699. 
WESTERN STAR TRUCKS 
PARTS & SERVICE DEALER 
I 
I 
NADINA W 
TRUCK 
SERVICE ' LTD. 
845-2212"  2235 Nadina  Ave. ,  Houston  B.C 
Br-r-r-r Winter Is Here! 
Don't be caught with a snow blower 
that doesn't work 
Call POWER PLUS Today 
we will pick up your snow blower at 
NO CHARGE and provide a written 
estimate to put your machine in shape 
for the snow. 
Chainsaws - Generators- Air 
Compressors- Welders- Lawn 
Mowers- Heavy Equipment 
Your 0neSt0p Engine Repair Centre ! 
POWER PLUS 
• Engine Centre 
Ph: 635-2345 
a ............ +++++ 
D+rec i+ 
~:~ :: i{ !~{~;~i ~i~ ~: ~:~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ::~ +:.:: il ~i::~i~+ !i ~ i~+~ i~i 
~;:" ~:* ":!~ -~!  ~ f -~:::.; ~..:~ '~:.'..",~ ~$~:".::i:::~:::.'::~:~::i~ ~5:~  ~:.:.....> . . . . . .  :;:~ ~: ~!:: !::::i'::: ~:!:~ :::~$;:~:!:~:~:~:::~-:::~:~:i:~:~,~ 
We have local .... ' .... 
SERVICE TECHNICIANS 
ROD DAYS for sale, Skeena 
Region. Serious inquiries only. 
250-635-3463. 
START YOUR business today. 
Only $49.95. Everything you 
need to earn immediately. Cata- 
logues - order forms - jewellery 
samples ($300 value). Call to- 
day: Visa, Mastercard accept- 
ed. 1-888-477-7382. 
SUCCESSFUL DOG GROOM- 
ING BUSINESS for sale. Excel- 
lent income. Low investment. 
For more into. Call 635-9193. 
APPRENTICE AND journey- 
man plumbers required by Al- 
berta-based mechanical con- 
tractor. Work available in Calg- 
ary. Send or fax resumes to: 
Master Mechanical Plbg & Htg 
(1986) Ltd., 5064-12A Street 
SE, Calgary, AB T2G 5K9. Fax 
#(403)243-5831. 
BABYSITTER WANTED on oc- 
cassional basis for 2 yr old boy. 
Possibly overnight in my home, 
or on short notice. Must be lov- 
ing and energetic & be able to 
provide references. Call 635- 
2549 eventn.cls. 
BARTENDER WANTED, to 
start Jan. 1, 99. INUVIC, N.W,T 
$10 an hour, housing available, 
Ask for Harold (867)777-2647 
or fax resume to (867)777- 
3442. 
CASUAL/ON-CALL employees 
are required by the Choices 
Program (Terrace & District 
Community Services). if you are 
interested in working with peo- 
ple who are developmentally 
,delayed and have Grade 12 
, and willing to obtain a: Level 1 
Fist Aid Ticket, Class 4 Driver's 
License, TB& Tetanus, Crimi- 
nal Record Checks. Pick up an 
application at 4916 Lazene Ave- 
nue, Terrace, Call Choices Of- 
fice 635-7863. 
CHRONIC HEARTBURN? Di- 
gestive Problems? Fatigue? 
Take charge of your life this 
seasonl Specific HerbaSfe nutri- 
tional aids and into shipped an- 
ywhere. Mary - Decker Lake 1- 
250-698-7319. 
EARN $200, $300, $500 or 
more per week, assembling 
products in the comfort of your 
own home, send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to: 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. West 
Suite 541 Ref 683 Mississauga, 
Ont. L5K 2R8. 
ECONOWISE OFFICE furniture 
is taking applications, for the 
position of commission sales 
person to service the Prince 
Rupert, Smithers corridor. You 
must be a self starter, motivated 
and have an automobile, ex-~ 
perience irrqhe office furniture 
business is i essential; If'ybu are 
interested in working with one 
of British Columbia's most suc- 
cessful office furniture retailers, 
please fax your resume too, 
Monty Tuck, 604-862-2788. 
ESL TEACHER immediate full 
time in Kamloops. Degree, 
teaching experience, Fax: 250- 
374-8098 or Box 538, Kam- 
loops, V2C 5L2. 
EXPEREINCED HEAVY duty 
mechanic required immediately 
by well established logging 
company in the Houston area, 
Some shop & field work. Wages 
& benefits negotiable. Please 
send resumes via fax to: 1-250- 
845-7249 or to P.O, Box 244, 
Houston, B.C, V0J lZO. 
INFORMATION PAMPHLETES 
on Airlines now hiring. 
Average $8-15/hr. Train- 
ing provided. Call 1-800- 
719-7771 ext 757, 
N/S, N/D, Pt nanny wanted. 
Must be flexible, Meal prep and 
light housekeeping reqd, 635- 
3781. 
POSITION AVAILABLE 
General Manager. The newly 
Incorporated Community 
Futures Development 
Corporation of the Pacific 
Northwest is seeking a General 
Manager to oversee the 
Community Futures operation in 
Prince Rupert and surrounding 
communities, The General 
Manager will administer and 
manage the organizational 
operating funds, establish 
working relationships with other 
like agencies, and provide a 
wide range of technical advise 
and business counselling 
services. The successful 
candidates will have: 
Demonstrated financial 
management skills; A minimum 
of 2 years experience in 
commercial lending; A minimum 
of 2 years experience in 
management; A background in 
Community Economic 
Development; Computer literate 
(Windows, and Word for 
Windows), and; A valid Class 5 
drivers license, Preferred skills 
are: Previous experience with a 
Community Futures 
organization; Previofis 
successful small business 
ownership; Experiene~ in 
working with a volunteer Board 
of Directors, and; An 
understanding of the financial 
challenges of aboriginal people. 
Salary range is negotiable and 
commensurate with experience. 
Please direct, all applications, 
complete with Resume/CV to: 
Mr. Charlie Parkln, Acting 
Chairperson, Community 
Futures Development 
Corporation of the Pacific 
Northwest. Address: P.O, Box 
705, Prince Rupert, Be, V8J 
3S1. Fax: (250)624.3313. 
Closing date for all applications: 
January 15, 1999, No late 
applications will be accepted. 
REQUIRED IMMED. Exhaust 
and brake specialist. Must be 
' +able to'~CUStdm bend. Quati~y 
work: 0xPectqd..Enjoy .the out- 
doors in the Beautiful caribool 
Industry wages and benefits 
package. 1-800-66g-3994 
James or Arvln. 
SUMMER MANAGEMENT po- 
sitions. For smart, independent 
university/college students, with 
Student Works painting, Great 
business exp. Average summer 
earnings $11,000 plus. Into 
1 (800)665-4992. 
VANDERHOOF SPECIALTY 
Wood Products looking fur certi- 
fied Millwright. Finger joint, 
planer, chopsaw, moulder, and 
grinding experience preferred. 
Hourly position. Respond by 
fax: 250-567-3909. 
BAR TENDER, We sPecialize 
, in organizing and catering to 
• your every need when it comes 
to Bar Service. We will custom 
design a package to suit your 
needs, from full Bar service to 
working with in your budget, We 
will help to give you and your 
guests an event to remember, 
For more Information please 
call Tar Benders at 635-3763. 
CHILD CARE available. Sun- 
flower Child Care Centre, a li- 
censed facility at 2903 Kerr St. 
is now accepting full and part 
time registration for January 
1999. For more information 
please call 635-1512 from 8am- 
Spin. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 20 
vrs experience. Call 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, renDs, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country. Will assist, or load for 
you. Reasonable rates. Call 
635-2126. 
TUTORING AVAILABLEI I am 
available to tutor grades 1-8 in 
a variety of classes and have 4 
years experience. Don't delay, 
get your child the help they 
need nowl Early detection is the 
key to successfully helping a 
struggling child. Call Kelly,at 
635-9032 evenin.cls. 
BAJA, MEXICO 1 bedroom 
condo for rent, San Jose del 
Cabo, Beach, golf, right at your 
doorstep. Phone 1-250-296- 
4346 after 5 p.m. or e-mail ab- 
lake@wlake.com. 
SKI SUN PEAKS B.C.TOP OF 
the Mountain. Accomodations & 
management. All new full- 
equipped 1-5 bdrm condos & 
chalets. Sleeping up to 36 peo- 
ple in connecting units. Hot 
tubs;++3acuzz!s, +_S.aun. ~s &i~F.ir~o~ 
Places. Most ski in-out or just 
m~n. to lifts. F~r'every Adult tick- 
et 1 kid under 12 skis FREE!!I 
Stay 6 nights& get the first 
night FREEnL (Some restric- 
tions apply) Call Sharon at 1- 
800-585-8834. www.mwsolu- 
tions.com/top, e-mail: sunpeaks 
@direct.ca. 
Serv ic ing :  Cop iers /P r in ters  F Ca[cu[ators i  ~ ~ ~  
• : . ~ ~ 
.TheCorriers.of, I 
The Terrace Standard [ 
a ,. 
" Very Merry Chnsfmas and a Happy New Year. " 
i 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
s ince  1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
- - - -  ,[,l~.l:~c~i~£TRl~,x,£q i .~ I,i |,1, t ,i i h"~ l l'P[ll i'~ ~[,x,£q i.i 
,"~elel=rarm~ .
3901 Dobbie St., Terrace, B.C. 
Claudette Sandecki 635-9434 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. + 
J D ~ d  d bus service fro m Stewart 91 
I ~ ,  points in between. Pick.; I
of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and I 
courier service. . j  
Re. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 ' 
,~#~"~-~ .... • ~ ~:~ .~ ~ .:~:"~1 
Recover your health in a 
natural integrated way 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Environmental & Food Allergy Tgsting 
FOR DISPLAY, CLASS DISPLAY 
AND WORD CLASSIFIEDS 
OFFICE CLOSED Dec. 24, 25, & Jan 1 
ITE R R A'CE 
STANDARD ' - - -  ADVERTISER 
Aromatherapy Deep-Tissue Massage 
Rcfloxology, Reiki, Herbology, Ear Candling " I . 3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C.V8G 5R2 
Frances Birdsell • ByAppointment635-2194[ ' For More Into phone 638-7283 Natural  Health Practitioner St, Mathes~'  Centre, 4506 Lakclso Ave,, Terrace 
t / 
GET OUT of your timesharen 
Guaranteedln mini-vacation in- 
cluded. Holiday Resort Interna- 
tional. #1 in selling & renting va- 
cation propertiesl Total internet 
advertising. Call now Toll Free 
1.888-470-0001 or (760)721- 
2692. Visit our wabsite 
httlO://www.holidavr.com. 
We don't  know what causes 
multiple sclerosis, but research 
is closer to f inding the hnswer. 
Hult|l:f le Sclerosis 
Socl~ or Canada 
1 -800-268-7582 
Truck dealership has an 
immediate opening for a 
Licenced Truck Mechanic 
This is a full time position, with a good 
benefits package and excellent wages. 
Apply in person with resume to: 
Paul Monette 
3467 Hwy 16 East, Terrace 
The First Nations Council of Women and 
The Terrace Women's Resource Cenlre Sociely 
are seeking applicntio~ for t~e position of 
 ommunm/ueveuoper 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre offers a drop-in supportive 
environment for women and children. The Society also lobbies and 
advocates for the economic, social and legal equalily of women. 
The First Nations Council of Women is committed to providing, 
promoting and developing the spiritual well being of First Nations 
Women and families. The Council acts as liaison and advocate to 
promote the political concerns which will achieve social justice, 
obtain economic independence, and achieve greater certainty [or 
First Nations women and families• 
The Community Developer, working collaboratively with the 
Collectives of the First Nations Council-of Women and the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre, will initiate and deliver a strategy [or 
raising community awareness on the determinants of health that 
directly and indirectly affect the health profile of children birth to 
six years. This position is a temporary 25 hour a week unionized 
job working a shared position with one other Community 
Developer. Project end date is March 31,2000. 
Qualifications: 
. Background in early childhood education or related field 
• Knowledge of and experience with community development 
process 
3. Understanding of the determinants of heahh in relation to young 
children 
4. Awareness of community structures including government/non 
government services, business ector 
5. Demonstrated written and oral communication and interper- 
sonal skills 
6. Excellent organizalianal and problem solving skills 
7. Ability to work as a member of a collective 
8. Computer skills such as word processing/desktop ublishing 
9. Ability to wor k flexible hours 
The successful applicant will have a sound knowledge of the social 
issues facing First Nations families living in the community and 
ensure a First Nations perspective is incorporated at all levels of 
the'l~ ~t ;~ ' '+  ~'I ~ ? i i i .  . . . . . . .  = 
Although the Centre is closed over the holiday period a complete 
project description is available at The Family Place, directly across 
from the Women's Centre. Specific inquiries can be directed to 
carol@kermode.net~ Resumes with covering letter and references 
will be accepted until Tuesday, January 5tt"1, 1999 at 12:00 noon. 
Resumes should be directed to: 
CAPC Hiring Committee 
c/o Terrace Women's Cenlm 
4542 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 
NI~/AIYM~.N AOMI~TRAl!ON BU ~,.I~NG 
SgATEF..N AVENUE, N'~ NYN~H, B.C. ~J SAO 
PHON|~8 
JOB POSTING 
BOOKKEEPER ACCOUNTANT 
the Bookkeeper Accounlant is respensibh for the development, imphmenlation and main. 
fenance of Ihe necessary procedures for the financial canted of GUtakdamix Coundl budg- 
ets; responsible for monlhly financial statemonls; and reports fo the village ndminislrator 
and council on operating performance. 
Duties and Respamibililies 
'Respomibh for Ihe accuunling practices of the Oitlakdamix Council in accordance wilh 
OMP 
'Emuro that all financial statemenls are timely and accurate 
'Review the analysis of financial statements and repert to the village adminislmtor c n- 
corned findings 
'Ensure proper control and systems flow of Information toand from appropriate 
depnclmenls 
*Assist in Ihe odminislcalion of Gillokdomix Coand copital cquisitions ladeD'inn the devel- 
opment of rehled copital end operating budgels 
*Exercise occounting conh'ol ver commercial loans and lines of credit 
"Moinlain ongoing development of variance analyds ystems procedures for budget 
purposes 
*Preparation of financial statements; operating budget voriance'and olher epnds; 
forecasls.[or submission tothe village administrator gether ~th inlerpretive commenis 
where required 
'Coordinate he onnuol audit for Githkdomix Council 
'Exercise financial supervision ever the Oilhkdamlx Council finandol depedment 
'Act as a lioison wilh independent public eccountonls, public banking institutions, a  well es 
provinciol end federal funding agencies 
'Participate in long and short erm planning an projec!s os may ~e assigned by 
Oilhkdamix Council 
'Actively participate in the Treoly process wilh rasped to fiscal rebind issues, including 
coordinoting appropriate budgol issues, pcoviding finondol nolyds as required end par- 
ficipote lhe development of phnning models for Oilhkdomix Council purposes 
QudificaSous 
'Must possess post.~ondary or CA/CMA qualifications 
'Good knowledge ofgenerally accupted accounting principles 
"Ab$1y to follow ocd and written dtredions 
'Good interpersonal commun]cution skills 
*AbSfy fo work without di,'ect supervision a d maintain sober lndush'tous walk habils 
'Provide Rehremos from pmyhus employers 
'Previous experience would be an asset 
'Knowledge and understanding of the Hisga'a culture would be on asset 
Conditions ofEmployment 
'Must possess avnlid BC Drivers Ucense 
*Able to work overtime and travel whoa required 
'Salary range of $40,000 fo SSO,O00 per year 
Deadline for applications 
*lhurdoy December 24,1998 
Submit appfimfioas/rmm's fo: Bert Mucer/Yilfage Admtnigcutm' 
Box 233 
VOJ IAO 
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KIDS AT PLAY 
PRESCHOOL 
SCHOOL AGE I 
CENTRE 
Opening Jan/99 
Call Alice 
638-8109 
THq~HILL 
. 'OM~NITY  i 
lay,,,~err~J.¢eaqi 451 
a_~ ~.~t ~bt~ c~es I 
C0ol CI~ r~ q~s 2.12 9:30 
Cetle=~ &,~Careera ! 
'eenn ~'~ut~ Groups i 
M/d-w~,ek~]Btbte Studies l
days 9~0. .~ Oct-May 
.TERRACE 
Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Cenb'e 
and is funded by the Ministry for 
Children and Families. _# 
I~IRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEAUNG CENTRE 
~. :~ ............... ~ ,~:~:~: .~;~ 
I~ ~ i i ~ : ~ : : ~ ~  ~ ................................................................ .... :::
'T; Ir  ,~ {e .,,If , 
To Mrs. Miller 
Thank you for making school so fun 
in my first year. Have a very 
Merry Christmas & 
Ha~py New Year 
• V • Love Amy 
~. T~.~. :~-. 
"~i! :, ~):.: 
, ?:.?" ...... S, 
BURN 
SMART 
TO MINIMIZE AIR 
POLLUTION FROM 
i YOUR WOODSTOVE: 
• Don't burn in 
moderate 
temperatures. 
Save your wood 
for c01d ays. 
Whenyou do 
use your 
wo0dstove or 
fireplace, keep 
the fire small 
and bright, and 
~= burn 0nly clean, 
l im~ dry w0od. 
A message from the 
~ BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Price 
effective ul 
Dec. 30/¢;. 
I I 3210 Clinton St. 
I /C~ / '~ . .~  ~ " " Terrace, B.C. 
' I I'I" AI  -r3 veG 
~ .=--ILL ~1 JI_.I.L-]LJL%~ 638-7283 
Christ Lutheran 
Church 
3229 Sparks Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
Christmas Eve 7:30 p.m. 
Candlelight Service 
!1 p.m. 
Christmas Communion 
Come celebrate Christ's Incarnation 
wilh ud 
Pastor Terry Slmonso. 
635-5520 
Knox United Church 
' 4907 Lozelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
Ph. 635-6014 
"'i)ecember 24 ' 
Christmas Eve 
7:30 p.m. 
December 25 
Christmas Day 
11 a.m. 
December ")7 
Christmas'][ 
10:30 o.m. 
December 30 
Lessons & Carols at 
St. Matthews 
7:30 p.m. 
Rev. Michael Hare 
Seventh-Day 
Adventist Church 
5401-A McConne[I Avenue, Terrace 
Pastor Jeff Potts 
635-3232/638-8221 
Christmas Eve 
Service 
December 24 
7:00 p.m. 
0 0 
Roman Catholic 
Sacred Heart Parish 
4830 Straume Ave. 
Christmas Masses 
Dec. 24-11:45 p.m. 
Dec. 25- 9:00 a.m. 
Dec. 25- 11'.00 o.m. 
New Year's Masses 
Dec. 31- 7:30 p.m. 
Jan. 1-11:00 o.m. 
Terrace Evangelical 
Free Church 
4640 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
December 24 
6:30 
A Condldighl Celebration 
of Christmas inStory and Song. 
Paster Steve Bateman 
Terrace Alliance:" 
Church 
4923 Agar Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Paslor Ralph Rintisch 
Dec. 24 - 7:00 p.m. 
Christmas Eve Service 
Join us for carols, 
a children's feature and 
family worship time. 
Terrace Christian 
Reformed Church 
3602 Sparks St., 
Terrace 635-7207 
Christmas Eve 
Dec. 24, 7:30 p.m. 
Christmas Day 
Dec. 25, 10:30 a.m. 
New years Eve 
Dec. 31,7:30 p.m. 
New years Day 
Jan. 1, 10:30 a.m. 
Pastor Pieter Hendriks 
@ 
Celebrate 
The Season 
Worship At 
The Church 
Of Your 
Choice 
i 
Terrace Pentecostal ii I 
Assembly i[ 
3511 Eby St. i |  
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2V9 I 
DECEMBER 24 ill li! 
AUTO 
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
British ColumHa end Y, kon 
"O DOWN". O.A.C. 
Lowest Payments - 
All make. Leasing. 
Cars, trucks, vans, 
sport utilities. Lease 
returns, re-posses- 
sions. Call for guar- 
anteed pre-ap- 
provals. Free delivery 
in B.C. Toll-Free 1- 
888-857-4282 or 
671-7775. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
VENDING ROUTES 
SALEI Dec 1 to 30. 
Huge Savings. Act 
nowl Save on this 
year's income tax. 
Limited distributor- 
ships available. 
Phone for Free infor- 
mation. 1-800-387- 
2274 or (604) 501- 
8363 (Dept 1290). 
Network C lass i f ieds  
These ads appear in approx imate ly  100 I I~  t'~ C l~ '~ for 25 words 
community  newspapers in B.C.and Yukon N,J [ - -  ~;/Ib,,/ $ 6.00BaCh 
and reach more than 3 mil l ion readers, additional word 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR 
TRAINING Institute 
of Ca;]ada offers on- 
campus and corre- 
sponaence courses 
~ward a Diploma in 
~ounselling P'racdce 
~o oegin znm manta. 
Free catalogue, call 
24hrs 1-800-665- 
7044. 
A CAREER 
CHANGE? Train to 
be an 
AabPartment/Co.nd° 
naqer. Many 
s-All areasl Free 
ob placement assis- 
ance. 17 years at 
successl For 
info/broohure 681- 
5456/1-800-665-  
8339.RMTI. 
EQUIPMENT FOR 
SALE 
SNOWPLOWS.  
Fitted for loader- 
buckets, forklifts. 
Swivellincl. Custom 
d esigned.-Save time. 
save money, Plow 
y.our own ioLwit.hou ! 
oemyl - uontact 
Jeffrey ~. or uoug ~-. 
(604)514-8326. 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the BCY- 
CNA at (604) 669-9222 
FOR SALE  MISC.  
SAWMILL $4895 
SAW LOGS INTO 
BOARDS, planks, 
beams. Large capac- 
ity: Besz sawmill 
value .anywnere. 
~-ree inTormadon ]- 
800-566-6899.  
Norwood Sawmills, 
~ ..R. 2~ Kilworthy, ntario POE 1G0. 
HEALTH 
VITAMIN SAVINGS. 
BEST PRICES IN 
CANADA. 28 years 
in business. Huge 
selection. Never un- 
dersold. Sample. 
Glucosamine 500mg, 
90-$10,99. E400 iu. 
DI alpha 100 caps 
$3.99. Kava Kav~i 
150mg 60 caps 
$8.88. Gifikgo 60mg 
standardized 90 caps 
$12.88, Savings on 
larger sizes. Order or 
Catalogue 1-800- 
663-0747 in 
Vancouver 321 - 
7000. 
MOBILE  HOMES STEEL BUILDINGS 
QUALITY MANU- FUTURE STEEL 
FACTURED Homes BUILDINGS LAST 
Ltd. Ask about our CHANCEl Reserve 
used single and dou- your building today at 
blewides."WeServe 1998 prices for 
-We Deliver". 1-800- 
339-5133t DL#8387. spring delivery. 
Complete arch-type 
PSYCHIC buildings. FREE esti- 
SERVICES mate. FREE 
I'LLTELL YOUR FU- brochure 1-800-668- 
TUnE NOWI 1-900- 5111 ext. 132. 
830'8100 ext. 3969. 
$3.99/minute. Must 
be 18 years. Setv-U 
(619) 645-8434. 
RECREATIONAL 
PROPERTY 
PARK MODELS, 
Factory Direct 12 
wides. CSA 
Approved for your 
RV site, park, re- 
sorts, rec. property, 
granny flats. B.C. 
Built. Quality R.V.'s 
1-800-667-1533,  
DL#8387A. 
TRUCKS 
0 DOWN O.A.C 
Guaranteed credit 
approvals. Trucks, 
4x4's, crew cabs, 
diesels, sport utilities. 
Repo's, broken leas- 
es, heavy duty equip- 
ment. Take over pay- 
ments. Free delivery. 
Call The 
• Untouchables now. 
1-800-993-3673.  
Vancouver 327-7752. 
= i ,.. 
.... 
LUMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A49461 r==, 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the FomstAcf, sealed tender applications will be accepted 
by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, Terrace, British Columbia, up to 8:30 
a.m., on the 7lh day of Janumy 1999, to be opened at 9:30 a.m., on the 7th day of 
January 1999, for Timber Sale Ucance A49461 authorizing the harvesting of timber 
located In the vicinity of Fiddler Creek in the Kalum Timber Supply Area• 
Only tenders from registrants in the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, 
Category One (1) will be accepted. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 6,440 cubic metres, more or less; 
SPECIES: Hemlock 41%, Balsam 57%, Spruce 1%, Cedar 1%, more or 
less 
TERM: One (I) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $13.95 per cubic metre 
BILLING METHOD: Scale Based 
LOGGING SYSTEM Ground Based (Skldder) 
LOGGING SEASON: Winter 
ACCESS: Via Fiddler Mainline (Skoanc West) 
This lioence requires the building of approximately 0.6 km of on block mad. 
The successful applicant will ba required to enter into a Road UeeAgreemant with the 
Ministry of Forests and Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
Additional Information and tender packages may be obtained from the District 
Manager, Kalum Forest District, at #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia V8G 1L1. 
~. ..BRJl].~ NOTICEINVmNGAPPUCATiONFOR . ,made t..OU.JMBV~ TIMBER SALE UCENCE A49464 r==, 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the ForestAct, sealed tender applications will be accepted 
by the DIstdct Manager, Kalum Forest D]otdct, Terrace, British Columbia, up to 8:30 
a,m,, on the 14th day of January 1999, to be opened at 9:30 a.m., on the 14m day of 
January 1999, for Timber Sale Ucence A49464 authorizing the harvesting of timber 
located In the vicinity of Rddler Mainline (t 7 kin) in the Kalum Timber Supply Area. 
Only tenders from registrants In the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, 
Category One (1) will be accepted, 
TOTAL VOLUME: 12,901 cubic metres, more or lees; 
SPECIES: Hemlock 61%, Balsam 39% more or less 
TERM: One (1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAQE: $14.48 per cubic metre 
BILLING METHOD: Scale Based 
LOGGING SYSTEM Ground Based, Skidding/ties Forwmd 
LOGGING SEASON: Winter 
ACCESS: Via the Fiddler Creek Forest Service Road (17 kin) 
This flcence requires the building of approximately 1.0 km of on block road. 
The successful applicant will be required to enter Into a Road Use Agreement with 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. and the Ministry of Forests. 
Additional information and tender packages may be obtained from the District 
Manager, Kalum Forest District, at #200 - 5220 Kalth Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia V8G 1L1. 
PUBLIC NOTICE Canad[L  
Public Notice CRTC 1998-127. The CRTC has received the following 
application: 1. PRINCE RUPERT, TERRACE, KITIMAT, HAZELTON, 
SMITHERS AND HOUSTON, B.C. Application by OKANAGAN SKEENA 
GROUP UMITED for authority o add the signal of Radio Television Portugal 
International ('RTP') as part of the basic semce of the cable system serving 
the above-mentioned localities. The CRTC notes that the service will be 
offered at no additional cost to the subscdbers. In addition, as part of this 
process, the CRTC will also wish to consider whether or not it would be 
appropriate to make an exception to the moratorium announced in Public 
Notice CRTC 1997-33-2 in the case of RTP by adding this service to its lists of 
Eligible Satellite Services (Part 2 and Part 3)and to the Ust of DTH Eligible 
Satellite Services. EXAMINATION OF APPUCATION: 4625 Lazelle Ave., 
Terraco, B.C. VSG 1,84. This application isavailal~le through the CRTC in Hull, 
(819) 997-2429; or our office in Vancouver: (604) 666-2111. The notice is 
available in alternative format, on request. Ifyou wish to support or oppose the 
application, write to the Seuetmy General, CRTC, Ottawa, Ont. K1A 0N2, by 
8th January. 1999 with proof that you sent a copy to the applicant. You may 
also file your interventions byelectronic mall at: public.broadcasting@eric.go.ca. 
For full information, contact he above or CRTC Client Services Branch at 
(019) 997-0313, fax (819) 994-0218, TDD (819) 994-0423, Internet: 
http://www.crtc.gc.ca., or Toll.Free at 1-877.249-CRTC. 
i~r  I Canadian Radlmtsle~slon and Consell de la radlodiffuslon et dee 
Telecommunications Commission t616cammunlcations canadlennee 
I 
Proposed Forest Development Plan 
Readvertisement ofthe International Forest Products Limited 1999 to 
2003 Forest Development Plan is due to an operational schedule 
change. 
Notice is hereby given that the International Forest Products Umited 
1999 to 2003 Forest Development Plan for Forest Ucence A16641 will 
be available for public review and comment between the dates of 
November 10, 1998 and February 15, 1999. This plan will cover the 
following geographical/administrative areas: Scotia River, Big Falls 
Creek, Hayward Creek, Ayton Creek, Khtada Lake, Kumealon Inlet, 
Brown Lake, McKnight Creek, Madeline Creek, Knokmolks Creek, 
Ecstall River, Porcher Island, Pod Essington, Moore Cove, Marion 
Creek/Work Channel, Davies Bay, Work Channel North West, Surf 
Inlet, Chapple Inlet, Tuck Inlet, 
This Forest Development Plan shows the location and orderly devel- 
opment of proposed harvesting and road development, maintenance, 
and deactivation. The plan also Includes Information on the mainte- 
nance and protection of other resource values in the area. It is avail- 
able for review by, resource agencies and the public before approval is 
considered by the Ministry of Forests. All approved operational plans 
that encompass the development area will be made available for 
viewing between the dates of November 10, 1998 and February 15, 
1999. 
The Forest Development Plan will be available for public review at the 
following locations and dates: 
Between Dates: 
Pdnce Rupert Public Ubrary Dec. 18, 1998 & Jan. 16, 1999 
Kitimat Public Ubrary Dec. 16, 1998 & Jan. 16, 1999 
If interested padles wish to speak to a representative of International 
Forest Products Urn/ted during these dates, plbase contact Andrew 
Mackay, R.RF. at (250) 615-6755 or fax (250) 635.0636. 
If interested parties are unable to review the proposed plans during 
these times, arrangement can be made to view the plan at a time con- 
venient for them, 
This Forest Development Plan will also be available at the 
International Forest Products Umtted office in Terrace end at the 
Ministry of Forests office In Prince Raped from November 10, 1998 to 
February 15, 1999. If Interested padlee wish to view this Forest 
Development Plan at the Ministry of Forests office In Prince Ruped, 
please contact Sdan Wesleyson, R.RF. at (250) 624-7460. 
This Forest Development Plan may be modified as a result of written 
comments received by February 15, 1999. Please contact Andrew 
Mackay, R,ER, Area Engineer, at International Forest Producls 
Umtted, 3712 Highway 16 East, Terrace, B.C, V8G 5J3 by February 
15, 19g9 with all written comments. 
i 
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CHRISTIANA WIENS PORTS 638-7283 
ROB BROWN 
W 
e couldn't have asked for a better 
day for a boat ride. The crew 
maneuvered the big boat up to the 
dock gently and precisely. The 
kids were in awe. The kids had ridden on a jet be- 
fore, but this was their first time aboard a large 
boat Jets are something, a fairly big deal, even, 
but this giant boat, white and black, shining bril- 
liantly in the summer sun, was something else. 
Karen and I fielded all kinds of questions while 
we waited. The line started moving. The kids fell 
silent as we bumped own' the ramp into the ex- 
haust filled bowels of the ship. I made a mental 
note of our car deck, then we took the narrow cor- 
ridor topside and promenaded around the decks, 
pointing to sea birds, watching the wake, examin- 
ing the lifeboats that Jenny thought looked like 
white whales. 
Grand adventures work up an appetite. We 
made our way to the cafeteria passing a small 
morn filled where unruly kids scrambled over all 
manner of musical machinery like monkeys 
capering over the ruins of an ancient emple deep 
in the heart of some impenetrable rain forest. 
Aaron, who was just old enough be left on his 
own in such a place, panhandled a fist full of 
coins from me, insistent that he had to lay a beat- 
ing on Kong or Pang or some such pixelated 
predatory pile of pixels devised by inscrutable 
Orientals to get into the pockets of dads through 
the imaginations of their kids. 
After a soup and coffee and chips (of course) 
for Allison and Jennifer, we moved to a comfort- 
able alcove with a window facing to starboard to 
enjoy the rest of our trip through the Gulf Islands 
free of the wind and worries of kids toppling 
overboard. Jenny had been clutching a peculiar 
looking doll since we'd picked up the kids at their 
mother's. 
"Where did you get that weird doll?" I asked 
her, tactlessly. 
"It's Florian Richard," she answered a little 
defensively. 
"It's a cabbie, Dad," said Allison in the kind of 
tone I 'm sure aifimal trainers use to talk to 
truculent chimpanzees. 
The only cabbies I knew were the lead-footed 
fellows I'd flagged down from curbsides when I 
was in a hurry. "Cabbies?" I said from my 
darkened place. 
"It's a Cabbage Patch Doll, Dad," said Jenny 
brusquely hiking down young Florian Richard's 
drawers to show me the spot where the little guy's 
name was tattooed across the mesh flesh of his 
buttocks. 
"They're all the rage, Robert," said Karen, 
then she went on to tell me how these homely 
dolls du jour shared no names and how each came 
with its own bid. 
"Florian wants to be an engineer when he 
grows up," Jenny added proudly, "but I 'm gonna 
make him wantto be something else." 
"Maybe the CEO of a multi-billion dollar toy 
corporation," I suggested Sarcastically. 
"No," said Jen, who is and was never com- 
pletely satisfied with the products of other 
peoples' imaginations. "I  think I'll make him 
want to be a poet." 
With that settled, she gave Florian Richard a 
tender hug, as I wondered when it was that my 
kids had discovered they knew more than I. 
We found our way back to the car and dis- 
embarked. In a short time we were in Gibsons, 
which always struck me as one of the most 
pleasant little villages on the coast. We continued 
ou through Sechelt and from there to a little 
campground near Porpoise Bay where we un- 
loaded the little green Honda and set up camp. 
As Karen flne-tuned our temporary home, I 
took the kids to the beach. Florian and I watched 
as Jenny, Aaron, and Allison frolicked ill the surf 
like seal pups. After every one was dry, I took 
them back to camp for outdoor food (hot dogs and 
chips), then Jenny, Florian, and I went back to the 
beach with my trout rod. At the far end of the 
swimming area was a spot the kids didn't care for 
because itwas full of weeds. 
"The trout like spots like this for the same rea- 
son you don't," I told Jenny, who seemed genu- 
inely interested in the whole operation. 
Next, I waded out and threw Tom Murray's il- 
ver muddler out into the brine on the end of a 
floating line, and began stripping and twitching it 
back toward us. lit short order a good fish 
thumped my fly. I brought it to short quickly attd 
gently turned it so that Jenny could see it . 
"Cutthroat," I atmounced. 
"It sure is pretty and shiny," said Jenny. 
After two days we made the trtp back under 
clear skies. The kids were tanned and had sand 
between their toes and tn their clothes. Ferry Ride 
II was almost as exciting as Ferry Ride I. We 
I zoomed up to the Upper Levels then down to 
Marine Drive attd toward home, laughing attd 
singing and listening to Raffi until we heard a 
panic stricken little voice from the back seat. 
"Where's Florian Richard? wailed Jennifer. 
Next week: The Hunt for the Missing Child. 
Winter games lure 
top local athletes 
IT'S THAT time again. 
Time to present our best of the best, our 
one and only, B.C. Winter Games team. 
These lucky athletes will represent our 
city against a tough host team from Prince 
Rupert on Feb. 5-7. 
Four Terraeites, Jocelyn De Walle, Leah 
Kumpolt, Emily Fisher and Olivia Bartsoff 
were named to the beginner and junior bad- 
minton teams. While Karen Resta, Mary 
Louise Crespo, Surinder Dhaliwal and 
Andrew Blix made the adult badminton 
team. Ken Gordon, Chuck Cey, Eileen 
Beridal and Diane Cey qualified for the 
masters team. 
Terrace's adult mixed volleyball team 
will be made of eight competitve-league 
players. Bruce Neid will coach the team. 
And in the water, Terrace is proud to 
boast a M-member waterpolo team headed 
offby coach Steve Dotto. 
Sixteen youth swimmers will taelde teams 
northwest teams with Blueback coach Mike 
Carlyle at the helm. And John Dando will 
lead a very competitive masters wim team. 
One of the team's star swimmers will be 
B.C. Senior games tar, Joe Mandur. 
But pool sharks seem to be welcome too 
as two Terrace competitors, Jack Locke and 
Ken Dean will also head to the rainy city of 
Prince Rupert in February. 
. .  
On the ice, four figure skaters, Kimberly 
Wilcox, Erin Arndt, Kasia Lamb and Carol 
Kozier have been named on Terrace's team. 
Terrace's junior curling sensation, Aaron 
Gceraert, Michael Dahms, Ashley Johnson 
and Carmen Durand will make up the jun- 
ior mixed curling team. They will be 
coached by Randy Durand. And John 
Rilkoff will coach the junior youth male 
team. 
While Terrace's men of skill, Danny 
O'Brien, Bill Watson, Vie Dean and Bill 
Van Kruis will compete in the 
marksmanship-trap ce. 
Eight more athletes from Terrace will 
compete in marksmanship-ipsc. 
Nick Kolias will bring a very sharp girls 
indoor soccer team to Prince Rupert. 
And the moving up that age laddder, 
Duncan Stewart will bring a 10-woman 
ladies soccer team to the city of rain. 
Dolly Roberts, Clara Turuer, Vera 
MeKenzie and Alice Troelstra will 
represent our carpet bowlers. 
Not to be outdone Ellen Smith will coach 
the duplicate bridge team. 
Terrace athletes yet to be named are six 
junior badminton players, special Olympic 
swilmners and bowlers, 20 karate experts, 
12 masters basketball athletes and 13 wrest- 
lers. 
,,Smile! 
STEP ONE, TWO: TERRACE Skating Club's Junior precision team performs 
their competitive routine at the club's Annual Pop Concert at the Terrace Arena 
Dec. 18. The team opened up the concert before individual performances and 
precision skates from the prejunior team and senior precision team. The an- 
nual skate is a chance for the girls to have fun and show interested parents and 
friends their progress. 
Bluebacks rock regionals 
THEY'RE getting better all the time. 
Terrace Blueback swimmers had the 
home pool advantage Dec. 12 and 13 to 
pump up their swimmer's averages with 71 
per cent better times. 
In total eight swimmers boasted top-three 
finishes in their age groups. 
Twelve-year-old Petra Robinson placed 
first in the 800-metre free race beating her 
entry time by more than 10 seconds. 
She also placed first in the 100-metre 
breast stroke and second in the 100-metre 
free stroke, 200-metre medley and 100- 
metre fly races to come in third overall in 
her age group with 36 points. 
Jenine Barton and Kccly Wallace came in 
first and third in the girls 13 and 14 age 
group. 
Barton swam a 1:11.99 100-metre fly 
race, beating the pool record by .22 sec- 
onds. She also swam best times in the 200- 
metre fly and breaststrokes and 100-metre 
back stroke. 
Wallace placed first in the 200-metre ° 
back stroke with competitive runner-up. 
scores in five other races. 
Kaya Downs, 15, came in third overall 
with one second and third place finish. 
And Evan Palahicky, 12, had five first 
place finishes and two third place medals in 
seven races. 
Thirteen-year-old Thomas Demetzer 
placed second overall in his age group 
against six other swimmers while Kyle and 
Greg Narzt placed second and third in the 
boys over 15 age group. 
Seniors team searches 
for brand new members 
TERRACE'S B.C. Senior Games team is looking for new 
members who are interested in participating in next sum- 
mer's enior games. 
The games will be held in southeastern B.C.'s Elk Valley 
on Aug. 25-28. 
Fifteen sports including athletics, badminton,'bridge, car- 
pet bowling, cribbage, cycling, darts, five-pin bowling, 
floor cuffing, golf, horseshoes, lo-pitoh, swimming, table 
tennis and tennis are already listed as core events of the 
game. 
Five other sports are optional'events. They are archery, 
ice curling, one-act plays and volleyball. 
"There's a sport for almost everyone so come and join 
us , "  said Maxine Smallwood of the zone 10 senior games 
team, 
The team's new membership chair, May McFarland, 
plans to take membership a plications in January. Maxine Smallwood 
- m 
Sport Scope 
Head for the lake 
ONION LAKE'S cross country ski conditions only got 
better as temperatures dropped last week. 
Snow that fell early in the week froze and groomers 
tilled the snow and set tracks in preparation for Sun- 
day, Dec. 20's Canski lessons. A Canski instructor 
taught a bunch of intermediate skiers trail know how 
and started the season off right. The ski club offers lots 
to do for the holidays including New Years Day moon- 
light tours, an open house Jan. 2, a Jan. 3 waxing clinic 
and skate-style ski lessons, Kitimat Open races on Jan. 
9, a Women's Fest on Jan. 23 and the Alcan Marathon, 
a Heart and Stroke Charity event, on Feb. 20. For marc 
information call Terry or Cheryl Brown at 798-2227. 
400 Club winners 
MERRY CHRISTMAS and a Happy New Year from 
the B.C. Senior Games team zone I0 team. 
The senior's centre would also like to announce their 
400 Club winners for November and December. 
Neal Nordstrom (#370) and Don and Irene Ritehey 
(#265) won in November. And December's winners 
were Eleanor O'Boyle (#106) and Darleen Prinz 
(#250). 
Youth indoor soccer 
IMPROVE YOUR skills and get ready for the 1999 
outdoor soccer season by heading to Centeimial Chris- 
tian School. 
Organizers will host four-hour skill building sessions 
and games for youth 8-13 years old on Saturday from 
.11 a.m. to 3 p.m. beginning Jan. 9. Youth must have 
been registered with the Terrace Youth Soccer during 
the past 1998 season to be eligible. The cost is $15 per 
month, payable when youth register at the Arena Of- 
rice. No refunds will be given. For more information 
call Nick at 635-9231. 
Snow report 
TAKE IN a little skiing at Shames this Chriglanas. 
Shames Mountain is now open every day except 
Christmas day until Jan. 3. As of Friday morning, the 
hill accunrulated 225 centimetres of snow at the t-bar 
and 125 centimetres of snow at the lodge. The hill 
opens every day at 9 a. m. and doses before sun down 
at 3:30. Check out the hill's snow phone at 638-8ski for 
up-to-date snow reports. 
Jumpers wanted 
SOME OF the northwest's craziest people will be 
jumping into Lakelse Lake at 1 p.m. on New Years 
Day for the Kermodei Bear Swim. 
The eighth-annual swim is a charity event of the 
Kinsmen Rehabilitation Foundation. The jump will 
take off at the Kinsmen Kiddies Kamp where spec- 
tators can wait in the comfort of a heated hall and enjoy 
a warm beverage and lunch before watchhtg half-naked 
swimmers take an icy bath. Everyone is scheduled to 
meet at the Mount Layton Hotsprings. 
Swimmers must pay at least $20 in pledges and forms 
are available at the Terrace Standard, Valhalla Pure 
Outfitters, Skeena Cablevision and the Co-op Home 
Centre. Jumpers with $50 or more in pledges will 
receive a commemorative T-Shirt. Prizes will be 
awarded for the best costume, most money collected 
and the most number of pledges. Call Patrick Mclntyre 
at 638-1777 form more hfformation. 
Ultimate fan 
TSN, Canada's leading sports broadcaster, is looking 
for Canada's most diehard sports fanatic. 
So they've started a contest called The TSN Super- 
Fan Search which runs from Nov. 24 to Feb. 26. 
Contestants must submit a 200-300 word write-up 
that describes why they think they are Canada's 
ultimate sports fan. Photos are optional. The grand- 
prize winner will receive a fantasy weekend for two at 
Toronto's Skydome Hotel, roundtrip travel, tickets to a 
major sporting event, Hockey Hall of Fame passes, a 
TSN tour, a chance to meet TSNpersonalities and ap- 
pear on the TSN show, 'Gallagher'. Send your descrip- 
tion with your name, address, age, and telephone num- 
ber to the TSN SuperFan Search at 160 Bider St. East, 
suite 500, Toronto, Ontario, M4W 1B9. 
Terrace Minor Hockey 
Atom division Novice division 
Sunday, Dee. 13 Sunday, Dec. 13 
Copperside Foods 4 Long's Logging 3 
Centennial Lions 0 Terrace Elks 3 
Saturday, Dec. 12 R-40 Construction 
The Bargain Shop 4 lkon 
All West Trading 4 
Coppcrslde Foods 4 
Kinsmen 4 
Recreational Hockey 
Tuesday, Dec. 15 Wednesday, Dec. 8 
White Spot 
White Spot 1 Chapter One 
Back Eddy 2 
Ah Seasons 
Skeena Cable 4 Precision Builders All Seasons 4 
~ Sunday, Dee. 6 
Sunday, Dec. 13 White Spot 
White Spot 6 Precision Builders 
Precision Builders 8 ' 
Chapter One 3 Skeena Cable 
i Back Eddy Back Eddy 
Thursday, Dec. 10 :Thursday, Dee, 3 
PreciSion Builders 
Back Eddy+ 5 Skeena Cable 
All Seasons 4 
2 
2 
13 
5 
4 
4 
i J 
